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“DE EMERGYARUM NATURA”  (= about the nature of Emergies) 
 
or 
 
“ALL I WANTED TO SAY ABOUT EMERGY ANALYSIS IN THE LAST 20 
YEARS AND I WAS NEVER ABLE TO SAY” 
 
or 
 

“GENERAL NOTES ON EMERGY AND REVIEW OF 3 PAPERS” 
 
By Mario Giampietro (March, 2000) 
 
This document is divided in two 2 parts.   
 
Part 1 deals with general issues related to the general approach proposed by HT Odum and the 
various applications of it, as performed by the Emergy school (as perceived by an outsider).  
  
Part 2 presents the review of 3 papers. They are used to discuss general points in relation to 
specific applications of this approach. 
*************************************************** *************** 
 
The text needs a lot of editing, it is very redundant, and probably is affected by several 
misunderstandings about Emergy analysis, for sure it contains also incorrect statements, etc. 
etc.  However, I am sending it to you the way it is for 3 reasons:  
(1) the more I read it over the more I am adding redundancy, misunderstandings and incorrect 
statements. (2) the idea of this memo is to open a debate and stimulate a discussion, so that the 
more weak spots and arguable statements are present in the text the more we can discuss. (3) it 
is important to save time (especially for the review of the papers).  Therefore, I prefer not to 
wait for the feed-back of people that could help me in doing a better job (e.g. Kozo Mayumi).  
In any case the most important people that can help in getting the discussion on Emergy on the 
right track here are basically the three of you. 
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PART 1 – General Issues 
“All models are wrong, some are useful” – Anonymous 
 
1. My relation with “Emergy studies” and my goals with this memo 
 
1.1 The urgency of doing something 
Driven by the growing debate on sustainability there is a growing search for analytical tools, 
which can be used for accounting environmental services and/or defining biophysical 
constraints on the economic process.  These methods are needed to complement economic 
analyses that, when used alone, tend to miss important aspects of sustainability.  This 
skyrocketing demand for exploring new representative tools led to a certain collapse in the 
“quality control” on published paper also on very good scientific journals.  See for example, the 
publication of the paper assessing the value of the planet in 33 trillions of US-1994-dollars on 
Nature, or the widespread publication of Ecological Footprint papers on reputable journals. 
Actually, the paper published on Nature would have not be accepted as a “term paper” of 
freshmen in any decent college of economics, as well as the vast majority of “ecological 
footprint assessments” are just a sloppy applications of the rationale proposed by HT for 
environmental accounting.   In my view, this is a clear sign that there is an urgent need to 
supply something decent to such a demand. 
 
1.2  My view on HT work 

I am convinced that the rationale proposed by HT Odum for environmental accounting is 
one of the most serious attempt – among the available ones - to deal with the task of generating 
indicators able to track changes and effects of human intervention within ecological systems.  
As a matter of fact, HT contribution is much more than that.  His theoretical analysis of self-
organization of energy and information can also be used for many other tasks. (1) Performing 
qualitative analysis of evolutionary trends for typologies (categories) of dissipative systems 
identified/characterized by a certain network structure. Even though nobody seems to like the 
adjective “qualitative” when used for models (many seem to be convinced that models must be 
totally quantitative and fully formalized to be valuable), I happen to believe exactly the 
contrary.  In my view, in this moment, shortage of qualitative models for dealing with 
evolutionary trends of human development, is the most important bottleneck for human ability 
to build anticipatory systems in relation to the sustainability predicament. Probably, this is one 
of the applications of Emergy in which I see the largest potentiality. (2) Assessing the 
“ecological footprint” or various indices of “environmental loading” of the economic process (= 
generating families of “biophysical indicators of unsustainability” – following the suggestion of 
Martinez Alier as a general name for this class of indices).  That is, it can compare the scale of 
human activity to the scale of ecological activity (= the quantitative and qualitative information 
totally missed by economic analyses). (3) Assessing the net effect of trade between countries 
operating at different levels of environmental loading and technological development.   

I do believe that the rationale proposed by HT Odum makes possible to generate several 
models able to do all these things.  The problem I see with current applications is that all these 
different tasks cannot be achieved by using a single common model.  That is, you cannot do 
different things using the same graph and using a single given set of fixed transformities.   
Probably the people of the Emergy school share this opinion with me.  However, if this is the 
case, every time Emergy analysis is applied to do one of these different tasks, then, each one of 
these different applications should come with a discussion, in the material and methods section, 
on: (A) how and why the graph(s) used in the specific analysis is(are) “qualitative different” 
from other graphs used in other studies in which they were used to do other tasks (depending on 
what of these different jobs are performed in these different studies), and (B) when and if  
certain fixed transformities calculated for certain systems - by using certain graphs (and then 
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listed in a book) - can be applied to the specific system under investigation (and which is 
characterized using a specific graph, that could be similar or not similar to that used for 
calculating the standard transformity elsewhere). 
 
1.3 The tactical aspect   

There is another important aspect to be considered in this discussion.  After admitting that 
HT approach is very good and has huge potentialities, for sure its development would greatly 
benefit from a debate with the rest of the scientific community.  This for two reasons: (1) 
because specific applications could contain a few bugs and the debate with other scientists will 
produce fixes for them at a much faster pace (if 10,000 people work on fixing a problem they 
do faster than 100). (2) because when dealing with complex systems, it is not possible to have 
the “best model” of them. The very step of problem structuring (which relevant qualities of the 
system have to be reflected in its analytical representation) requires always an input from the 
users (a “value” call from the humans).  Therefore, if the Emergy school wants to be useful and 
wants that this methodology be used by other disciplines as a complementing representative 
tool (e.g. by economists), it must learn how to listen and talk to them.  Remaining in a “ghetto” 
does not pay.  According to the maximum power principle there are moments (e.g. when 
colonizing a very large empty niche) in which it is important to get there first. I started this 
memo by noticing that we are exactly in one of these moments, we are assisting to several 
attempts of “speciation” of biophysical analyses of sustainability.  Therefore, we are in one of 
the cases in which the law (different version of the maximum power) of “the survival of the 
first” fully applies (remember the “qwert” lock-in for the lay out of keys in keyboards.  This 
sequence that was optimal in mechanical typing machines, has been kept also in keyboards of 
computers, where is no longer optimal . . .). 
 
1.4 My goals 

Finally, we arrived to what are my goals in writing this long memo.  I believe that it is time 
to start a serious and deep discussion on HT work.  So that it will be possible to provide to the 
academic world: (1) clear explanations of the theoretical basis of the approach, and (2) practical 
examples of the advantages and potentiality of this approach compared with others.  I am not 
saying that the approach now does not have theoretical basis, but simply that the message 
provided by the Emergy people to explain its foundations, until now, did not go through clear 
enough.  Probably, it is also time to think how such a message could be send in a different way 
when interacting with the external world.  The way experimented up to now did not work.   

The way I see it, it is not about specifying better the algorithm used to solve the graph (= 
what Sergio refers to as “better specify the algebra of the approach”).  That is, the type of 
discussion that Mark Brown and Bob Herendeen had in the paper published on Ecological 
Economics.  This debate can be useful for clarifying the ideas of those already “in”, but very 
unlikely to attract new people from the outside.  Nor such a discussion on how to strength the 
method can be focused on finding the ultimate calculation of “the right” set of transformities.  
Actually a deep discussion on “transformities” could (or rather should) lead (hopefully) to the 
conclusion that such a thing (= “the right transformity to be listed in the book for future 
calculations”) simply does not exist.  Depending on what “qualities” of the system we want to 
study and map with our encoding variables, we could have to use different numerical values for 
“fixed transformities” or work with “changing transformities”.  As a matter of fact, if I 
understand well the feed-back received in previous interaction with HT, Mark and Sergio, this 
is already a point accepted by the Emergy school.  However, things are not clear, about this 
point, when seen from the outside, due to a lack of general framing of how to use the approach 
in relation to different applications.  My impression is that there are already different ways of 
using the approach to do different things, but this obvious fact is neither acknowledged or 
addressed in the various attempts to formalize the protocols to be used in practical applications. 
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My contribution to the discussion on HT approach is therefore related to:  
(1) epistemological issues involved in such an analysis. (2) how to improve the level of 
communication with scientists operating in different fields. 

In fact, something that bothers me about the standard reaction of the Emergy people to 
criticism, is that the explanation they give by default to criticism is more or less always the 
same: the critics do not know about Emergy.  This can also be true, but one can ignore the 
algorithms used to solve a graph (e.g. how to calculate indices) and still pose relevant questions 
(or raise relevant issues) about the basic theory related to the problem structuring obtained 
when using HT approach.   

For example, the standard objections about Emergy analysis provided by serious scientists 
are in general related to the following points:  
(1) how to define the graph (complex systems can be described using several non-equivalent 

boundaries, ST-scales, relevant relations, identity of individual elements, selection of 
encoding variables).  Since it is not possible to make a model which map 1 to 1 all the 
qualities of a real system into a formal system of inference, a part of the reality will remain 
always out of any analysis based on graphs (or systems of equations).  Who decides how 
important is the piece of reality left out of the model? How to know ahead which dynamics 
should be considered as relevant and which ones should be ignored, since they are not 
relevant?   In case of legitimate contrasting perspectives about the relative relevance of 
various system qualities, how to deal with controversies?  

(2) There are legitimate but non-equivalent ways of making an energy graph for describing a 
given system. The following statement is of HT himself (from the Maximum Power book): 
“Drawing an energy system model aggregates a more complex system according to the 
person’s belief in what is interesting or important” (pag. 318).  But after admitting that, then 
WHO is entitled to decide the “right” identity of the graph to use? According to which 
criteria?  According to which interests?  What are the implications of this choice?  What if 
someone else like better a different problem structuring which would led to a different 
calculation of indices?  If we admit that “emergy” is a network property and as such 
“structure specific” (= structure of the graph) we are confronted with a serious problem.  
The arbitrariness of the choice of a diagram reflecting personal belief and interests of the 
analysts can be reflected in the arbitrariness of final numerical assessment of indices. 
Actually, as I will try to discuss later on, this is exactly the strength of this analysis, which 
is reflecting its complexity. However, the claim that such an analysis makes possible to 
assess the real “value” of things in a scientific way.  This means that the “value” determined 
using an arbitrary graph applies also to other people with different interests and beliefs, that 
will see their life affected by a decision based on the indices generated by the identity of the 
graph.  It is obvious to me, that when perceiving things in this way, this approach becomes 
very difficult to sell.  I will return on the issue of “value” later on, this is just to provide a 
general list of perplexities. 

(3) If different non-equivalent graphs about the same natural system are legitimate, then, how it 
is possible to transfer fixed assessments of transformities (calculate on one specific version 
of the universe of all possible graphs) across 2 graphs, that could be different in their 
nature?  Or in alternative if we use always the same graph, how do we know that in this way 
it is possible to catch different sets of relevant qualities that can be different in different 
specific problems? I will return later also on this point.  

(4) When dealing with sustainability (co-evolution of systems evolving at different speed and 
becoming something else in time) it is possible to determine “a priori” and in parallel “by 
default”: (1) the space-time scale required to define an identity for a given network (the 
whole) and (2) be able to define without indeterminacy an identity for each one of its lower 
level components (after having decided to look at things using the focal level space time 
scale)?  In fact, the emergy approach requires that you are able to define an identity for the 
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network (= about which you calculate the indices) and an identity for each one of the lower 
level components (= about which you claim to be able to calculate or assign three crucial 
parameters: 1. Transformities - output/input ratios; 2. an identity for admissible inputs (what 
forms of energy can be used by each element and what cannot be used); and 3. an 
admissible range of the value of the throughput (what is the power intensity in each 
component). What if, we are dealing with cases in which it is not possible to define with 
“enough accuracy” in parallel on different space-time scales: (A) the identity of the network 
and (B) the 3 parameters determining the identity of each of the lower level components?  
Many of those working with complex systems are convinced that their hierarchical 
organization implies an unavoidable degree of indeterminacy in their definition in parallel 
across scales.  That is you cannot represent with the same degree of accuracy the same 
fractal system on its various hierarchical levels (to obtain the same level of accuracy in the 
mapping across scales). This has to do with the need of performing a triadic filtering when 
dealing with nested hierarchical systems (discussed below).  The focal level must have a 
scale big enough to filter out changes in lower level components, so that they can be 
described in statistical terms (e.g. gradients in speed of individual molecules are ignored 
when describing the “emergent property” of a gas as “temperature”). At the same time the 
scale of the focal level has to be small enough to ignore the dynamic of larger scale 
processes (e.g. we can assume stable boundary conditions, e.g. that solar energy is a 
constant flow on our planet, when describing the seasonal variations as an established 
pattern).  When these assumptions are valid, we can describe lower level components also 
in terms of characteristics of categories (tigers, trees, detritus feeder) and not special 
characteristics of individual organisms (that particular tiger, or that particular tree, which 
are affected by stochastic events).  That is, we can define an identity for “functions”, which 
is related to the stability of the characteristics of the class to which individuals are supposed 
to belong.   

Unfortunately, when dealing with the interaction of human systems and ecological systems in 
fast transitional periods we can expect to face a much higher level of indeterminacy every time 
we attempt to cover too many hierarchical levels (I will discuss at length this below). If this is 
the case, what are the consequences of the arbitrary choices made by the analysts when 
deciding how to input numerical values (the required 3 parameters that cannot be defined 
clearly for each lower level component - e.g. the performance of a refrigerator- when adopting 
the space-time scale used to describe the identity of the larger network - an ecological time 
scale)?   

Put it in another way, complex dissipative adaptive systems are regulated by several feed-
backs operating in parallel, but on different space-time scales.  When describing their 
sustainability (the viability of various elements on their own level and scale, in relation to 
dynamics occurring at different levels) we must use non-equivalent relevant time differentials 
(dts) to represent different relevant dynamics.  But if we do that, we are forced to use in parallel 
non-equivalent descriptive domains = non reducible mappings of the behavior of the same 
system.  In fact, when looking at different aspects of the same system (pattern recognition) 
which can be defined only on different scales we cannot use the same representative tool (you 
cannot use a microscope to take the picture of a face).  If this is true (and on this there is a 
general consensus among the complexity people), how it comes, then, that by using a single 
graph we can map things which can only be properly represented on non-equivalent descriptive 
domains?  Emergy analysts often claim that they are able to compare “qualities” and “values” 
of cultures, human societies - defined at all scales from global economy to the household - 
goods, services, bears, ducks, palm trees, drops of rain and tides.  However, they never discuss 
the obvious question: if one has to use different analytical tools to recognize different patterns 
at different scales (if I have to use a camera to take driving license picture and a microscope to 
look at cells), how it is possible that one single graph and one single set of transformities “fits 
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all sustainability problems”?.  I share the opinion that using HT approach makes possible to 
establish links between processes occurring in parallel on different levels, and also that such an 
approach makes possible to perform qualitative and quantitative analyses.  However, one 
should be very careful when making quantitative claims (what can be quantified and under 
which assumptions). 

Personally, I believe that many of the doubts I listed above have fundaments (or at least 
they indicate a lack of communication between the two sides).  I also believe that Emergy can 
still be applied to do a lot of wonderful things, in spite of all these problems (see discussion 
below).  But this requires a serious discussion on the limits of its applicability.  Paradoxically, 
in my view, this list of problems focus exactly on the very strength of this approach that forces 
the analysts to deal explicitly: (1) with “meanings” of what we are studying (in relation to what, 
why we are interested in this system in the first place). (2) with an explicit “value call” on what 
are the crucial relations among components (what are the basic rationales used to establish a 
relation of causality among changes?). (3) with an explicit discussion of what is relevant and 
what is not (when dealing with sustainability this means also specifying what we want to 
sustain and want we want to change).  This is a real bonanza of positive inputs to scientific 
analyses.  The previous 3 points include almost everything that is missing in the “sad” and 
“simplistic” analyses used right now by others working on sustainability issues.  Many other 
scientists propose very “complicated simple models”, on the contrary HT uses simple “complex 
methods” of analysis.  The difference in the adjective indicates a qualitative difference, not a 
quantitative one.  

However, all these positive aspects of Emergy can come out only, if and when one makes 
explicit its “revolutionary nature” in scientific terms.  If we admit that in any case of scientific 
mapping of the sustainability predicament, one faces serious epistemological limits to the 
possibility of describing a complex system with formal systems of inference.  Living systems 
cannot be described by dead models. Then we have to face these limits and try to do what is 
more useful.  Keeping the use of “simple” systems of mapping, no matter how complicated, 
means simply keep generating wrong analyses.  

However, how Emergy flirts with these epistemological limits at the moment is not clear for 
those looking at Emergy from the outside.  I am not sure to which extent these limits are clear 
for the people inside the school.  I have no reasons for doubting that for the Emergy people 
everything is clear starting from the algorithms leading to the calculation of the indices on the 
graph.  However, I personally do not believe that in this way the Emergy school will be able to 
convince skeptical scientists operating in other scientific fields about the soundness and 
usefulness of this method.  If we agree that the name of the game here is “try to better interface 
HT work with the rest of the world”, one should be able to answer the above list of questions 
the way they are posed. 
 

In the remaining of this document I will present my criticisms, ideas and suggestions about 
Emergy (I will try to be as candid and direct as possible).  I don’t intend to represent the rest of 
the world or to teach you anything.  I started studying and thinking about HT’ work in the early 
80s (I whish, after all these years, I could have understood something more).  Since then I have 
been (within the gang of Ecological Economics from the beginning) very active in discussing 
the problems faced when attempting to describe the interaction of socioeconomic systems and 
ecological systems in biophysical terms.  Therefore, I can provide you: (1) a list of points about 
which more often I registered strong negative feelings about Emergy from a certain number of 
good scientists; (2) personal ideas about the approach.  As you probably know, I am on the 
black list of Bob Costanza (as a clear example of not reputable scholar).  So that I am not 
reflecting at all the positions on Emergy (which I ignore, since I never managed to discuss it 
with them) of the people in charge of the Journal or the International Society for Ecological 
Economics.  
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Finally, more practical aspects.   
(1) I am finishing a book on the epistemological implications of complexity for analysis of 

sustainability (I will be happy to send you the first draft for receiving comments, if you 
would like to have a look at it).   

(2) In addition to that, with Kozo Mayumi we are preparing another book on biophysical 
indicators of sustainability (Joan Martinez Alier asked for it, since I am teaching a course 
with this title here in Barcelona).  I would like to dedicate a big part of this book to a 
discussion of HT work (since the vast majority of biophysical indices of sustainability and 
unsustainability used right now are basically all quite sloppy applications of HT ideas, 
moreover, very often without even acknowledging the source of inspiration).   

(3) Finally, as you already know, we could prepare together a special issue of Population and 
Environment on Emergy (or in alternative a book on the subject).   

 
So that this long memo could represent a very welcome (at least for me) occasion for 
exchanging ideas and start a period of interaction with the Emergetists. 
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2. Main theoretical issues referring to the general approach 
 
I will start this section with a quote of Mac Auslan taken from a discussion in the NECSI (New 
England Complex System Institute) forum about the problems found when attempting to model 
complex systems: ”any 'well-defined' science has to have limits of applicability”.  Since it is not 
possible to have a model that catches every single aspect of the reality, it is important that each 
model, especially if new, comes with an epistemological discussion of its performance.  This 
means that every time we are proposing and using a system of mapping to represent qualities of 
a real complex systems with a formal inferential system (= something made up of encoding 
variables and equations) it is crucial to specify the following information.  
(A) what can be mapped by the proposed descriptive tool and what cannot be mapped (“what” 
represents here the set of “qualities” and “relations among qualities” of the real system which 
are simulated by the equations which we will apply to the selected set of variables); (B) which 
assumptions are needed for the validity of such a mapping (= only under certain conditions the 
selected model can simulate changes in the qualities of the real system, so that we have to know 
when the application of our general model to a specific case will provide useful results).   

I believe that this is the topic about which some extra input (additional theory and/or 
explanations) should be provided by the Emergy people in order to do a “quality jump” in the 
level of interaction with the rest of the world.  This is a field in which I worked a lot in the last 
5 years and where I feel I can contribute in terms of a few inputs for starting a debate.  Below I 
am touching upon several points, which I believe (hope) could be of interest.  Again, my goal is 
not to teach you either old or new concepts (probably you know about them better than I do, HT 
for sure), but simply to confront my way to define concepts and perceive problems with yours.  
I will use practical, even stupid examples, hoping that this will not disturb you.  My hope is that 
of making easier the exchange of ideas.  Later on, when discussing of specific issues related to 
the application of Emergy analysis (when getting into the review of papers), you will be able to 
better understand what I am talking about, even if I am using terms and concepts in a way 
different from the way you do. 
 
2.1 Being aware that models are different from reality: Graphs are Metaphors 
An intriguing definition of complexity for a system given by Rosen (1977 - p. 229) focuses on 
the fact that “complexity” is a property of the appraisal process rather than a property inherent 
to the system it-self: “a complex system is one which allows us to discern many subsystems ... 
(a subsystem is the description of the system determined by a particular choice of mapping only 
a certain set of its qualities/properties) ... depending entirely on how we choose to interact 
with the system”.   That is, the concept of complexity is generated by the existence of different 
relevant dimensions (perspectives that can not be all mapped by the same system of encoding) 
of our possible relations (potential interactions) with the natural system.  A stone can be a 
simple system for a person kicking it when walking and an extremely complex system for a 
geologist examining it during an investigation of a mineral site (Rosen, 1977).  The equation of 
perfect gas PV=nRT says a lot about gases, but cannot map how they smell.  This could be a 
relevant system quality for a person living close to a chemical plant, which cannot be forecasted 
by a chemical engineer using that equation (which can result very powerful for doing a lot of 
other things). 
Using the Theory of Modeling relation introduced by Rosen (Rosen, R. 1985. Anticipatory 
Systems: Philosophical, Mathematical and Methodological Foundations.  New York: 
Pergamon Press) one can define the graphs used in Emergy analysis as “Metaphors”.  This does 
not follow the vernacular use of the term, but rather a formalization of the expression given by 
Rosen which is:  Metaphor = the use of an existing modeling relation to perform a decoding 
step applied to a situation in which the step of encoding is not possible 
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 (A) encoding means using a variables as a proxy of a quality of the system (based on the 
measurement of an observable).  In this way it is possible to map changes in the “quality 
of interest” of the system into changes in the value taken by the variable used within a 
formal system of inference. 

(B) decoding means transferring a result obtained by the formal system of inference (e.g. 
prediction of changes in values taken by the variable) of a validate model to infer 
changes in qualities of a real system to which the model is supposed to apply 

Put in another way, when dealing with a specific farm producing wheat in New Zealand, one 
can take advantage of a formal analogy found in the existing relations found among the 
elements of such a system (= the existence of a common graph for all the farms producing 
wheat) to infer information about that New Zealand farm, using information gathered 
elsewhere.   

First of all a personal note, many feel offended if one tells them that they work with 
metaphors, since incredible but true, many seem happier working with models (a more stupid 
system of mapping which does not carries meanings).  But this is a bizarre behavior, since 
models can only handle the representation of simple systems (not relevant ones).  They cannot 
deal with relevant aspects and dynamics of complex systems, which are crucial when dealing 
with sustainability.  Going back to metaphors, when using them, one can infer qualities of a 
given specific real system from the knowledge of relations among qualities of a class of similar 
systems to which the specific system under investigation is supposed to belong.   As discussed 
below, the use of a valid category to characterize a specific system implies assigning a 
“meaning” for the organized structures making up the system in relation to an associative 
context.  This is what makes possible to transfer knowledge developed elsewhere to the specific 
case. Actually, this is how living systems work according to Rosen (Rosen, R. 1991 Life Itself: 
A Comprehensive Inquiry Into the Nature, Origin and fabrication of Life  Columbia University 
Press  New York 285 pp.). 

Actually, in my view, this is exactly what Emergy analysts do when using the 
transformity of one flow either calculated elsewhere using experimental data – e.g. the 
transformity of electricity - or calculated using thermodynamic values – e.g. the transformity of 
rain (and therefore supposed to be valid for all natural systems sharing the same set of 
thermodynamic constraints). 
 Two points are relevant here: (1) metaphors are the only legitimate scientific tool that 
can be used for dealing with complex systems – Rosen, 1992.  More simple systems of mapping 
(e.g. thermodynamic analyses) based on encoding variables that can be defined only at a very 
low hierarchical level of analysis (e.g. the molecular one) and under “ceteris paribus” 
hypothesis (the specification of a reference state), have very little “entailment power” for being 
useful in the modeling of the behavior of complex systems. They can just map a simple process 
at the time, without addressing the self-entailment across processes occurring at different scales 
(what is life according to Rosen’s paradigm).  It should be noted that this is also the definition 
of life also according to HT paradigm and according to the paradigm of anybody else working 
in self-organization of dissipative, adaptive, hierarchically organized systems (e.g Kauffmann). 
(2) the use of metaphors, however, implies/requires always a “value call” since, when using 
them, we are catching only some aspects of the reality and not the totality of it.  Analyses based 
on metaphors, therefore, cannot indicate “by default” what is the “best” or “the optimum” for 
the system, since any metaphor is not the system.  Rather a metaphor is the image (model) of 
the system that is reflecting only the selection of qualities of the system that we decided to 
consider as relevant for the identity of the class.  That is the particular identity of a graph 
reflects, in part the identity of the real system, and in part the interest and belief of the analyst.  
Especially, a graph reflects what abstract categories (among those available to describe the 
reality) are considered as relevant by the scientist performing the analysis.  For example, I 
never saw a graph made by HT including colors of object as a relevant quality of lower level 
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elements.  Sometimes this is a legitimate choice, in other cases color can be a crucial aspect (I 
refused to buy a new Station Wagon Ford Mondeo at a very convenient price since I did not 
like that fact that the only available color was white).  An emergy evaluation of the “real value” 
of that Mondeo probably would have missed an aspect that was crucial for me.  What “we see” 
in a graph depends on our selection of encoding variables, the relevant space-time differential 
adopted, and relevant relations considered as result.  For example, we can map with an Emergy 
analysis the constraints of sustainability for a population of 1000 people living on a desert 
island in terms of their ability to produce a supply of food which matches the requirement (on a 
time scale of years). Guess you can do such a graph in 30 seconds.  The model can provide a lot 
of useful information and be applied with success to several cases.  However, no matter how 
sophisticated is the analysis, it can not predict a sudden crash of the population in a particular 
island (on a time scale of 100 years), in the case that the 1000 people were only men.  If this 
information about gender was not considered as relevant in the making of the original graph, we 
could have applied to the 1000 men on the island, a graph + transformities (= a system of 
inference) very good and tested with success on other populations (where the gender was not an 
issue), leading to a wrong analysis. That is, even when using a reliable metaphor, which proved 
to work in the past, we always face the risk of missing completely some crucial points when 
dealing with a specific situations.  In this example that in order to reproduce themselves, 
humans need to be present in two sub-categories: men and women.  Obviously, after knowing 
the specific problem (= in our case shortage of women on the island), it is probably very easy to 
express the “usefulness” of a woman for the sustainability of an island populated only by men 
in emergy terms over a relevant time differential of 100 years.  Probably HT could add a few 
loops and a few transformities to the old graph in a couple of minutes.  However, my suspect is 
that this new graph would become non-equivalent to the first one (it would require a set of 
information inputs which is not equivalent to the information we were using in the previous one 
and the adoption of a different time differential for the differential equations).  In conclusion, it 
is true that we can always fix the identity of our graphs according to the questions we receive, 
but this does not avoid 2 big problems.  (1) the graphs become non-equivalent (meaning that the 
transformities calculated for an element in one graph, non necessarily can be valid into the 
other); (2) every time we apply a reliable graph to a specific situation, how do we know that 
within such a specific context, our graph is catching all the relevant aspects needed for a sound 
problem structuring?  If different relevant qualities of the same system require for being 
simulated the adoption of non-equivalent time differentials, how can we use a unique system of 
differential equations (which must be operated by using only one specified dt)?   This is still not 
the time to get into specific discussions and answers, I am still in a discussion of general issues.  
Main conclusions of this point are:  

Emergy analysis should be explained in terms of “how to do a wise use of metaphors” 
since metaphors are the only analytical tool that we can use to represent the behavior of 
complex systems (Rosen, 1992). If I were you, I would not try to explain Emergy in terms of an 
application of mathematical models, through protocols.  The idea of presenting Emergy as the 
wise use of metaphor is an incredible “quality” jump in the development of new systems of 
mapping available to humankind for discussing of sustainability.  Since living systems, by 
definition, cannot be modeled by formal systems of inference (Rosen uses a very sophisticated 
mathematical tool – category theory – to show this point and actually it proposes the 
formalization of the impossibility of being modeled using formal systems of inference as the 
very – and only available- definition of life).  Life means the ability of establishing and 
maintaining useful relations among interacting components, and because of that such a process 
cannot be described using an accessible “state space” which is closed and fixed a priori (this is 
a logical consequence implied by the use of a formal system of inference).  Living systems are 
continuously expanding their accessible state space (this is a different formulation of the 
Maximum Power Principle). This is why, metaphors are the only option available when dealing 
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with adaptive systems.  Metaphors carry with them meanings (definition of functions assigned 
to categories of organized structures in relation to an associative context and goals).  Whereas 
simpler formal systems of mapping (Stella models for making simulations based on only one 
dynamics and only one relevant space-time differential at the time) do not and cannot carry any 
meaning.  They are stupid mechanical formalism that can only establish relations among 
variables (and not among qualities of real world systems).   As a matter of fact, the impasse 
experienced in these years by the academic world when dealing with sustainability is generated 
exactly by the fact that they are still “locked in” the use of less sophisticated systems of 
mapping (meaningless simple mathematical models).  To make things worse, they attempt to 
make them more useful by adding funny mathematical formalisms.  Making more complicated 
stupid models do not solve the problem, actually makes only more difficult to find a solution, 
since people focus more and more on complicatedness rather than on complexity.  The vast 
majority of efforts in the field of analysis of sustainability are still attempts to use simple 
models based on linear mapping of one quality at the time, considering only one time 
differential at the time (only one focal hierarchical level at the time), and under the assumption 
of ceteris paribus.  Obviously, they will never get anywhere when dealing with things that are 
becoming something else in time and operating in parallel on several hierarchical levels.  When 
dealing with evolution, any modeling relation is necessarily wrong in the long term, since (1) 
the real system evolves in time = the set of relevant qualities to be considered by the selection 
of encoding variables, and the existing relation among them change in time. whereas (2) any 
formal system of inference (the set of variables used in the model and the functions used to 
generate dynamics) remain the same.  Useful models expire.  Any modeling relation has to 
come with an expiration date (as food products). 

For this reason, I am strongly concerned that the Emergy school in the attempt to gain 
academic acceptance (= attempting to formalize the approach according to accepted academic 
standards) could throw away the baby with the bath water.  One of the strength of HT approach 
is exactly its ambiguity in the definitions of graphs and the methods for calculating the 
transformities (with multiple options that should be used to force a discussion on what 
method to use, depending on circumstances).  The following discussion on how to do the 
analysis should be used by the various analysts to learn what we “see” and what we can no 
longer “see” of the reality because of our choices, when making the model.  That is Emergy 
analysis, the way has been used by HT, is based on a very strong “semantic entailment” (= 
things have to make sense), which is always overruling (in case of contrasts) syntactic 
entailments (= rules must be followed). If the methods available for calculating the 
transformities are not good enough for the special case he just invents another one. When he 
feels that the standard procedure does not apply to a particular case, he simply does not follow 
it.  I agree that this is a very slippery procedure to propose as scientific methodology, this is 
why, in my opinion, the approach proposed by HT needs very careful theoretical clarifications.  
On the other hand, this is what makes Emergy special and complex. 

That is, the discussion on how to characterize the system and why should become the 
real result of the application of this methodology, a result which is much more important that 
the numerical indices generated at the end of each analysis.  In fact, everybody familiar with 
numerical analyses knows the following golden rule. It is much better to use a number which is 
not accurate but which has been assessed in a way that makes sense (and helped to reach a 
better understanding of definition of meanings for the system), than using a number very 
accurate, but that, because of that, does not fit in a general understanding of the system. 
Numbers are important only when: (1) one understands well what do they mean; (2) from what 
other numbers they depend; (3) what type of uncertainty or risk is associated to them.  A 
number which do not fulfill these requirements are totally useless when discussing of 
sustainability.  This is where Emergy indices have to do a Quality Jump. 
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Metaphors can handle meaning (they can attribute functions for organized structure in 
relation to an associative context and a set of specified goals), but they cannot do too many 
things at the same time.  So that they should be used to do one job at the time.  For example: (1) 
under the ceteris paribus hypothesis to calculate indicators of unsustainability; or (2) to look for 
evolutionary trends in terms of qualitative indications (losing track of details), or (3) assessing 
the relative importance of economic and ecological autocatalytic loops in a specific situation or 
when dealing with trade.  This means that these different analyses cannot be performed at the 
same time in the same application by using the same system of inference.  This in my view is 
the “capital sin” of communication of the Emergy school.  Different tasks can be achieved one 
at the time, using different system of inference and only after performing a “quality control” on: 
(1) the validity of the metaphor selected for the specific situation, in which we want to use it, 
and (2) applicability of the decoding step.   
 
 
2.2 The critical step of assessing Transformities 
In this section I am just sharing with you my doubts, hoping that you, with much more 
experience in this field, can help me in understanding better.  This is to share with you the type 
of uncomfortable feelings that people outside the Emergy school have about the approach the 
way they see it applied.  

Lets start with a very simple example of transformity used to define the “quality” of an 
energy flow: the “transformity” of electricity.   If I want to compare the final consumption of 
energy in Spain with that of Birmania and France, then I am supposed to use a transformity of 
3/1 (3 MJ of Oil Equivalent per 1 MJ of electricity) to be applied to the profiles of final 
consumption of electricity of these countries (let’s assume for the sake of simplicity that 100% 
of it is made using fossil energy).  However, after looking at data of the energy sector of Spain, 
one discovers that in Spain the electricity from fossil energy is made with low quality coal in 
small power plants.  This implies a conversion of 4/1 (MJ of coal/MJ electricity).   

In spite of knowing this information, I still would use, when making a comparison of 
exosomatic energy use in world countries, the value 3/1 to account for the “quality” of 
electricity in final consumption of Spain.   In fact, each country has its special value for such a 
transformity and probably none of the world countries has exactly the ratio 3/1 (it depends on 
the mix of primary energy used to generate electricity, on the technology used for these various 
primary sources, and year by year by perturbations, such as a big earthquake, social riots, war, 
skill of the technical staff running the power plants).  However, exactly because of that, we 
assume a “conventional” standard value of 3/1 (as done by the UN energy statistics) that we 
apply to different countries.  This standardized ratio has the only goal to make possible, in this 
way, a meaningful comparison of the role plaid by electricity in the profile of end uses of 
different countries (electricity becomes a theoretical category expressing standard relation 
among different forms of energy).  Clearly, if I want to map CO2 emission in Spain in relation 
to electricity consumption, then for sure I have to use the 4/1 value.  In the same way, if I am 
interested also in other emissions, such SO2, which are different between coal and oil, then I 
will have also to switch from “oil equivalent” to “coal equivalent” when adopting a “reference 
primary source of energy”.  Even though this would be a very tricky move, since beside 
electricity, all the rest of consumption in fossil energy in Spain are in the form of oil.  That is, I 
am in a situation in which both (1) the transformity and (2) the reference primary source (coal 
equivalent or oil equivalent) that I use for a certain purpose (compare the role of electricity in 
Spain with other countries), is not good for another mapping (the emission of CO2 and SO2 per 
unit of electricity consumed in Spain). 

Let’s imagine now that I want to buy a small electricity generator for my future camping 
adventures.  I can get two models - Model A with a transformity fuel/electricity 5/1 and a 
smaller one, more easy to carry, Model B - with a transformity 6/1.  Due to differences in 
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technology used (reflected in the price) the transformity of one of these two models will change 
over the life time of the generator.  For example, every year Model A gets less efficient of a 
10%, whereas the transformity of Model B remains the same.  In this last case, if I had to make 
a comparison at the moment of buying an electric generator and - being concerned with the 
environment – basing my decision also on emergy assessments - I would have to integrate the 
consumption of fuel of the generator A - with a transformity changing over time = [5/1]f(time) - 
and B – with a transformity 6/1.  Depending on the life span of the generators, I have to assess 
the average transformity of Model A over the aggregate amount of electricity generated over 
the given period of time (e.g. 10 years).  I could also calculate, in this way, the relative 
emissions of CO2 for each one of the two generators per J of electricity produced.  Clearly, if 
my Type A generator will break down after one year (= the function defining the transformity 
loses its validity as mapping during the time window on which I made the assessment) my 
assessment would be wrong.  That is, the final result of the analysis depends on the time 
horizon on which my description of reality is valid. 

Until now I considered in my examples various transformities for electricity: “3/1” or 
“4/1” or “[5/1]f(time)” or “6/1”.  They refer only to the conversion of MJ of oil or coal into MJ 
of electricity.  Many other ratios are needed if I want to get to the final solar transformity of 
electricity expressed in EMjoules.  Depending on how this final assessment is obtained, I would 
have to include: “the equivalent of human labor in the electric plant”, “the capital needed to 
operate the plant”, “transportation losses”, “services indirectly used by the plant” (when 
adopting a biophysical method of accounting for transformities). Otherwise if we decide to use 
energy/price ratios, this can depend on a set of changes occurring on a large set of prices (all the 
indirect inputs used for making electricity in a given country in a given year).   

At this point, lets imagine that I want to use Emergy analysis to describe my vacations 
in Spain.  If I understand well, when assessing the embodied solar energy in the flows of 
electricity included in the graph representing my camping I should use. (1) a ratio 3/1 for oil to 
electricity (when not using monetary ratios in the definition of transformities), when assessing 
electricity imported by Spain (or other ratios when available, describing the production in the 
exporting country. e.g. France, where electricity is all nuclear). (2) a ratio 4/1 for electricity 
produced in Spain. (3) a ratio “[5/1]f(time)” if using the generator Model A, when assessing the 
electricity generated when I am in the field doing free camping.  Due to the additional inputs 
required by the process of production of electricity (beside the conversion of fuel into 
electricity), then I should account also for: labor, capital and transportation losses.  That is, I 
should also include an additional “overhead” to the original assessment.  ********  End of the 
example, now the questions for you**************** 

 
Question 1 
I reviewed last week a paper applying Emergy analysis to agriculture.  The authors were 
using a single number (found on the 1996 book of HT to which they make reference) for all 
types of electricity used in South-Western Australia (direct in the farm and indirect in 
services and goods).  Such a transformity, clearly, must refer to only one of the possible 
ratios discussed above.  Is this always the best thing to do?  Why nobody ever discuss in the 
applications of this analysis which one of the several transformities available has been used 
and why? When operating in a given country, we could also introduce an average value of 
“transformity for electricity” which is reflecting the combination of ratios for the various 
methods used for generating electricity in a country (40% coal, 20% oil, 10% hydroelectric, 
30% nuclear).  However, this value would be a function of the characteristics of the 
investigated system plus its context (of the energy sector of the country in which the farm is 
operating), never a number that can be looked up in a book.   Would this be a meaningful 
thing to do? 
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Question 2 
I checked then, the number on “the book”, and the ratio used there seems to be 3/1 for 
electricity generated by oil-fueled plant (the transformity is 200,000/1, based on electricity 
generated using oil which has a transformity of 66,000/1).  
My question now becomes, if the authors of that paper were making the study, rather than in 
Australia, in Spain, comparing the production of farms operating in Spain, should they have 
used 4/1 as transformity of local electricity?    
 If we want to consider at the same time in the analysis also the emergy linked to carbon 
emission, what happen if we have a transformity 3/1 for the quality of energy on the 
international market (200,000/1) and a transformity of 4/1 for local emissions?   

At this point I looked at the value of transformities of electricity used on various 
applications provided by the Emergy school to understand better the issue.  But I have to 
confess that I remained more confuse.  Looking at various papers on the book edited by Charlie 
Hall (Maximum Power) one finds: (a) in the paper of  Brown et al. various assessments of  the 
transformity of electricity for USA (pag. 230), Papua New Guinea (pag. 235) and China (pag. 
242).  The value is always the same: 200,000 sej/J [coming – probably - from a 3/1 ratio applied 
to the transformity of petroleum 66,000 sej/J - which is also the same for the 3 systems)].  Note 
that China uses mainly coal as internal supply of fossil energy, and, to the best of my 
knowledge they are not importing electricity from elsewhere; (b) on pag 288 King et al. provide 
for the same transformity of electricity – in the USA - the value of 159,000 sej/J [coming – 
probably – from a 3/1 ratio applied to Oil, with a transformity assumed to be 53,000 sej/J in this 
study].   

At this point, following my curiosity I checked “the book”, that is the 1996 HT book on 
Environmental Accounting finding the following data about electricity. 
Solar transformity of electric power are described in two pages of appendix C.  First of all, let 
me say, that I found not clear at all, how these transformities are defined and assessed.  What I 
could find out is that (on pag. 304 and 307): 
HYDROELECTRICITY = 80,246 sej/J (assessed in Sweden, 1990). 
OIL-fired power plants have a transformity of 198,888 sej/J starting with a transformity 
referring to the oil consumed, which is of 112,000 sej/J.  This initial transformity is then 
increased for: (1) oil services (an increase of 25%), (2) plant operational services (an increase of 
33%), (3 & 4) capital and transmission (two increases of about 10% each).    If this is true, then 
the original solar transformity of oil should be 112,000/3 = 37,300 sej/J and not the 66,000 
reported elsewhere, because the additional inputs which are increasing the overall transformity 
of electricity refer to other inputs in the step of production of electricity and not to the initial 
input of oil. This is not clear. 
COAL-fired power we have a transformity of 170,000 sej/J starting with a transformity 
referring to the coal consumed, which is of 105,850 sej/J.  This initial input is then increased 
for: (1) oil services (an increase of 20%), (2) plant operational services (an increase of 30%), (3 
& 4) capital and transmission (two increases of about 10% each).   If this is true, then the 
original solar transformity of coal should be 105,850/4 = 26,500 sej/J.  However, in the first set 
of explanations given in table C.1 (on pag. 306) about the transformity of electricity from coal – 
same table! – we are told that such a value comes out from: a ratio 4/1 coal electricity and a 
transformity of coal of 40,000 sej/J.  It is not clear how the various “overheads” which applies 
to the original transformities disappears when adopting this non-equivalent way of defining the 
same transformity in the same table. 
 I believe that I have now (because of my age) a certain experience in energy analysis, 
but still I found these explanations not clear, in characterizing the basic logic used in the 
definition of these different numbers.  But this is not the only reason of concern.  Whenever I 
found explanations about assessment of transformities, I discovered that these “original data” 
put in “the book” and then applied all over the planet to deal with whatever type of problem are 
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quite “context and year specific”.  For example, the value for the hydroelectric power given in 
“the book” is based on the values collected in Sweden in 1990.  What if a large strike in the 
energy sector reduced the output of electricity in that year? How do we know that this value is 
representative for the category “joules of electricity produced by hydroelectric plants” all over 
the world?  Someone checked, before putting this number as the reference value in the book, 
that Sweden represents well world averages?  Do we have sub-types that could be used in 
different specific contexts? (such as small plants with poor technology? Old plants? 
Hydroelectric powers operating with a small gravity gradients or big water jumps?). 

But even more important is the following question: Would do these difference be 
relevant for the analysis?  Actually this is a quite relevant question as suggested by the reading 
of Table 10.2 (same 1996 book).  In this table HT, when assessing the transformities of 
electricity in the USA in 1987, assigns to Hydroelectricity, Electricity (it seems that in this table 
it is not relevant how it was produced) and Nuclear electric energy the same transformity: 
159,000/1. [by the way one cannot avoid to note that these values are different from those given 
in Appendix C of the same book! It is this difference due to the difference in the year of the 
analysis – the analysis is referring to USA in 1987 – or to a difference in the year in which the 
transformity was defined – or to a different logic used in the very definition of transformity?  
However, these are not relevant details now for our discussion]. 

At this point,  
IF the answer is:  
“sometimes the transformity of hydroelectricity, nuclear electricity or unspecified electricity 
have to be assessed by using different values (as in Appendix C) or they can be assumed to 
have the same value (as in Table 10.2) depending on why we are making the analysis” 
(statement which I fully support),  
THEN, I believe that it is necessary to address explicitly and specify in each application what 
makes this difference either relevant or not relevant depending on the goal and type of the 
specific analysis.  I never saw such a discussion in the material and method section of any paper 
of Emergy which I read. 

If this is not done you cannot expect that external observers will buy such a complex 
instrument without instructions.  Would you buy a TV-recorder so complicated and 
sophisticated that can be used only by the person that designed and made it? 
 
Question 3 
When checking electricity transformities I got another question.  
How was calculated, in the first place, the solar transformity of oil and coal?   I understand that 
there are several methods that can be used to calculate transformities.   
Actually, I found that HT lists, at least, 10 different methods (appendix C of his book on pag. 
304).  It seems to me, that this list of transformities implies the existence of quite different 
logical reasonings and rationales that can be adopted for the generation of these numbers.  I 
suspect also that the application of these different methods can imply finding numerical 
assessments quite different (we can get even larger differences than in my stupid example of 4 
transformities of electricity discussed before).  

So that next question becomes: how it comes then that we have only one list of 
transformities (one value per each input) used by different authors working on different 
analytical tasks all referred to, in the material and method section, as the standard value “found 
on the book”?  One would have expected that if there are 10 different methods for calculating 
transformities, then we must have10 parallel lists of transformities, with one value of 
transformity of the various flows for each of the possible methods.  As soon as we do that, it is 
obvious then that we need a discussion about why one should decide to use one value (obtained 
by a method) rather than another, in relation to different possible applications.  In addition to 
that, the list of transformities given in the book (those used in specific applications by authors 
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different from HT) are (1) coming from the application of different methods of assessment (= 
logical reasoning for defining quality). (2) referring to different graphs (= different way of 
characterizing relations). (3) referring to the characteristics of different systems operating in 
different contexts (making electricity in Sweden is different than making it in Zimbabwe). (4) 
whenever money is used in calculating the transformities, such a value is related to the year of 
the assessment (since it reflecting changes in the structure of prices, taxes, rules, social 
preferences of the specific context within which the number was recorded).  Because of this 
extreme heterogeneity in the “nature” of the assessments obtained using these different 
methods, one would expect also some general criteria of applicability of such an analysis.  But 
this is not the case, this does not seem to be a relevant issue to be discussed in the material and 
methods section of Emergy papers.   

When I was thinking about these issues, I found a note in one of the tables explaining 
how the value of transformities was obtained, that was very illuminating. It is “note 5 to table 
C2” pag. 308 in the1996 book of HT.  

The note says: “SINCE natural gas is 20% more efficient in boilers than is coal (Cook, 
1976) THEN the transformity of natural gas is 1.2 that of coal”. 
(SINCE and THEN have been added by me).  Evidently, this is another one of the 10 methods 
that can be used to define transformities. 
 Now this explanation goes to the heart of the problem.  In this case, HT is providing an 
indicator of “quality” (actually as I will discuss later on, in this way one can assess the 
“usefulness” of an input in relation to a given network operating with a given goal in a specified 
context) of “natural gas” – when mapped as a fuel - when compared with “coal”.  That is the 
assessment is based only on a comparison of their performance as fuels (e.g. this indicator of 
quality or usefulness ignores for example their relative smell).  That is the “quality” of natural 
gas as a fuel is related to its performance over “a given end use” in relation to a single indicator 
of performance in comparison to coal.  Looking at this example I finally realized that the 
rationale of this definition of “quality” has nothing to do with establishing a “donor system of 
value” (as often claimed in the introduction of several Emergy papers).  On the contrary, it is 
evident that, in this example, the embodied energy spent in making the “natural gas” has not 
been assessed nor it is considered by HT as a relevant information for the definition of its 
quality.  Rather, its “quality” has been compared with the “quality” of another input doing the 
same job (coal) over a given end use.  That is, when adopting this specific rationale for 
assessing transformities (using method # n, with 1 < n < 10), the definition of “quality” for an 
input used by an element of a given network, is obtained according to the characteristics of the 
user (to the position of the element using the input in the hierarchy concentrating energy flows).  
Personally I believe that this is the same rationale used to say that 1 J of electricity has a 
“higher quality” than 1 J of oil, because it has a higher transformity.  The explanation (more 
theoretical discussions below) is: IF “the system” keeps using 1 joule of electricity, which 
implies a higher consumption of Joules of another type of energy, THEN this energy input is 
more useful for the system than the other one.  Again this definition of quality has nothing to do 
with the amount of energy that went into the input, but rather to the marginal utility of energy 
forms traded in a network.  I try now to explain the concept going back to my camping 
generator.  Let’s imagine that I am generating one Joule of electricity with my generator Type 
B in my camping in Spain.  I can accept to pay a higher “biophysical price” for my electricity (6 
joules of oil in order to have 1 joule of electricity, rather than the standard 3/1) due to the fact 
that I am camping in the middle of nowhere.  But as soon as I get in a place where the electric 
grid of Spain is operating, 1 Joule of electricity produced by my generator will have the same 
“quality” of one Joule of electricity generated by Spain (at 4/1) or imported by France 
(generated by Nuclear energy and assessed at a standard value of 3/1).  The fact that I spent 6 
joules of oil to make it, is completely irrelevant for a numerical assessment (the value taken by 
an indicator) of usefulness of electricity in this new context.  That is, as soon as I am in a 
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network that reached the “right network price” for electricity (where there is a demand for 1 
joule of electricity linked to the willingness and ability to pay 3 joules of oil in exchange for it), 
it is the relation between such a demand and the existing supply of these two forms of energy 
which determine the “usefulness” of 1 J of electricity compared to 1 J of oil.  At this point, if I 
want keep producing joules of electricity that required a higher cost of oil, then, either (1) I will 
have to accept to work with a lower return.  As in the example of Spain, because of other 
criteria of performance one can decide to do that - e.g. generating electricity at a 4/1 ratio, when 
it could buy at 3/1.  But in this way Spain can use local sources of fossil energy, otherwise not 
usable, and being more self-sufficient (the difference in price is compensated by other 
indicators of performance). or (2) I will be eliminated by the market.  That is, if I will start a 
business selling electricity with my Type B generator in competition with the large electric 
companies of Spain I have very small chances of success (especially if the price of oil keeps 
raising).   Note that the fact that Spain prefers to operates at a ratio 4/1 due to different criteria, 
says that in real life (and evolution) energy input/outputs are not the only relevant criteria to be 
considered. 

In this case, we have a clear example of different possible goals of the analysis that 
imply the adoption of different transformities.  If I am studying qualitative aspect of how the 
technology of electricity will develop (studying evolutionary scenarios), it makes sense to use a 
standard value of a transformity that does not reflect specific costs of producing electricity.  I 
can use a standard value of 3/1 rather than 4/1 (or 3.8/1 when considering the mix of power 
plants found in the country).  Such a standard value in fact indicates simply an index of 
“usefulness” in relation to the characteristics of standard relations found in energy networks 
used to stabilize the exosomatic societal metabolism of developed countries.  [note that this is 
“usefulness” refers only to networks of exosomatic energy controlled by humans – electricity – 
and not necessarily has to reflect the usefulness for network powered by solar energy based on 
chemical bonds traded in the food web!!!!! – as it will be discussed later on]. 

Actually, this is a subject about which I hope that you will have the occasion to read my 
latest work. [The mechanisms stabilizing the dynamic budget of exosomatic societal 
metabolism imply the existence of attractor solutions = all human societies converge on the 
same pattern of relations among flows of exosomatic energy directly controlled by human 
technology].  This means that, because of this, it is possible to define “categories” or 
“typologies” for such a network structure.  That is, if we can explain and justify the assumption 
of the existence of “categories” of network structures representing societal exosomatic 
metabolism, the very existence of “equivalence classes of network structures” implies the 
possibility to define a standard set of “functions” performed by equivalence class of organized 
structures making up the network (the various elements of the graph).  That is, in this way, they 
are determining the emergent property of the whole in its interaction with an associative 
context.  FINALLY, at this point we can claim, that this fact represents the theoretical 
justification for using “standard” transformities (e.g. 3/1) for electricity in relation to these 
typologies, even when in the reality the system is operating at a transformity of 4.7/1.   These 
transformities defining “usefulness” of energy transformations for humans are, however, 
logically independent from transformities of biological categories defining “usefulness” of 
energy transformations within food webs (1 MJ of antelope for a Lyon).  This will be discussed 
later on, in the theoretical section.   

The main point to be driven home here is that as soon as we are able to define the 
characteristics of a “category” (e.g. “tiger”) we can say that “tigers have 4 legs”.  This will 
remain valid even when we are dealing with an individual member of this species, which has 
only 3 legs since it lost one in an accident or a group of tigers that have been mutilated for 
religious purposes.  That is, if we can define transformities for categories of elements of 
standard typologies of networks, these numbers could represent reference values to be used to 
assess how the specific system under analysis compares with the equivalence class to which is 
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supposed to belong.  Going back to the example of the transformity of electricity we can check 
how the output/input of the particular process of generation of electricity is far away from the 
“right price” that one can expect for such a class of network.  If a large distance from the “right 
price” adopted elsewhere is found (e.g. a country operating with a transformity for electricity of 
6/1 where it should be 3/1), we can look for explanations.  Probably, there are special reasons 
for explaining this anomaly (e.g. extremely dispersed population so that best available 
technologies cannot be applied in the country). Cultural reasons could prevent the sound 
operation of technology (e.g. in radical Islamic countries).  In alternative, the system could be 
still in a fast transition process – not enough technical capital to get the best available 
technology - but in this last case, it should be occupying one of the known set of points in the 
trajectory toward the attractor.  Using real data, these trajectories are extremely evident. I will 
be happy to discuss with you in Portovenere the details of this analysis.  However, the crucial 
requirements to apply such a method is that: (1) we must be able to define an identity for the 
category of the network (specify a typology of network that can be used to check if the system 
under investigation is a legitimate member of a class); (2) this identity must be compatible with 
the time scale chosen for the analysis. 

Under these circumstances, a standard value of a transformity for a given typology of a 
self-organizing adaptive dissipative network can be associated with the existence of a “demand” 
(I am using this word stressing its economic meaning: demand as opposite to requirement.  It 
means that there is a component of the network requiring the joule of electricity but at the same 
time being able to pay for its cost, that is, able to make available with its function more joules 
of oil to the whole network).   

In this example, the assessment of the “right price” for the network can means two 
different things: (1) that the “quality” of the flow, assessed by its transformity, is determined by 
the place occupied in the hierarchy by the element which is using it.  That is: SINCE electricity 
enters high in the hierarchy of energy flows, THEN it has a higher quality. (2) that the “quality” 
of the flow, assessed by its transformity is determined by its higher biophysical cost.  That is: 
SINCE it took 3 J of oil energy for the making of 1 joule of electricity, THEN electricity has a 
higher quality than oil.  The two explanations are equivalent when operating within biological 
systems, which have been in co-evolution for millennia – where the “biological price of each 
energy form” is right (these should imply that in these systems some of the 10 non-equivalent 
methods for calculating transformities should provide the same numerical result).  
Unfortunately, this property not necessarily applies to components belonging to human systems 
or biological system under stress (e.g. when measuring the ratio between primary producers, 
herbivores and carnivores in a zoo, we would find that the distribution of biomass among these 
component does not reflect what typical of natural ecosystems).  Even worse is the situation 
when dealing with human affairs. If I consume more energy in making the electricity because 
my plant is obsolete or if I am not good at managing the technology, this is not necessarily 
reflected in a higher value of my output.  It only indicates that in the long run I could be out of 
the market, IF subsidies and other government policies will not interfere with the process of 
natural selection.  The simple fact that I “donated” more joules of oil to the process of making 
electricity or I “donated” more hours of work in the making a pair of shoes, does not imply 
necessarily that my electricity or my shoes, because of that, have a higher “quality” or 
“usefulness” (let alone the concept of value).   Personally I believe that when dealing with 
human goods and services, it is much easier and reliable to assess their quality and “usefulness 
in relation to economic transactions”, using indicators based on the “utility” of the output for 
the user.  That is, when there is an economic demand and supply, within an operating 
market, rather than using indicators based on the accounting of the resources spent in 
production, I believe that is wiser to rely on economic prices, to map the exchange value of 
economic goods and services within the economic process.  In fact, if we go multicriteria 
(and on this it seems that we reached an agreement in the previous meeting of Portovenere), we 
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don’t need to collapse our characterization of performance of dissipative systems into the use of 
only one indicator. Clearly, market prices ignore the biophysical reading of the process and 
therefore cannot be used as the only indicator to assess the performance of a system.  This is 
why, in any case, together with market price, we must always provide also a biophysical 
account of the resources used in production.  We fully agree that an analysis of the 
biophysical processes (required to guarantee the survival of economic processes) is a crucial 
and much needed information, which is totally missed by economic analyses based only on 
prices and monetary assessments.  However, the fact that this information is needed and missed 
by economic analyses, does not imply that this information should be used to determine the 
usefulness of economic goods for humans. Biophysical analyses must complement economic 
analyses not to replace them.  It seems to me that any sound assessment of performance of the 
interaction of human societies with ecological systems should be based on several distinct types 
of assessments.   Various assessments of usefulness could be:  
(1) the usefulness of goods and services for humans within the economic process (which is 

mapped by prices, under certain conditions).  
(2) the usefulness of various energy forms within adaptive dissipative systems organized 

hierarchically (which is mapped by transformities, under certain conditions). 
But one should be aware that other assessments of usefulness should also be considered in 
relation to other crucial mapping of system’s qualities required for stability (e.g. institutional 
analysis, social, political and cultural processes).  

In addition to that, we need additional information about sustainability in the form of other 
scientific mappings: 
(1) a comparison of the compatibility of the scale of the economic process (mapped in 

biophysical terms in terms of the characteristics of existing societal metabolism) with the 
scale of ecological processes providing life support system for (generating a family of 
indicators of Environmental Loading = a family of indicators of unsustainability).  Such a 
compatibility, that can be mapped but only using different sets of transformities and a 
different selection of graphs from the ones used to assess the usefulness of energy forms for 
the network, (e.g. if you want to map CO2 emission in Spain you have to use 4/1 from coal 
and not 3/1 from oil).  

(2) what trends one can expect starting from our knowledge of system properties of network 
(scenarios making).  This can be obtained by considering: (a) changes in the characteristics 
of the various components making up the network, (b) the functional relations among them; 
(c) the effects that can be expected on the emergent properties of the whole network; (d) 
how this changes can be related to the larger context within which the network is operating.  

 
It seems to me, that these different types of information, are all needed for any serious 
discussion on sustainability.  However, it is better not to attempt to map all these qualities with 
the same indicator and with the same system of inference (as often claimed as one of the 
possible achievements of Emergy).  In fact, mapping changes referring to different system 
qualities, require the use of non-equivalent system of mappings (and therefore different 
indicators).  The only result that I expect from a hybrid indicator trying to catch the changes of 
several qualities at the same time is that it will not be good at doing any of the multiple task.  A 
good metaphor about not mixing indicators could be: elephant cannot fly, but are very robust 
creatures; butterflies are very fragile creatures, but they can fly.  Mixing an elephant with a 
butterfly means only getting all the problems while loosing all the advantages of the two 
species.  
 

I stop here, more discussions on theoretical issues later on.  In any case, when considering 
these points in relation to the problem of how to characterize possible different applications of 
HT approach, my personal feeling is the following.  When analyzing a particular system, the 
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same structure of biophysical data (which means a common set of numerical assessments 
accounting for biophysical flows) should be gathered.  This common set should represent the 
row input for generating different mappings.  That is different analyses and indicators of 
sustainability should be obtained by applying to the same data set, different classes of graphs 
and transformities, (depending on the type of indicator one looks for).  When comparing the 
importance of electricity in a world comparison I am using the ratio 3/1 on oil, whereas, when 
mapping CO2 emission of Spain, I am using the ratio 4/1 on coal, when deciding between 
mobile generators for my camping I have to consider the difference between the two 
transformities “[5/1]f(time)” and “6/1”, that can imply different conclusions if I am using the 
apparatus only one year or for 10 years.   

This means that the discussion on how to organize possible applications of HT approach 
should focus on: (A) how to select a family of indicators (and not 1 index which fits all) 
derived from the various possible applications of HT approach, that can cover the various 
perspectives needed to characterize the sustainability performance of a system on a multicriteria 
performance space.  (B) definition of different protocols for different indicators, to apply (after 
selecting different graphs and transformities) to the common data set of biophysical flows 
reflecting the characteristics of the system under investigation. In this way, it will be possible to 
make more useful (taking advantage of the usefulness of the various metaphors used) the row 
information obtained when accounting for biophysical inputs and outputs.  When organizing the 
presentation of HT approach in this way it becomes evident the very flexible, and fuzzy nature 
of the “Emergy approach” requires: (1) an agreement on “value calls” on how to structure the 
problem (what biophysical flows and economic parameters should be considered), and (2) a 
sharing of the meaning among scientists (with different disciplinary backgrounds) at the 
moment to selecting the various models to be used for this multicriteria evaluations. This would 
immediately make clear that these are major qualities of HT approach, rather than something 
bad to be hidden below the carpet. 
 
Question 4 - the issue of multiple-scales. 
Let’s imagine now that we are making an application of Emergy analysis, which will be used 
by a particular farm not connected to a large electric grid.  The farm asked for a study to make a 
decision about buying Type A or Type B of mobile electric generator.  If this is the case, so in 
which sense such a farm should be interested in using the results of an analysis based on 
transformities assessing the “usefulness” of electricity as resulting at a larger hierarchical level 
(in which the electricity has been assessed using the value of either 3/1 or 4/1)?   

This objection clearly seems quite stupid when applied to transformities used to assess 
the quality of electricity (you either are connected with the grid and 3/1 is relevant or you are 
not connected and 3/1 is not relevant), but it can become a crucial question, when dealing with 
transformities used to assess the “usefulness” of ecological and/or social services (assessed as 
average values over the world or countries, to a specific niche operating at a much smaller 
scale). 

I can guess that your general answer to all these questions is that depending on where 
the focus is in the analysis, one will use the transformity that better fits the problem.   If this is 
your answer, then, you happen to agree with one of the objections of the critics of Emergy 
analysis.  Either, one addresses explicitly in which cases and how to do these different choices 
in theoretical terms (including the issue of multiple scales), or one has to accept the critic that 
this approach implies the possibility of inducing a huge degree of arbitrariness in any final 
assessment.   
(1) more strict protocols and better specifications of the algorithms to be used in Emergy do not 

address this point. They enter in play only after that both the graph and the set of 
transformities to be used have been determined.  That is, any formalization of how to 
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calculate the indices enters into the picture only after that everything which is relevant for 
the final result has been inputed without control.   

(2) the calculation of more accurate and “true” transformities does not help.  For example, 
which would be the “right” and “unique” transformity for electricity to be calculated once 
and for all?   

Either we have to make a book including as many “entries for transformities” as many special 
cases are possible or, more reasonably, I would go for classes of situations.  In any case, we 
cannot avoid the fact that we have to face a discussion on: (1) how to decide about “how to 
define the categories that we will use”.  That is, “how to define and individuate the members 
of the same class to which we refer in the analysis, which are sharing the same 
transformity ”. and (2) “how to check the quality of our choice, when dealing with specific 
cases”, that is, how to verify if this selection of categories is useful for dealing with the specific 
problem we want to investigate.   

Actually, category theory (= the big legacy left by Rosen) is the only available tool to 
deal in scientific terms with living and adaptive systems.  When reviewing the 3 emergy papers 
you sent me and when preparing this memo, I eventually realized that category theory is the 
natural theoretical basis of HT approach of analysis (as discussed in the next points).  This 
explains also the confusion of this memo, since I am understanding or rather making some 
relations in my mind, during the writing, the material I am presenting is not organized at all. 
 It is obvious that when dealing with the representation of complex adaptive system due 
to the fractal nature of these systems we should expect a fractal organization of their mappings.  
This points at, in a different way, the arbitrariness of any definition of tranformity.  For 
example, if we are dealing with the transformity of “olive trees” we can find a certain range of 
variability of individual trees around average values of a given population of olive trees.  Then 
we can expect a variability of transformities of populations of “olive trees” around average 
values of species. Then a variability of species around genera and again this pattern can be 
expected to be repeated around the next element of the taxonomy going up, to arrive to an 
average transformity of GAIA.  Put it in another way, we can apply to the same 100 kg of 
biomass of an individual “olive tree” non-equivalent transformities depending on how we chose 
to define them. In this case we have to assign to them: (1) a transformity, when mapped as 100 
kg of a special member of a given population located in a particular geographic spot. (2) a 
transformity when considered as 100 kg of the member of the “olive tree” species (Olea 
europaea). (3) a transformity when considered as 100 kg of biomass of primary producers. (4) a 
transformity when considered as 100 kg of biomass of a given ecosystem (or biome). (5) a 
transformity when considered as 100 kg of biomass of GAIA.  We are talking exactly of the 
same 100 kg of biomass (same amount of carbon, amount of DNA, etc.), which will be 
described by different transformities depending on what “function” we assign to them when we 
represent them on different graphs, at different scales.  A crucial answer to be given at this 
point is, when considering these different transformities at different scales, “what is 
transformed into what” in these different cases?  Here the ratio energy/information enters in 
play, but this is discussed later on (section 2.3).  Main point here is that two farmers focusing 
on breaking even in economic terms with their farms producing olive oil, would consider as 
relevant only the transformity directly linked to their economic viability [= the transformity 
(1)].  On the other hand, when looking at the stability of biogeochemical cycles, existing 
gradients in transformity (1) are simply “not seen” or rather “non existent” by the very 
definition of transformity (3), let alone if we consider the other transformities e.g. (4) and (5) 
[we are back to the concept of non-equivalent and non-reducible descriptive domains].  That is, 
after posing questions related to a certain scale, we can answer these questions only by adopting 
a representation of the system on that scale [definition of an identity for the descriptive domain, 
which must include also a definition of the relevant space-time differential]. However, large 
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differences in scale make impossible to deal with problems affecting local farmers, by using 
graphs useful for discussing of the stability of Gaia and viceversa. 
 This leads us back to the fact that analyses which try to link global processes (stability 
of geo-chemical cycles) to local processes (the economic view of the local farmer) seem to face 
a sort of “mission impossible”.  It is simply impossible to use a common graph and a common 
set of transformities to be used for doing these two different jobs.  When assuming that he 
validity of the relation in the graph applies in the two directions of possible reading of the graph 
(from right to left and from left to right). If too many hierarchical levels have to be crossed with 
the same analytical bridge, probably it would be wiser to use several “Emergy analyses” done 
in parallel using different graphs and different sets of transformities (referring to the various 
interfaces of dynamics characterized on neighboring space-time differentials).  For example, 
this is done when specifying the location of a specific geographic location of a small village of 
Ecuador.  One start with a detailed map of the relation of relevant details within the village, 
which is then referred to a national map of the country in which the location of the village is 
indicated.  Then, another map is used to locate the country within the continent, and, when 
dealing with US readers (not very good at geography) one can decide to add a map of the globe 
to specify where the continent is located in a general view of the planet.  

Going back to the example of different analyses in parallel, the distinct analyses “space-
time scale specific” can be related to each other by using congruence check on aggregate flows 
of matter or energy across non-equivalent graphs referring to different scales.  That is, each 
representation referring to a different scale (using the appropriate graph and the set of 
transformities defined and assessed in numerical terms) can be linked to other by forcing 
congruence of the aggregate flows across levels.  Actually, this is the approach that I am trying 
to follow when modeling the interaction humans and ecosystems in parallel on several scales.  
Again for those interested I will be more than happy to share with you my problems and 
numerical results. It is important to note here, that as soon as you try to work with a multiple-
scale modeling, it becomes immediately crystal clear that Emergy-type analyses become a must 
to deal with the mapping on the interface of human societies with the ecological side. 

Going back to the uncomfortable feelings about Emergy.  The issue of how to deal with the 
unavoidable epistemological predicament implied by the existence of multiple scales when 
getting into quantitative analyses is never discussed in the section material and methods in any 
Emergy paper that I saw (and now I saw quite a lot of them).  For example, I have on my desk, 
in this very moment, in front of me 5 papers dealing with Emergy.  Four of them present 
practical applications.  When checking the values of transformities used in the tables of these 4 
papers, it seems that there is a tacit agreement of the different authors (= no explanations given) 
about the fact that it is possible to assess: (1) the natural capital of the biosphere, (2) compare 
Lupin/wheat rotation with Tagasaste Plantation and Alley cropping in SouthWest Australia in 
1995; (3) compare tourism in Mexico and Papua New Guinea in 1987; (4) assess the 
Emternalities of agroecosystems in Switzerland in 1999, by using the same set of transformities 
(= one size fits all).  Clearly, these transformities are the ones found in “the 1996 book”.  Please 
note that a few of these transformities (especially when using emergy/dollar ratios) can change 
every year (talking about mixing patterns recognized at different time scales . . .). So that this 
introduce an additional problem related to the possibility of transferring the value of 
transformities (carrying the information contained in the metaphor) among similar graphs 
applied to different specific situations (different geographic locations and in different years). 

Probably, this is OK due to the logical structure of the analytical approach (at least, this is 
what I have been told in a couple of occasions, after posing this question), but still this is not 
entirely clear for me.  Probably, this has to do with the possibility of using a value for electricity 
3/1, even when this value is independent of the real transformity of the given joule of 
electricity, within a given network.  However, this could be legitimate only when dealing with 
qualitative aspect of the relation among elements of the graph (large scale comparisons or trend 
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analysis).   I don’t see how the same standard value (very different from local transformities) 
can be used to calculate also LOCAL indicators of environmental loading.  That is, when 
calculating environmental loading of processes occurring in Spain (e.g. CO2 and SO2 
emissions), I believe that we should use the transformities found Spain, in relation to the real 
process of conversion used in that country.  Using world averages for local emission is, again, a 
very difficult selling. 

For sure, this is one of the points about which those skeptical would like to receive more 
explanations. 
 
2.3 Category theory: the different nature of “transformities” of tigers and refrigerators 
 
Below I present my interpretation of how the theoretical basis of HT graphs can be framed by 
using also the work of various authors, working in the field of complexity and sustainability.  
To save time, whenever possible, I pasted in this text, pieces taken from the draft of my book. I 
know that this is memo is getting extremely long, but this is the result of a quite long period of 
studying and thinking on Emergy, so that I hope this could be of your interest.  I divided the 
text of this section in sub-sections. 
 
2.3.1 Some theoretical concepts: the crucial distinction between “types” and 

“individuals” leading to Holarchies and to the need of using Metaphors. 
 
(a) Scientific mappings deal only with “types” (= members of equivalence classes) and not 
with individuals (= special cases) 
When dealing with the description of hierachical systems it is useful to be aware of the 
distinction proposed by Salthe (1985) between “types” (e.g. a tiger) and “individuals” (e.g. that 
particular tiger).  Individuals are unique and they are the result of a special combination of 
deterministic and stochastic events.  That is, individuals are related to the special identity of the 
organized structure performing a particular function (e.g. the incumbent – Mr Clinton - in a 
particular role – US President) as resulting from its particular history.  On the other hand, types 
have an identity, which can be defined in terms of relational analysis.  That is they are related to 
the set of functions performed by a class of organized structures – when described as operating 
within a larger functional whole – that can be identified as an equivalence class of members 
sharing the same role.  Bailey (1990) for the same concept defined within social systems 
suggests the alternative terminology: “incumbents” to indicate “individuals” and “roles” to 
indicate “types”.   

The same basic concept was proposed by Simon in terms of relation between organized 
structures and existing functions to explain the stability of complex systems (Simon, 1962).   
The concept proposed by Simon to explain the complex nature of nested hierarchical system is 
particularly relevant for a theoretical analysis of HT approach.  That is, in order to have the 
stability of the definition of a “function” for lower level components, you must have a stable 
relation between: (1) an emergent property of a complex dissipative system and (2) its context.  
That is the ability of a network of establishing an autocatalytic loop of energy operating in a 
given set of boundary conditions, can be used to assign functions to its lower level components 
(e.g. primary producers, detritus feeders).  At lower level, this translates into the possibility of 
assigning a known “associative context” to lower level organized structure (e.g. blood cells are 
operating at 37 degrees Celsius and at a pH around 7, dogs are operating in an atmosphere 
containing oxygen).  Higher-level dynamics guarantee that lower level organized structures can 
operate in the associative context they need, so that they will be able to express, in this way, 
useful functions for the whole.  On the other hand, the emergent property of the whole (the 
possibility of stabilizing the autocatalytic loop guaranteeing system’s metabolism), in order to 
be stable, requires the existence of stable organized structures on the lower level able to do their 
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job (able to guaranteed the expression of the emergent property of the whole).  Such a stability 
in biological system is obtained through the ability of lower level elements of self-repairing and 
self-reproducing (on different time scales), maintaining fixed their characteristics (1. 
Output/input; 2. Characteristics of their metabolism; 3 range of the throughput).  That is the two 
functions of self-repairing and self-reproducing, typical of living systems, guarantee the ability 
of having a turn-over of incumbents in the role, by maintaining fixed the 3 characteristics of the 
category.  This in turn, makes possible to establish a bridge between the fixed characteristics of 
elements of the network (as defined at the lower hierarchical level) and emergent properties of 
the interaction of the whole network with its larger context (that the graphs describing an 
equivalence class convey information when applied to a specific member of the class).  

 
The point relevant here is that, scientific mappings refers only to types and not to 

individuals.   For example, when assessing in scientific term the power output of human labor 
we don’t care of special achievements of mythological figures (Hercules helped by his father 
Zeus in doing something a particular day) or world records established in sport events.  What 
we look for are “average values”, which reflect what we can expect to be the average value of 
power output for the abstract category of “human workers”.  Actually, this is why you need 
“error bars” on your assessments.  The presence of error bars makes clear that you are not 
measuring the quality of any real specific system, but rather the characteristics of a category. 

Science deals with the description of the characteristics of categories which are 
interesting (scientific relevant) for human knowledge.  Characteristics of a special individuals 
(sportive achievements) or a special case (e.g. miracles) are not scientifically relevant.   
 
(b) Holons and holarchies   
Each component of a dissipative nested hierarchical system may be called a ‘holon’, a term 
introduced by Koestler (1968; 1969; 1978) to stress its double nature of “whole” and “part” (for 
a discussion of the concept see also Allen and Starr, 1982, pp. 8-16).  A holon is a whole made 
of smaller parts (e.g. a human being made of organs, tissues, cells, atoms) and at the same time 
it forms a part of a larger whole (an individual human being is a part of a household, a 
community, a country, the global economy).  

Therefore, elements of nested hierarchical systems have an implicit duality: holons have 
their own composite structure at the focal level (they represent “emergent properties” generated 
by the organization of their lower level components).  On the other hand, when interacting with 
the rest of the hierarchy, they perform functions that contribute to other “emergent properties” 
expressed at a higher level of analysis (to become components of the higher level holon to 
which they belong). 

When dealing with these entities we face several epistemological problems.  First of all, 
the space-time closure of the structure of each Holon (lower-level perception/description of 
events) does not coincide with the space-time closure of their role (higher-level 
perception/description of events).  For example Mr. Clinton, the lower level organized structure 
that is today the incumbent in the role of President of the USA, has a time closure within this 
role of a maximum of 8 years (two 4-year terms), whereas the US Presidency, as a function, has 
a time horizon in the order of centuries.  In spite of this fact, when we refer to the ‘President of 
the USA’ we loosely address the concept of such a holon, without making a distinction between 
the role and the structure performing it.  As a matter of fact, you cannot have an operational 
U.S. President without the joint existence of a valid role (institutional settings) and a valid 
incumbent (person with appropriate socio-political characteristics, verified in the election 
process). On the other hand, the existence and the identity of Mr. Clinton as an organized 
structure able to perform the specified function of ‘US president’ is totally logically 
independent (when coming to representation of its characteristics) from the existence and the 
identity of the role of the Presidency of the USA and viceversa.  According to Rosen, this can 
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be described as: the mappings of the two aspects of the holon bifurcate (they are logically 
independent = non-equivalent and not reducible to each other within the same descriptive 
domain). 

A nested hierarchy of dissipative systems (a hierarchical system made of holons) can be 
called holarchy (Koestler, 1969 p. 102).  Gibson et al (1998) call these systems “Constitutive 
Hierarchies” following the suggestion of Mayr, (1982). 

Coming to the relation to these concepts to HT work, it is evident that the very 
definition of a graph with transformities is a process which try to establish a relation between 
(I) characteristics of lower level components, seen as categories, and (II) emergent properties of 
the network.  That is, the very rationale of his analysis is based on the reciprocal relation 
(entailment using Rosen suggestion) between organized structures, supposed to operate within 
their natural associative context, and the stability of the larger level emergent property.  This is 
what HT defines as energy forms which are amplifying back in an autocatalytic loop operating 
across hierarchical levels (even though the epistemological problems generated by such a 
description are not explicitly addressed). 
 
(c) another look at the difference between ENERGY and EXERGY 
In this decade it has become a fashion to substitute whenever possible the concept of “energy” 
with the concept “exergy”.  Since this substitution is perceived as guaranteeing more “scientific 
credibility” to the analysis.  The theory of modeling relation developed by Rosen and his 
definition of “metaphor” makes possible to have a different look at these two concepts.  This 
difference seems to challenge the idea that “exergy” is a better working concept than “energy” 
when dealing with metaphors.  Energy is a clear example of a metaphor.  Its very definition 
“the ability to do work” carries a lot of meaning, but it cannot be formalized in a way that can 
be later one applied to different specific contexts.   Still several principles can be formulated 
using the concept of energy and be applied to different specific contexts.  On the other hand, 
exactly because the concept of energy can be applied to many different contexts and specific 
situations (mechanic work, chemical work, the work of a director of orchestra), it is impossible 
to obtain a numerical assessment based on a formal mapping of it.  That is, all these different 
types of work require “energy”, but for sure we cannot express in a scientific formula a 
mapping for such an energy (we cannot define a common measure of exergy that can be applied 
to all of them). That is, the concept of energy carries a “meaning” which is based on relational 
analysis (not related to any specific setting) and therefore such a meaning is valid and 
applicable over several classes of systems.  That is, “energy” is a system property, which can be 
abstracted from specific settings.  We can provide a certain number of valid statements using 
energy: (I) dissipative systems are those that maintain their organized structure due to a 
continuous process of energy dissipation. (II) dissipative systems require a continuous energy 
input for sustaining their metabolism; (III) the turnover of lower level components requires the 
existence of different energy forms specific for each of the particular dissipative processes.  
(IV) there are different energy forms for different dissipative systems, but they all indicate the 
existence of gradients between the system and its environment; (V) among dissipative systems 
competing for common energy sources, those that use better such an input to stabilize loops that 
amplify back will get an edge.   All these statements are valid and carry a lot of useful 
information for analyzing general properties of the class of dissipative systems, even if they are 
made by adopting a ill defined mapping of the process of dissipation (= energy, rather than 
exergy).  These 5 statements can be applied to different systems characterized by different 
definition of exergy.  For example, food and gasoline are two forms of energy that can be used 
to study the metabolism of humans and cars.  However, after defining a particular dissipative 
system (e.g. a car) for characterizing the metabolism under investigation, food and gasoline are 
no longer two forms of exergy for such a system.  Food is exergy for human endosomatic 
metabolism but it is not exergy for a car.  Gasoline is exergy for a car, but it is not exergy for 
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endosomatic metabolism of humans.  That is, when we do a mapping in exergy terms, we are 
just adopting a specific formalization of the general metaphor “energy” applied to a specific 
case.  This implies a dramatic loss of generality. In order to do a mapping in exergy we have to 
specify: (a) specific characteristics of the element of the system which is dissipating energy (if 
it is in good state, in relation to its standard performance), and (b) the particular associative 
context within which the exergy conversion occurs].  That is, any analysis based on exergy 
requires a previous clear definition of: (1) what is dissipating energy and how; (2) for doing 
what, and (3) a reference state of the environment.  Obviously, due to this extreme specificity of 
local conditions, the concept of exergy is a very bad candidate for being used in general models 
describing the evolution of self-organizing systems over a large scale.  I will get back to this 
point, when reviewing papers in Part 2.  There I discuss the fact that Sergio, in his paper, makes 
reference to a paper in which Giannantoni claims that he is able to integrate a so-called exergy 
mapping of the activity of self-organization of the entire planet on a time window which start 
from minus infinite (= Big Bang?).  I believe that these attempts, according to the very 
definition of exergy, should be considered as a total nonsense.  The nonsense definition not 
only applies to very large time windows but also to very large space windows.  Who can 
formalize the identity of the various converters, which are operating at different levels (cells, 
individual organism, refrigerators, cars, US economy, both inside and outside national borders), 
in relation to a common reference state of the environment?  Let alone if we want to integrate 
such a function over a time window of billions of years!  Cells of mammals are at a constant 
temperature.  Wolfs are often in the snow.  Humans are living, in the same day, part in the 
darkness and part under the sun (depending on their time zone). In this century, those living in 
London have been always under clouds, whereas in Arizona it was much sunnier (who knows 
how it was there two millions of years ago?).  Part of the planet is in winter, whereas another 
part is in summer (but this could depend also on glaciations).  What value for the “Temperature 
of reference” should be used in the mapping (the numerical value used in the function selected 
to assess the aggregate consumption of exergy of the planet starting from the Big Bang to now, 
who knows such a function, how can we validate such a mapping)?    

It seems to me that when dealing with metaphors (class of models) it is much better 
sticking with the old concept of energy, trying to maintain semantic checks, rather than getting 
“high tech” (losing meaning) with exergy.  On the contrary, exergy has to be used whenever 
possible, when dealing with specific applications, and when the biological definition of 
categories makes possible generalization of reference state (a given associative context).  
Actually, it is exactly a discussion of “when” and “why” we can use “energy” as a satisficing 
mapping of “exergy” (for classes of similar systems), that should lead to the specification of 
when we can use standard transformities across similar graphs.  More on this when discussing 
the paper of Sergio. 
 
 
2.3.2 Autocatalytic-loops, Self-entailment and the “identity” of the graphs 
 
(a) General convergence on the concept  
As pointed out by H.T. Odum (1983, 1996), in economic and ecological systems [= self-
organizing dissipative systems which are based on a dynamic equilibrium of energy flows], an 
activity (= an energetic investment) in order to be stable in time must pay back its cost.  In other 
words, an activity (an organized structure performing a function within a given associative 
context) must be able to use its specific (local) favourable boundary conditions to participate in 
a larger scale web of processes of exergy dissipation, which has the goal of maintaining the 
local favourable conditions (= the survival) of each lower level component.  That is, the goal of 
the survival of the whole network at one level, translates, at the lower level, into the goal of 
maintaining stable the relation between “the activity expressed by the organized structure” and 
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“the given associative context”.  That is the process of self-organization is aimed at preserving 
the identity of the particular mapping of the process of exergy degradation (the identity of lower 
level dissipative systems).  For example, human cells identity implies that they are using a 
closed set of exergy sources linked to biochemical process of storage of energy (e.g. ATP, 
NADH), to be applied to a given and closed set of possible biochemical reactions, under a 
stable associative context (pH around 7, and a very narrow range of temperatures). On the other 
hand, any process of exergy degradation needed to guarantee the metabolism of a dissipative 
structure has the effect of destroying the very same gradients of free energy on which the 
dissipative process depends.  That is the very destruction of gradients of free energy (needed to 
stabilize the higher level identity of the system) tend to de-stabilize the identity of the 
associative contexts within which organized structures are operating (the stability of lower level 
dissipative elements).  Therefore, the sustainablity of dissipative systems organized on several 
hierarchical levels implies an exploration of the relation between organized structures 
(identified through the characteristics of their metabolism) and relational functions of the 
element of a complex dissipative system in the process of self-organization.  That is the mutual 
interaction among levels and how they affect each other. This, inevitably, brings us to the 
analysis of the relevance of thermodynamic principles or, better, of principles of 
thermodynamics of non-equilibrium for the stability of this interaction across levels. 

Very briefly, the Maximum Power principle can be expressed in various non-equivalent 
ways. In order to be sustainable in time, the autocatalytic process of adaptive self-organization 
of dissipative systems operating on several scales must be able to increase its rate of exergy 
degradation in time.  That is, larger and faster matter cycling in ecosystems, obtained respecting 
the set of mappings (definitions) of exergy conversions linked to the identity of the system - 
Morowitz, 1979.  This has to do with two functions needed for the evolution of dissipative 
adaptive systems (Schneider and Kay 1994).  First, sustaining the short-term stability of the 
process by taking advantage of existing favourable gradients.  That is, efficiency according to 
present boundary conditions for the whole network (Conrad 1983).  Second, sustaining the 
long-term stability of such a process by maintaining a high compatibility in the face of a 
changing environment.  This is, adaptability defined as the ability of a system to avoid 
catastrophic changes due to external disturbances or fluctuations or internal noise (Conrad, 
1983 p. 126).  In more common terms we can define adaptability as the ability to remain 
efficient according to unknown future boundary conditions (different contexts).  Such an ability 
can be obtained through the development of more computational capability (= making possible 
for the system to have diversified sets of transition probabilities schemes  - Conrad 1983). It 
should be noted that according to Ashby’s law of Requisite Variety an anticipatory system can 
only model or control something to the extent that it has sufficient internal variety to represent 
it.  Within Rosen’s paradigm this means that the ability of mapping in a useful way (= 
developing anticipatory systems that will prevent the system from accessing dangerous states) 
means developing: (1) a system of anticipatory systems (building a more powerful information 
processing system) and (2) a set of controls able to avoid dangerous behaviours that can lead it 
outside the basin of stability. 

Sustainability of complex dissipative systems can therefore only be imagined as a 
continuous process of evolution in complex time (this is discussed below) constrained by the 
need of keeping a dynamic balance between efficiency and adaptability.   Indeed, the idea of a 
continuous process of becoming is implied by the very mechanism of evolution that, through 
Malthusian instability (Layzer 1988), follows the trend of maximum exergy degradation 
(Morowitz 1979, Jørgensen 1992, Schneider and Kay 1994).  Again this is just a different 
version of Lotka’s maximum power principle (H.T. Odum 1971, 1996).  That is, the survival of 
the mechanism of reciprocal entailment of loops of useful energy and loops of useful 
information has to be guaranteed both in the short and long term (Rosen, 1992).  The same 
concept has been proposed by Herbert Simon as the general key of the stability of complex 
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adaptive systems (1962).  Simon uses the metaphor of the ability of stabilizing a resonance 
between recipes and processes. Prigogine (1978) proposes the same metaphor adapted to 
biological systems.  Biological systems have the ability of stabilizing a resonance between 
DNA (useful genetic information) and metabolisms (useful energy dissipation).  

The ability to keep alive the resonance between the identity of systems of controls 
sustaining existing dissipative processes (identity of lower level dissipative organized 
structures) and dissipative processes determining and maintaining operational the systems of 
controls (identity or emergent property of the whole network) can only be obtained through a 
continuous turnover of organized structures on the lower level. Here we have a clear example of 
the importance of using the concept of holon.  Any organized structure supposed to perform a 
function in a given associative context (e.g. a tiger in her ecological niche) will have to have 
two identities: (1) one identity as incumbent (the technical part, so to speak, characteristics of 
the organized structure doing the job of tigers); (2) one identity as the role that a given element 
of a given network must perform (as determined by relational analysis of the elements of a 
system).  Such a turnover (bifurcation between the time scale of the incumbent and the time 
scale of the role) is required to: (1) maintain valid existing relational functions on the short 
terms (guarantee an identity for the network), and (2) make possible a continuous evolution of 
relational functions (evolution of the characteristics of the network as a whole) in the long 
terms.  Again we are back to the double goal of short term efficiency versus long term 
adaptablity.  Paradoxically, the whole system has to change in time (on the higher level, 
maximizing its power) in order to be able to maintain operational its lower level organized 
structures by guaranteeing a viable stable associative context to them (to guarantee a major 
homeostasis within itself). 
 Because of this complex mechanism of self-entailment across scales, we have three 
possibility to look at the sustainablity of these systems. (1) steady-state view (looking at what is 
relevant for the stability of organized structures imagined as always operating in their specific 
associative context – ceteris paribus) – e.g. analyze a given graph characterized by a set of 
transformities – without considering that things are evolving on a larger time scale; (2) 
medium-range evolutionary view (looking at what is relevant for the stability of relational 
functions, which have to change to guarantee homeostasis to lower level components) – e.g. 
analyze qualitative differences between distinct classes of graphs focusing on the different 
relation between the characteristics of lower level elements and external boundary conditions 
for the whole system. and (3) long-range evolutionary view (looking at what is relevant for the 
stability of the mechanism of self-entailment across scales between the identities of lower level 
organized structure and the relational functions of the whole system in relation to its goals. That 
is, looking at what stabilizes the relation between structural organizational patterns on one level 
and relative associative context on the higher level.   

The existence of three ways of looking at the sustainabilty of self-organizing adaptive 
systems implies that we should always adopt complementary descriptions of them:  
(1) the steady-state view (describing the organizational structure of the dissipative systems over 
a relevant descriptive domain within its given associative context), which can be used to discuss 
of trade-offs expected in different scenarios (e.g. what are the stability domains for possible 
solutions); (2) the medium-range evolutionary view (describing possible evolutionary 
trajectories of the dissipative system within a given associative context), that is addressing the 
implication of describing the same system on different scales, which can be used to discuss of 
meanings and goal-oriented issues;  (3) long-range evolutionary view addressing deeper issues 
(e.g. ethical dimension) about cultural identity and feelings (the relation between the identity of 
the becoming system and the identity of its context).   For example, if a Japanese who lived in 
1500 AD could be moved in time to Tokyo today, would she/he recognize it as her/his own 
country?  Even though everything changed so much in 500 years, what is, in 1999, which are 
the characteristics making Japan still Japan when compared to other countries?   How the 
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choices made during the process of evolution are reflecting the “Japanese identity” when 
compared with the choice made by other countries?  What is the role of stochastic events in 
determining such an identity?  This dimension deals more with our epistemological choices on 
how to define and describe the complex reality as a system doing something.  This is where the 
distinction between human and ecological self-organization is clear. 
 I believe that dealing with these different questions requires answering questions which 
cannot be answered by using algorithmic procedures. On the contrary these are questions which 
imply a heavy demand of semantic checks that can imply the re-definition (in terms of choice of 
representation tools) of the original identity of the system, when getting into a finer tuning of 
the description of what are the relevant relational functions and relevant criteria.  
 When looking at the problem of evolution in this way, it becomes evident that decisions 
about how to optimise the balance between efficiency and adaptability cannot be obtained by a 
“value-free” type of analysis (by running models on computers). Practical solutions to this 
challenge depend on (i) the perceived nature of internal and external constraints faced by 
society now; (ii) the path dependency of current solutions due to the history of the systems 
(including stochastic events), and finally (iii) the characteristics of unknown future events that 
have the potentiality of changing such a picture.  All these factors have to be mediated against 
our personal feeling of what we want to sustain and what we want to eliminate from the various 
identities of elements of our system during the process of becoming.   

Due to the fact, that the definition and forecasting of these constraints is unavoidably 
affected by a large dose of uncertainty.  Humans must continuously gamble trying to find a 
balance between their efficiency and adaptability depending on how they represent and perceive 
both.  In cultural terms, this means finding an equilibrium in focus between the past and the 
future of their civilization.  This discussion should give enough insight to rule out the idea that 
is possible to look for optimal paths (or to assess the “real values of things” or to provide “ a 
scientific definition of wealth”) just following mathematical results obtained by applying 
syntactic rules (running a formal inferential system). 
 
(b) Rosen definition of analytical models based on categories  
When writing this memo I remembered having read two old papers of Rosen, (which I then 
managed to find in my boxes).  The two papers are: (1) Rosen, R. 1958  “A Relational 
Theory of Biological Systems” Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics Vol. 20: 245-260.  (2) 
Rosen, R. 1958  “The representation of biological systems from the standpoint of the theory 
of categories” Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics Vol. 20: 317-341.  With my great 
surprise I found out that these are papers that refer exactly to the theoretical aspects of 
making graphs similar to those made by HT (e.g. what are the hidden assumptions of them). 
The text of the 2 papers is quite obscure. However, the full blooming of category theory 
applied to the very definition of life can be found in its later books.  The one published in 
1991 and in his latest book published last year after his death. Let’s get now into the main 
points, which can be made following Rosen analysis.  The definition of how to decide about 
how to draw a graph must be necessarily generic.  Since this is a quality input. His 
definition is: a decomposition of a system into its components obtained by “some means”. 
 Lets see now what are the characteristics which make “special” biological systems. 
1. Each element of the graph, must come with the specification of the set of admissible inputs.  

That is that “hay” is exergy for cows, but it is not exergy for tigers, whereas “solar energy” 
is exergy for plants, but not for cows.  The specification of a graph requires therefore, the 
specification of different mappings of forms of energy (definition of “element-specific-
exergy-conversions”) which have sense only for the given category, when operating in its 
associative context   The definition of these different forms of energy, therefore establish a 
clear link between flows of energy and flows of matter. This also makes possible to map a 
ratio Joules of specific exergy/kg of specific biomass per each element of the graph. 
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2. When we define the identity of an element member of the graph, we are characterizing its 
identity in terms of 4 pieces of information. (1) what is the form of energy used for its 
metabolism (= what flows of matter are associated with exergy conversions); (2) the 
output/input ratio of its specific transformation in the network; (3) the throughput ratio (the 
rate of energy dissipation). (4) a position assigned to the element in the network (with 
arrows indicating relations among components) in the graph. 

3. Components are assumed to operate (if they remain alive) in a defined associative context, 
that is under boundary conditions favourable to the specific process of dissipation 
associated to their identity (this point is mine). 

4. Each element is able to guarantee the stability of its own characteristics by: (a) repairing 
itself, on a short time scale, and (b) reproducing itself.  Here there is another point made by 
me –> this implies, that, according to the specific characteristics of particular element of the 
graph, we can assess a specific DNA/exergy ratio, applicable in biological systems to 
individual elements belonging to the category]. 

5. The particular configuration of the network (network structure) assigns a function to each 
element.  This can be used to establishing a bridge across scales (= how to map changes in 
characteristics of lower level elements into changes in the emergent properties of the 
network), in relation to a specific larger scale goal (in the case of HT analyses Maximum 
Power).  This possibility to do “scaling” depends on the quality (validity) of the graph in 
catching relevant qualities of the systems (how lower level processes are affecting larger 
level emergent properties of the network in relation to the hypothesized goals). 

6. All the element of the graph have a common reference state for a common characteristics of 
their process of dissipation/self-organization: they all discharge heath as by-product of the 
process of self-organization.  Meaning that the characteristics of the various categories are 
all linked because: (1) they are part of the same exergy chain (based on chemical bonds as 
primary source of free energy for the network and kept coherent by the recursive cycling of 
matter). (2) such a exergy chain is powered by a common gradient of free energy (solar 
energy incoming from the outside space on one side and heath waste outgoing to the outside 
space on the other).  The strong identity of such an exergy chain is crucial for two reasons: 
(1) this makes possible for the scientists to chose a relevant window of space-time scales to 
be used when describing relevant holons.  Put in another way, in the virtually infinite ladder 
of space-time scales that can be used to look at energy forms in the world, due to the strong 
identity of this exergy chain, we can ignore atomic and subatomic processes and extra-
terrestrial dynamics, when dealing with ecological processes.  This choice does not imply 
that other energy forms are not relevant in absolute terms.  Rather that they are not relevant 
for generating useful metaphors for dealing with the selected holons (e.g. ecosystems, 
species, individual organisms) within the window of our reference exergy gradient. (2) this 
makes possible to attempt to characterize the emergent property of the whole network in 
terms of a “dissipative adaptive holarchy” which generate and stabilize its own identity 
through self-entailing exergetic loops (this is discussed better below). These loops are all 
linked into a self-entailing chain of different forms chemical bonds powered by solar energy 
(through photosynthesis). 

7. At this point we can think of representing our biological system as made up of element of 
biological categories using the following simplifications. (I) the characterization of each 
element of the network in terms of a specific definition (mapping) of exergy conversions 
means characterize the input in term of a flow of energy carriers.  This makes possible to 
establishing a link between energy and matter flows. (II) the closure of matter flow in the 
network, implies that the characteristics of each elements are affecting, in an indirect way, 
each other element of the network, since they are all participating in a recursive process. 
(III) due to the common sharing of the basic category of energy conversion (chemical bonds 
-> heat), we can establish a reference exergy gradient for the whole network.  Such a 
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gradient is given by the characteristics of the (a) incoming solar energy; (b) outcoming heat.  
It should be noted, that solar energy is not the only external input of free energy, which is 
relevant for the “exergy-chemical-bonds-web”.  There are a lot of other energetic inputs, 
which are affecting the stability of ecosystems, such as gravity forces, magnetic forces, etc. 
However, it can be assumed that they apply to lower levels of organization and therefore 
they are not relevant for our mapping of functional relations among members within our 
self-organizing network. (IV) after a period of co-evolution (a process of learning for the 
structure of the network) the system has evolved into a definition of “self-entailing 
identities” within levels and across levels.  In fact, the various lower elements of the food 
web: (a) represent exergy for the next one in a chicken-egg pattern; (b) operate at a rate of 
storage and flow of forms of energy which reflect the “ecological price” of the various 
forms of energy available in the network.  Such a price is expressed in relation to the basic 
exergy gradients (the basic flow of free energy powering the whole thing – solar energy).  
Put in another way, the whole network is an exergy-chemical bonds-web in which 
information is stored in relation to: (a) lower level functions and (b) focal level emergent 
properties. According to these simplifications we can analyze the properties of the network 
as a whole.  That is, how it maximize its ability of using as much as possible the available 
supply (but only in relation to the “reference gradient”) of solar exergy, in relation to the 
characteristics of the lower level elements of the exergy-chemical bonds-web.   

 
Please note that not necessarily such a network will maximize the use of other forms of 
available exergy (e.g. fossil energy stocks).  Actually, ecosystems did not learn how to use the 
large reservoirs of chemical energy contained in fossil energy stocks, nor they tried to use 
nuclear energy to make electricity (on large scale).  That is, when we use the concept of 
“ecological price of energy forms” we refer only to the transformities of the various “exergy-
chemical bonds forms” represented on the lower hierarchical level of ecosystem (when 
describing individual components of the network), which are traded among the various 
components of the network to maximize the incoming solar flow in the whole (the supply of the 
basic exergy gradient powering the system).  A larger flow of energy, will be reflected in a 
stronger interaction between the elements, which will stabilize the reciprocal entailment 
between lower level and higher level structures and increase the adaptability of the system.  
Please note that here, the hierarchical nature of the network becomes crucial.  Interacting too 
much can be lethal (overconnectdness), this was the point made by May with his mathematical 
simulations of the stability of ecological networks characterized by high connectivity.  But the 
simulation of May did not take in count the fact that many feed-backs are occurring across 
scales (as illustrated by Holling).  That is the instability of the models proposed by May was an 
artifact generated by the choice made by May’s of producing models based on differential 
equations operating with a single relevant dt.  Actually, he also did a timid attempt to add time 
delays to his systems of differential equations (and this would change dramatically the 
conclusions).   

Going back to an analysis of network features, the work of Ulanowicz on Ascendency 
seems to confirm that ecosystems develop by maximizing at the same time the total power and 
the fraction of this power which is invested in adaptability.  Incidentally, this is exactly what I 
found with my empirical analysis of changes of socioeconomic exosomatic metabolism over all 
the countries of the world in 1992, and tracking changes over the last 40 years in OECD 
countries. 

That is, the characteristics of both the whole network and specific elements will change (on 
different time scales) and this will be reflected into different ratios of flows and stocks 
(storages) in the network.  A similar discussion of this type of analysis in terms of funds and 
flow is provided also by Georgescu-Roegen (1971.  The Entropy Law and the Economic 
Process.  Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.) 
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When all these characteristics can be assumed be valid (as in the case of biological systems), 
then the specifications of an element of the graph tend to coincide with the definition of a 
legitimate category of biological systems.  For example the category of tigers is just the 
mapping of the niche occupied by tigers (relational analysis of species among them and in 
relation to the characteristics of the whole ecosystem within which they are operating) or the 
mapping of “technical coefficients” of legitimate members (individual organisms) belonging to 
the species.  The stability of these technical coefficients is guaranteed by the use of DNA as 
blueprint of individual organisms. Using Rosen words: “We may observe that regarding a 
biological system as a set of mappings incorporates most of our intuitive notions about these 
systems in an extremely natural way”.  
 
(c) Ecological systems can be represented as “dissipative adaptive holarchies” 
At this point we can chose to focus on how to describe “holons” considered as parts of a larger 
holarchy.  Obviously, knowing that Dissipative Adaptive Holarchies work through self-
entailing exergetic loops, we have to characterize, on the space-time scale useful for catching 
relevant qualities of the selected holon: (1) what lower level organized structures are in charge 
for stabilizing the metabolism of the whole network; (2) how their interaction is reflected in the 
relevant characteristic of the whole network in relation to its larger context. 

When describing things in this way, we arrived to a formal identity for the graphs 
proposed by HT.  They are one of the possible representations of self-entailing exergetic loops 
referring to a defined holon.  Such a representation focus on the basic mechanisms needed to 
stabilize the identity of the particular holon (e.g. an ecosystem).  Such a holon has to be 
individuated within a ladder of holons making up a “dissipative adaptive holarchy” (we could 
have applied the graph to a cell, a organ, an individual organism, a species, to the whole planet). 

The triadic representation of this holon can be obtained by specifying: (1) the 
characteristics of lower level holons (organized structures operating on the lower level); (2) the 
characteristics of higher level holons (boundary conditions within which the selected system is 
seen as operating); (3) the function of the focal level in relation to: (a) lower level holons, and 
(b) higher level holon.  That is we have to address what is the role plaid by the holon in the 
holarchy.  In the short term this role is to stabilize the higher level holon to which is a part and 
to stabilize the lower level holon for which is the emergent property.  In the long term, its role 
is participating in a process of “stress sharing” across scales (to due the forced process of 
becoming) to increase the adaptability of the whole holarchy (this is why all biological systems 
tend to be critically organized – organized following power laws). 
 
2.3.3 The problem with multiple non-equivalent time differentials or durations 
 
(a) Complex time as proposed by Rosen 

In this section, we want to address the strange relation that holons, defined in parallel on 
two non-equivalent space-time windows, have with time (= they are out of time - over a certain 
space-time window  - and within time - when considering a larger space-time window). 

It is well known that living and evolving systems have a peculiar relation with time (e.g. 
when coming to linear and circular causation in chicken-egg paradox). The mechanism of self-
entailment proposed by Rosen (1985; 1991) for Self-organizing Adaptive Holarchies is very 
useful to explore the nature of such a confusing status.  Self-organizing Adaptive Holarchies are 
organized by reciprocal mechanisms of entailment across hierarchical levels, describable by 
dynamics operating on different time differentials.  The crossing of controls across scales put in 
crisis the concept of linear causation and linear relation in time.  For example,  
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(1) it is true that - on a given time window - the number of predators will affect the number of 
preys, but it is also true that - on a different, larger, time window - it is the number of preys 
which affects the numbers of predators.  

(2) US congress and US government are affecting the life of citizens on a small time window 
(when making rules or applying them), whereas citizens are affecting the life of congress 
and government on a time window larger of the frequency of elections. 

(3)  “consumer democracy” implies that buyers are determining what is produced.  This would 
be considered a violation of the basic assumption that the future cannot affect the present by 
an industrial engineer looking at how it is possible to produce a new product in an industrial 
plant in the first place.  

(4) babies can develop teeth before having tried anything to chew.  Again when adopting the 
time-window of the individual baby it can seems that, when analyzing the causation of 
teeth, future events are affecting present events.  However, the flow of information across 
hierarchical levels can easily explain this apparent paradox: the human species, to which the 
baby belongs, is operating on a large time window than individual human beings.  Because 
of this, a species has already been “in the future” of individual babies, so to speak.  Species 
can give to individual organisms information about their future.  

Rosen discusses at length this topic in his book Anticipatory Systems (1985) so that I discuss 
here only the implications of the peculiar relation with time of self-entailing systems in relation 
to the description of holons.   

When dealing with the evolution of Self-organizing Adaptive Holarchies any 
determination of one way direction of causation among two events (a linear way out from the 
egg-chicken paradox) is always the result of the imposition of a window of observation made 
by the scientists (the choice of using a relevant time differential). Linear causation, therefore, is 
never reflecting some inherent simple one-way relation in the natural world, but simply is an 
artefact generated by the representation of a complex system with a simple model.   

Theoretical Biology makes the point that the almost magic ability of natural ecosystems 
to remain stable during the process of evolution in spite of internal and external perturbations is 
due to the fact that their identity is preserved through a complex mixture of negative and 
positive feed-backs operating in chain and in parallel across different space-time scales (for an 
overview of this topic see Rosen, 1985; 1991 or O’Neill et al. 1986, Holling, 1995 or Conrad, 
1983).   This “fractal” nature of the system of control of ecological evolving systems implies a 
cascade of dts  (time differentials referring to different relevant dynamics) and therefore, as 
noted earlier, an epistemological ambiguity when attempting a simple mapping with 
compression of dimensions to be considered for these systems.  The co-existence of several 
relevant time differentials in the system of control seems to be the very essence of the stability 
of ecological systems as becoming systems (the secret of sustainable development so to speak).  
If we accept that, then in order to catch the nature of this ‘magic’ we should be able to consider 
and map in parallel the various relevant dynamics related to different dts in their reciprocal 
interaction.  As argued by Rosen (1991) this would result a mission impossible when using a 
unique formal system of inference.  Actually, Rosen (1991) proposes that this crucial feature of 
living systems resisting all attempts of formalization should be adopted as the very definition of 
life. 
 In order to deal with this peculiar status Rosen (1985) proposes the concept of 
“complex time”  as the co-existence of parallel processes influencing each other operating with 
different relevant time differentials and therefore requiring the parallel use of non-equivalent 
encoding for time.  “Complex time” should be contrasted to the concept of “simple time” the 
one generally adopted in conventional scientific disciplines in which only one relevant time 
differential is considered at the time (e.g. May simulations based on systems of differential 
equations).   If we admit the existence of a complex time for the system that we want to model 
(= the need of using various relevant but distinct time differentials for describing and explaining 
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the behaviour of a single natural system of interest) we are forced to admit that we cannot map 
in a reductionistic way such a system. 
 
(b) The arbitrary choice of a relevant time differential 
The problem of establishing a link between the description of events occurring on different 
descriptive domains is linked to the ability to establish a contextual relation between events 
occurring across different space-time windows in terms of “Simultaneity” or “Temporal 
Succession” (Rosen, 1985; chapt. 4 - the Encoding of Time).  Both concepts are strictly linked 
to the definition of the crucial concept of duration (see next point about Georgescu-Roegen 
definition). 
 

Relevant time differential according to Rosen: “Simultaneity” has to do with events 
which are perceived to occur over a duration so short that we cannot make a distinction among 
them in terms of temporal succession.  After defining the concept of simultaneity we can define 
also the concept of instantaneous states.  At any given instantaneous state the system exhibits 
indistinguishable changes of its qualities (defined as different position taken in the state space).   
A “temporal succession” is a linkage established among distinct instantaneous states (different 
points on the state space).  The possibility of distinguish different points on the state space 
means the possibility of detecting changes in the relevant qualities in terms of different values 
taken by the encoding the variables.   At this point we can appreciate the importance of having 
a finite and discrete state space.  In fact, without this constraint we could have imagined to split 
the trajectory of possible states (the temporal succession) into an infinite number of smaller and 
smaller segments, by reducing the “duration” of any given interval at our will.  However, this is 
clearly not possible if we have to deal with a numerical description of changes obtained by real 
measurement operations.   When dealing with the description of processes obtained through 
measurement schemes, the duration linked to the definition of an “instantaneous state” (= the 
size of the minimum time interval required to identify as distinct two points belonging to the 
same trajectory in the state space) is no longer arbitrary.   It depends on the “grain” given by the 
operation of the measurement scheme.  In turn this must be related to the characteristics of the 
identity of the selected category.  That is, the very definition of the category which is the object 
of study, implies deciding what characteristics are supposed to be fixed over the descriptive 
domain and what characteristics are supposed to be changing when describing the dynamics.  
This requires a previous location of the descriptive domain along the cascade of possible space-
time windows of the holarchy.  For example, the laws of a country can be perceived to be as a 
fixed characteristics – boundary conditions (e.g. you cannot trade in slaves) - over a space-time 
window of one year.  On the other hand they can be seen as a flexible function evolving in time 
over a space-time window of 1,000 year (e.g. what can be traded or not by a country is the 
result of the existing and becoming system of knowledge of a country). 

Relevant time differential according to Georgescu-Roegen.  Another important 
theoretical contribution to the debate of the problems encountered when attempting to map 
graphs (input/output analysis of Leontief type) of systems operating in parallel on different 
hierarchical levels (different space-time differentials) has been given by Georgescu-Roegen in 
the Chapter 9 of his famous book of 1971.  The chapter title is: The analytical Representation of 
Process and the Economics of Production.  In this chapter he gets into all the epistemological 
issues discussed until now.  He refers to the simplifications of the model which implies a 
decomplexification of the natural system into a simple system of inference as “the need of 
adopting heroic simplifications”.  It is very interesting to note that the example used by GR to 
discuss of ambiguity and bifurcations in this chapter is the familiar example of joint production 
dilemma (= how to assign embodied quantities to a joint production process).  Then he gets into 
the arbitrariness of assigning boundaries (= different qualities call for different boundaries to be 
assigned to the same system). He makes also clear that no matter the particular identity of the 
natural system, the selection of the model will always reflect the purposes of the modeler. 
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Saying on pag. 213 “ A relevant analytical process cannot be divorced from purpose and 
consequently is itself a primary notion – that is, a notion that may be clarified by discussion and 
examples but never reduced to other notions by a formal definition”.  The part most relevant to 
the concept of relevant time differential comes in the next page.  The boundary definition “must 
also contain a temporal component, the duration of the process”.  The definition of the 
duration has to do with choosing a dt that: (1) makes possible to describe the main dynamics 
(according to the choice of variables and measurement scheme); but at the same time (2) is 
small enough, so that the identity of the black box defining input/output ratio can be considered 
as known and fixed.  Extrapolating the validity of the mapping given by a function [y = f(x)] 
outside the “duration of the process” (the window in which we assume that the set of our 
simplifying assumptions justifying the validity of the model will hold) can be very dangerous.  
For example, when using the equation PV = nRT a chemist usually draws the boundary in a 
way that the material structure – the container – in which the gas is stored is not listed as an 
element of the process.  However, (this is again GR on pag. 217) “ a chemical engineer must, 
under heavy penalty, not lose sight of the fact that a dyeing vat deteriorates with use”.  Linking 
this sentence to the example of the perfect gas, we can add that also a container for the gas 
under pressure will deteriorate.  This implies that when attempting a mapping of the behavior of 
a real gas in a real container we have two types of “time” to be considered. (1) a simple 
definition of experimental time (the dt of the dynamics of the formal system of inference used 
to map how changes in pressure will follow in time changes in temperature in time imposed on 
the gas) and (2) another definition of time related to the duration  in which we can assume that 
the aging of the container can be ignored by such a model. That is, it is important also to 
consider how fast our model of a real system is becoming obsolete. Because of the complexity 
of real systems, they are becoming something else, in parallel on their different hierarchical 
levels, at different speeds.  This means that any formal system of inference (based on a fixed set 
of variables and functions) will unavoidably: (1) always miss all those aspects of the real 
system, which were not considered as relevant by the analysts and therefore not include in the 
original analysis. (2) always loses in time its validity of being a good model, even in relation to 
the qualities that were selected in the original formulation of the model.  In fact, with the 
passing of the time, the validity of the modeling relation tend unavoidably to expire, so to 
speak.  This again is due to the two reasons listed before. (1) qualities of the system that were 
not relevant before, when the models was judged a good model, (the age of the container of the 
gas), could become relevant; (2) the function that were valid before to simulate the relation 
among qualities (e.g. the transformities assessed through direct measuring) could become 
obsolete (since new features of the system can enter into play due the passing of the time).   

Georgescu’s conclusions are that the definition of a “duration” for the analytical 
representation of an input/output process over a network is a crucial input for defining stocks, 
fund and flows.  Translating this concept in more modern terms we can say that a modeling 
relation has to come with the definition of a “temporal horizon” of validity.  Such a definition 
of time (duration) is distinct from the dt used in the differential equations.  Having made this 
distinction, we can say that it is impossible to have a common analytical representation (the 
same graph and the same set of transformities) tracking two parallel input/output processes 
occurring in two different networks for which we must assume two different durations.  [Let 
alone attempting to use specific mapping over time window that include infinite on one side of 
the interval].  This is a crucial point that will be used later when discussing of pros and cons of 
the mixing of assessments of biological transformities with assessments of technological 
transformities. 
 
(c) The triadic filtering needed when dealing with hierarchical systems 
This is related to the problem of establishing a link between the description of events occurring 
on different descriptive domains. 
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 The principle of near-decomposability of complex systems (Simon, 1967) explains why 
scientists are able to study systems, using a relative narrow kit of representative tools – e.g. 
differential equations - over a wide range of scales covering order of magnitudes (from the 
dynamics of sub-atomic particles to the dynamics of galaxies in astrophysics).  When dealing 
with hierarchical systems we can study the dynamics of a particular process on a particular 
level by adopting a description that seals-off higher and lower levels of behaviors (pattern 
recognition).  This has been proposed as an operation of “triadic reading” by Salthe (1985). 
This means that we can describe, for example, in economics consumer behavior while ignoring 
the fact that consumers are organisms composed of cells, atoms and electrons.  The concept of 
triading reading refers to the “individuation of a pattern” done by the scientist, requires a 
previous selection of three contiguous levels of interest within the cascade of hierarchical levels 
through which Self-organizing Adaptive Holarchies are organized.  We can think of it as a 
process of “epistemic filtering” 
 That is, when describing a particular phenomena occurring within a SAH we have to 
define a group of three contiguous levels starting with: 
1. Focal level - this implies the choice of a space-time window of observation at which qualities 
of interest can be defined and studied with a set of observables.  After this choice we can look 
for variables able to catch changes in the relevant qualities of our system; 
2. Higher level - the choice of a focal level implies that changes of the characteristics of the 
higher level are so slow when described on the space-time window of the Focal level that they 
can be assumed to be negligible.  In this case, the higher level can be accounted for - in the 
scientific description - as a set of external constraints imposed on the dynamics of the focal 
level (= the given set of boundary conditions).   
3. Lower level - the difference of time differentials across levels implies also that perturbations 
generated by the changing behavior of lower level components is not affecting in a relevant 
way the behaviour of the system on the space-time window of the focal level description.  In 
fact, the lower level activity is accounted for in terms of a statistical description of events 
occurring there.  This averaging out of individual lower level behaviours takes care of lower 
level perturbations in the form of 'noise'. The identity of lower level processes is accounted for 
in the Focal description in terms of a set of initiating conditions determining the outcome of the 
studied dynamics.  For example, economic analyses describe the economic process by adopting 
a focal level with a time window: (i) small enough to assume changes in ecological processes 
such as climatic changes or changes in institutional settings (the higher level) are negligible; 
and (ii) large enough to average out 'noise' from processes occurring at the lower level - e.g., 
non-rational consumer behavior of artists, terrorists, or Amish is averaged out by a statistical 
description of the preferences of population (Giampietro, 1994a).    
 
 
(d ) The epistemological predicament implied by Holarchies 
 
(1) Functions and organized structure overlap in space-time in the real system (e.g. Ms Clinton 

and the President of the USA), but they have diverging goals (e.g. the interests of Mr. 
Clinton can diverge from those of US presidency and viceversa – e.g. the case of Monica 
Lewinsky is about legitimate contrasting interests expressed by the dual nature of that 
specific holon).  Whereas, the opposite is true in the scientific representation of holons in 
the holarchy.  When modeling them, we assume for them the same goal, but they cannot be 
represented using the same descriptive domain.  

(2) You need to assume that hey are in steady-state to get a quantitative characterization of their 
identity (applying the ceteris paribus reading), but then you loose any ability to track their 
evolutionary trends.  For example, an exact definition of the ecological footprint of a 
country in a year does not say anything about the fact that such an assessment represent a 
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good or bad sign.  That is, the scale needed to obtain determinacy in the numerical 
assessments (a good syntactic analysis) is not good to obtain meaning (a good semantic 
analysis).   

(3) You have to loose the accuracy in the assessments of their details, if you want to look at 
their evolutionary trends.  For example, using a standard value of 3/1 for electricity applied 
to various countries, independently of the accuracy of such an estimate, can be the right 
thing to do to analyze future perspective of getting into the electric generation business with 
my mobile generator.  Discussing of meanings has always to do with dealing with the big 
picture (the use of metaphors), losing the ability to use formal definition of accurate 
mappings.  In fact, meanings (= functions of emergent properties in relation to goals) can 
never be caught by using only formal models of the interactions of lower level components. 

 
The ambiguous definition of a holon (requiring a dual description of both a role and an 
incumbent referring to different space-time windows) indicates a more general problem.  
Because of their peculiar functioning on parallel scales, hierarchical systems have to be studied 
in non-equivalent ways, both in terms of organized structures or in terms of relational functions 
(Simon, 1962; Rosen, 1991).  Established scientific disciplines rarely acknowledge that this 
unavoidable and prior choice of ‘perspective’ implies a bias in the description of complex 
systems’ behavior (Giampietro 1994a).  For example, analyzing complex systems in terms of 
organized structures (e.g. a given doctor in a hospital) implicitly requires assuming for the 
validity of the model: (1) a given set of initiating conditions (a history of the system that affects 
its present behavior). and (2) a stable higher level on which functions are defined for these 
structures in order to make them “meaningful”, useful and, thus, stable in time (Simon 1962).  
That is using the category “doctors” implies, at the societal level, the existence of a job position 
for a doctor in that hospital together with enough funding for running the hospital.  Similarly, to 
have functions at a certain level, one needs to assume the stability at the lower levels where the 
structural support is provided for the function.  That is, the use of the category “hospital” 
implies that something (or rather someone) must be there to perform the required function 
(Simon 1962).  In our example the existence of a modern hospital – at the societal level - 
implies the existence of a supply of trained doctors able to fill the required roles (an educational 
system working properly).    Hence, no description of the dynamics of a focus level, such as 
society as a whole, can escape the issue of structural constraints (how, what is going on at lower 
levels?) or functional constraints (why, what is going on at the higher level?). The difference in 
space-time window which has to be adopted for getting the right pattern recognition (for 
dealing with both the why or the how question), however, implies that both questions cannot be 
discussed and analyzed by adopting the same descriptive domain (and mapping) which is 
necessarily scale dependent.   This means that in order to deal with the complex behaviour of 
hierarchical adaptive dissipative systems (when attempting to represent and explain both the 
“why” and the “how”) we must use complementary non-equivalent descriptions, which will 
generate a set of non-reducible and non-comparable representations.  In my view, this is a point 
very relevant about how to use the approach proposed by HT.  Often in the general claims made 
about the potentiality of such an approach, the Emergy school, tend to confuse the two things or 
seems to imply that they can be done with the same inferential system.   For sure a discussion of 
what differences should be included in different inferential systems used for different 
applications, are never discussed in the material and methods section (which is where this 
discussion belong). 

As observed by O’Neill et al. (1989) biological systems have the peculiar ability of 
being both in ‘quasi-steady-state’ and ‘becoming’ at the same time.  Their hierarchical nature 
makes possible this remarkable achievement.  They can be to assumed to be stable categories, 
when analyzed on the bottom of the holarchy, and becoming systems in fast evolutions, when 
considering the top of the holarchy.  This is why we can apply the maximum power principle 
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(networks are assumed to be evolving in the direction of increasing power) and at the same time 
assume that it is possible to use fixed transformities for certain categories (we can usefully 
characterize with a given identity lower level components).  That is, biological systems are well 
describable as in quasi-steady-state on small space-time windows (when dealing with the 
identity of cells, individual organisms, species) and as entities which are becoming, when we 
use a much large space-time window that forces us to deal with the process of evolution.  But it 
should always be remembered that when we deal with: (1) the process of evolution of large 
scale ecological holons we are dealing with relevant time differentials of thousands of years. (2) 
when dealing with the process of evolution of human societies we are dealing with time 
differentials of centuries. (3) when dealing with the process of evolution of human technology 
we are dealing with time differentials of decades. To make things more complicated, biological 
systems tend to pulse and operate in cyclic attractors, so that we have an additional problem, 
which is being able to detect which scales should be used to recognize established cyclical 
patterns and what scale should be used when looking for the genuine emergence of new 
evolutionary patterns.  This implies that, it is true that by selecting opportune space-time 
windows, we can take advantage of the near-decomposability of hierarchical systems, perform a 
triading filtering, which makes easy to model some of system qualities.  On the other hand, 
such an advantage implies side effects.  In this way, we can focus only on one part of the 
holarchy at the time.  This implies that the qualities of interest, isolated in this way, must refer 
to processes belonging all to the same space-time window.  Unfortunately, when dealing with 
the sustainability of human systems this rarely occurs. 
 In conclusion, by choosing an appropriate window of observation we can isolate and 
describe, in simplified terms, a part of the system --the one we are interested in-- as an 
independent entity from the rest of the hierarchy to which it belongs.   The cost of this choice is 
represented by the voluntary neglecting of all dynamics and other relevant features which are 
occurring outside the space-time differential selected in the focal descriptive domain.  We must 
be aware that applying a triadic filtering to the reality means choosing just one non-equivalent 
description (among many possible ones) of our system which is necessarily related to the 
specific space-time window of the focal level.  Such a process of simplification of reality 
implies a dramatic reduction of the information considered by such a description. 
 
 
2.3.4 Representing with graphs “ecological activities” and “economic goods” 
 
(a) the difference viewed  from the transformity side 
IF we deal with biological systems not perturbed (= when we are dealing with legitimate 
biological categories), and when we are using a reasonable graph, THEN we can assume that 
the transformities we found in the system (when we measure inputs and outputs) represent a 
final value of “the right price” obtained by the network when matching demand and supply 
(when trading energy forms) in a recursive way (this concept is discussed also below).  
Therefore, in this case, transformities can be seen as representing a sort of “ecological prices of 
energy forms” that can be expressed in one energy form of reference.  The structure of these 
prices is regulating the final rate of trading of energy forms in the network.  Put in another way, 
the final structure of prices (transformities) is responsible for keeping the identity of network 
structure in terms of the existing relation between storages and flows.   

When applying this type of analysis to human systems things become less easy to 
assess: (1) economic systems are generally in a fast transitional state – when assessed using a 
temporal horizon able to catch biological dynamics. (2) human preferences are defining 
“usefulness” at a hierarchical level different (a scale much smaller) than the level at which one 
can define and assess “usefulness” for the entire network (= when using the network prices of 
forms of energy). (3) the basic exergy gradient valid for exergy-chemical bonds-food web (solar 
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energy-discharged heat) does not apply to human systems where it is operating another basic 
exergy gradient. The exosomatic human metabolism is powered by fossil energy-technical 
conversions.  Such a exergy mapping is quite different from the one valid for biological systems 
since: (1) power levels are much higher; (2) amplification of power levels do not imply a 
amplification of the metabolism of the DNA (more explanation below): (3) we do not have the 
closing of the matter loop of nutrient, which implies an indirect relation among the various 
identities of the elements of the web.  The implications of these differences are discussed 
below, now this is just a general point.  

That is, we are facing different networks of energy forms performing a hierarchical 
concentration, which have basic differences in their “nature”.  A discussion of the implication 
of this difference, in my opinion, should be framed in terms of a discussion of the validity or the 
10 methods available to assess transformities, discussed in section 1. At this point, it should be 
clear that there are methods that make sense in one typology of network and that no longer 
make sense in the other.  Put in another way, I expect that a definition of “usefulness” for the 
whole ecological system based on trading of energy forms, over a scale of centuries or 
millennia, will (or better should) “bifurcate” from a definition of usefulness for human 
households, over a local scale and a time horizon of 5 years.  Again, the use of the term 
“bifurcate” follows the suggestion of Rosen = the two definitions will result logically 
independent = it is impossible to use the same representation of meaning obtained by selecting 
a given graph for both of them.  Actually, in my opinion, we are dealing here with the root of 
the predicament of scientific analyses dealing with sustainability.   

The confusion between “donor system” and “receiver system” (a point often found in 
Emergy papers) is generated by the fact, that when dealing with energy diagrams used by HT 
and applied to ecological systems, by default we are assuming that demand and supply 
coincide.  This implies that for biological network we can assess usefulness of a flow using the 
amount of energy spent in generating it. As discussed in the previous point, this is exactly one 
of the assumptions required for making valid the mapping of transformity to usefulness in 
ecological network.   

But this rationale is not always true, especially when humans are into the graph.  
Actually, this distinction can be tracked to the validity of the method used to calculate the 
transformity in the first place.  When the assessment of the “usefulness” refers more to the 
place occupied in the hierarchy by the user of the flow (a receiver system of value”) – see the 
example of the transformity of natural gas compared with coal discussed before – we are more 
dealing with a receiver system of value.  Very often, when including economic systems in the 
analysis, it is not legitimate to make any inference about the fact that the final degree of 
“usefulness” of a flow based on its transformity (let alone its “value”) is determined by the 
donor system of value (by the energy that went into its making) – see discussion in section 1.2. 

Actually, I was looking for explanations on how HT calculated the solar transformities 
of fossil energy.  Fossil energy represents THE CRUCIAL DIFFERENCE in “quality” of 
energy source in the history of human development.   The industrial revolution, has such a 
name, exactly because it implied the switch to a new identity (reference mapping system?) 
for the basic gradient of exergy used to power human exosomatic metabolism.  Because of 
this new definition of exergy for them (no more food = power, but fossil energy + machines = 
power) humans were able to build a new and different network of lower level components 
trading different energy forms possible (according to technology and associative context) 
within this new gradient.  This should also have generated a new mechanism of definition of 
usefulness for these various elements, (and why not a different definitionof netwrok prices for 
these new energy forms?).  This is why, I was curious to see what of the 10 methods has been 
used by HT for assessing such a transformity.  We are looking for something able to bridge the 
definition of usefulness among two networks of different identity describable only by adopting 
different durations and relevant time differentials.  Did he start from the characteristics of the 
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user or from the solar energy that went into the making of fossil energy stocks?  Did he come 
out with some other rationale?  Unfortunately, the explanations given in Table C is limited to 
just a number and a reference to Odum and Odum, 1983, a reference which I do not have 
available at the moment.  So that I could not find out which one of the 10 methods has been 
used.   

I guess that this (assessing the transformity of fossil energy) is one of those cases, in which 
we can get quite different assessments depending on the method selected.  Getting in the “donor 
system logic”, we have to consider the value of the information used in the DNA which was 
needed to capture and store below ground huge stocks of fossil energy.  That is we should 
assess the solar energy that was required for having the evolution of life on this planet + water 
evapotranspirated by the prehistoric forests for thousands of year.  I guess that this should be a 
lot of energy. Looking at the 40,000 sej/J my guess is that perhaps some other method has been 
used.  A receiver system would be easier (= matching intensity of fossil energy flows with 
similar energy intensity within elements of biological hierarchies?).  It would be really 
interesting to see if such an assessment followed the rationale of the donor or the receiver (or 
who knows what else has been invented by HT?). The most amazing fact is that both methods 
would make sense and would be non-equivalent legitimate ways of defining “quality” (or 
usefulness) of these energy sources depending on how we want to look at the system.  (1) donor 
= what should we do in biological terms if we would be forced to replace the existing flow of 
fossil energy with natural services? (this was the logic I adopted when proposing the BIOSTA 
analysis and that Wackernagel used in proposing the ecological footprint indicator) or (2) 
receiver = no matter how or from where it comes, we define the usefulness of this energy form 
in relation to how much it helps us in doing what we are doing now and we want to do (in 
relation to our perception of improvements).  This would be similar to the method used to 
assess the transformity of natural gas compared to coal.  My guess remains that these two 
methods should provide quite different numbers.   

How this long discussion can be related to the difference in the nature of the transformity of 
a tiger and a refrigerator?  

First of all, an important peculiarity of the biological categories.  When dealing with 
transformities of “tigers” we can assess the higher quality of this energy form in the network 
compared to “grass” using two non-equivalent methods.  Either (1) tigers have a higher quality 
than grass because they belong to a compartment higher in the hierarchy or (2) tigers have a 
higher quality because it takes more solar energy to make a Joule of tiger than a Joule of grass.  
But there is much more.  Due to the special characterization of biological categories we can 
refer this transformity either to: (a) sej/joule of energy used in the metabolism of tigers; (b) 
sej/kg/year of biomass of tigers; (c) sej/DNA of tigers per year.   It should be noted, that (1) the 
two methods coincide because we are operating with a graph which assumes that the system is 
in steady-state (fixed identity of the graph); (2) the list of assumptions about biological 
categories is valid. 

This leads to another question linked to one claim, often made by the Emergy school.  That 
is that the M used in EMERGY, stands for “Memory” and that therefore Embodied energy can 
be seen also as a Memory of energy dissipated in the past.  Recalling the discussion made 
before about the problems of mapping time when dealing with nested hierarchical systems, I 
would like to note that an EMERGY assessment, the way is done right now, it is not very well 
represented by using the concept of memory.  Actually, the very numerical assessment is based 
on the forgetting of previous characteristics of the network (taken during its evolution).  In fact, 
such a definition qualify as “past energy”, the amount of energy that, according to the existing 
set of transformities and present network structure, is going (now) into the loops (in parallel 
into grass and herbivores) indicated by the graph, which are required to make possible the 
stabilization of 1 joule of tiger metabolism (or 1 kg of tiger biomass or 1 bit of DNA of tiger).   
Obviously, this mapping does not include (and cannot include – see the discussion of the exergy 
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assessment of Giannantoni referring to a time window defined from minus infinite to present) 
previous identities taken by the network.  That is we cannot apply our emergy assessment to 
historical periods of the past in which such a network was operating with: (1) lower level 
elements characterized by different characteristics (when species now extinct were guaranteeing 
the identity of previous types of ecosystems), (2) different relations among the elements (when 
different loops were operating).  Depending on the duration assigned to our analysis (the 
expiration date of the validity that we assign to our representation = the operational time 
horizon of our model), we assume that within this duration the characteristics of our biological 
categories are fixed.  This translates into the possibility to use a fixed set of transformities for 
the graph and therefore the possibility of assessing Embodied energy to each flow.  However, 
this implies also that the energy that is accounted as “gone through the loop” before arriving 
to a particular element (when using the scale and the perspective of the individual element) is, 
in reality, still flowing now (when using the scale and the perspective of the whole network).  
The linear representation from left to right (read as an indication of before and after) reflecting 
the perception of lower level elements is certainly legitimate.  It can be useful, but it is an 
artifact generated by the dt of our differential equations valid in our selection of duration.  
Before and after refer to the operation of the differential equations within the model, not to the 
process of self-organization of the real system.  When the system was something different 
(“before” in complex time) it used to have another identity.  This means that “before” cannot be 
mapped by our graph since it refers exactly to the validity of the graph!   

In fact, if we want to assess the solar energy that was used during the evolution (to build the 
current ecological knowledge stored in our network = the identity of various categories making 
up our graph) we should know about the identity of the various graphs that substituted each 
other in the evolutionary trajectory.  That is, if we would like to assess the solar energy 
dissipated for producing the information stored (due to the process of learning of the network in 
its evolution) in the existing structure of the network in relation to the encoded identities of its 
lower level components (contained in the DNA of various species), we should have a memory 
of all previous graphs (with the various characteristic of the lower level elements).  This is 
exactly, what we don’t have and we don’t use when considering emergy indices (we are 
basing our assessment only with the information stored now in the last configuration assumed 
to be in steady-state over the duration of the validity of the model).   Put in another way, the 
“memory” and “the past” defined by HT graphs (within the duration defined for the analysis) 
are not concepts which can be related to real complex time, or evolutionary processes, but just 
by-products of the system of mapping.  Rather the feeling of “past” is generated by the parallel 
consideration in the model of two hierarchical levels (the metabolism of the whole network and 
the metabolism of individual elements).  This is the analog of the feeling of “future” generated 
by the teeth of a baby coming out before that the baby will experience the need of chewing.  
The species due to its larger time scale can “see” in the future of individuals.  In the same way, 
the network structure, due to its larger scale, can see into the past, when defining the 
metabolism of lower level elements.  But this is not a real “past” is an effect generated by 
mismatch of scales. Is the representation of past according to the model and the selection of dt 
used in the differential equations.  There is nothing bad about that.  This is what unavoidably 
we must expect whenever we try to describe the operation of hierarchical systems.  But one 
should be aware of this.  

Personally, when introducing the methodology to outsiders, I would cut with the 
overemphasis about “Memory”, “estimates of the energy that went in the past in the making of 
actual energy forms”.  All these statements are simply misleading for those trying to understand 
HT approach.  For sure they were misleading for me. What is magic and special about the 
system of representation proposed by HT is that it is one of the few available examples of 
modeling relation, which try to adopt a multiple-scales representation.  However, this is also 
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why if we want to work with such a representation we must address the relative epistemological 
issues. 

 
 At this point, it becomes obvious that when dealing with the assessment of the transformity 

of a refrigerator, things are dramatically different from the case of biological categories.  First 
of all, the “usefulness of a refrigerator for humans” cannot be assessed by using either of the 
two distinct methods for assessing transformities (the donor and the receiver system).  The 
donor system does not apply on a short scale.  It can say something, very general, only in the 
long run (if you are too inefficient you risk of being selected against).  But still other criteria, 
beside energy output/input can keep alive the production of electricity in Spain at 4/1 (when 
others do it at 3/1), also in the medium/long term.   

In addition to that, when deciding which method for assessing the transformities makes 
more sense we have to face an additional theoretical problem.  It is not clear to “what” the ratio 
sej/J is referring to.  That is we can for sure define the ratio sej/J of electricity consumed by a 
refrigerator.  In which sense a refrigerator is an energy form that can be mapped in Joules?   In 
fact, this ratio does not imply automatically an equivalent assessment of “solar energy per kg of 
refrigerator mass” or “solar energy per unit of information stored in the refrigerator” (as in the 
case of biological categories).  Technical objects (a refrigerator) can have several different ratio 
sej/kg or sej/$ or sej/information (how to measure that in a refrigerator?) depending on how we 
define such a category and how do we use the refrigerator (e.g. every day or only during 
summer vacations).  That is, we are back to the example of how to deal with an assessment of a 
transformity for the generator of electricity used in the camping in Spain.  Any mapping of its 
transformity in relation to non-equivalent indicators of qualities or usefulness, will depend on 
the criteria selected to assess its performance: for example (a) a mapping based on money = 
usefulness in relation to market prices. (b) a mapping based on environmental loading = 
negative usefulness in relation to ecological usefulness; (c) a mapping based on a biophysical 
representation of development of human societies = usefulness for stabilizing the exosomatic 
metablolism based on technology and fossil energy.  To make things worse, using any of these 
three distinct logics for mapping transformities could depend, according to the specific protocol 
implied by each logic, on specific local conditions.  This leads to the discussion of the 
following point. 
 
(b) the difference of tigers and refrigerators viewed from category theory 
As noted before, defining and detecting the relevant characteristics needed to specify a category 
for a tiger is quite easy.  The common set of mappings representing the identity of biological 
systems are “naturally clustered” (they are already there by default), since they are related to the 
characteristics of other categories with which they co-evolved.  This implies that when dealing 
with biological categories we have just to fill the list of 7 specifications discussed in the 
previous section (when presenting basic ideas of category theory). That is: (1) a list of 
admissible energy carriers (what tigers can eat – specify a closed and finite set of mapping of 
exergy for a tiger). (2) the life characteristics of a tiger (a standard pattern of life cycle) 
implying a fixed ratio “DNA of tiger/joules of metabolism”. (3) the technical coefficients of a 
tigers (characteristics of its metabolism as determined by biochemical reactions and 
physiological processes).  This determines a fixed ratio “DNA of tiger/kg of body mass”. (4) 
the relation of these characteristics with the rest of the ecosystems in which tigers operate (the 
structure of the graph). 
 After doing this, we can note immediately that the internal coherence of the information 
required to make a graph (referring to biological categories) implies establishing a relation 
between the hierarchical organization of exergy mappings in the space of an ecosystems (the 
type of graph proposed by Odum) and the hierarchical organization of DNA information 
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(mapping of exergy transformations made by genes) clustered in different species and taxa.  
This relation is presented in Fig. 1.   
 
I quote here a piece of the text of the article: Giampietro, M. 1994. Sustainability and 
technological development in agriculture: A critical appraisal of genetic engineering. 
BioScience 44 (10): 677-689 
 
********** start of the quote ********************* ******************** 
 
 Two main approaches are generally adopted to describe ecological systems: the 
'process-functional approach' and the 'population-community approach' (O'Neill et al. 1986). 
According to the process-functional approach, biophysical processes at the biosphere level are 
based on solar energy to sustain biogeochemical cycles of matter.  The organizational patterns 
of these matter cycles represent the ecosystem's structure and function, and hence living and 
non-living components are described together.  The population-community approach, on the 
other hand, emphasizes the unique capacity of biological structures to accumulate information 
into a DNA code, and the special role this gives them in the regulation of physical flows.  
Organisms are approached as tangible entities defined by their particular internal composition 
and are described by their role in a community.   
 The two approaches are briefly discussed below in relation to the problem of what 
should be the spatio-temporal scale used for assessing changes in agricultural techniques. 
 
The process-functional approach. 
"Sustained life under present-day conditions is a property of an ecological system rather than a 
single organism species. . . . The carbon cycle requires at least one primary producer and a 
method of returning carbon to the CO2 pool.  A system of only herbivores would die of 
starvation.  A system of only primary producers would grind to a halt from CO2 exhaustion." 
(Morowitz 1979, p. 55). 
 An ecosystem is the result of energy dissipation that is generated by the interaction of 
many species, forming a network of energy and matter flows (see a Figure of a graph of HT).  
This observation suggests that the entire web of interrelationships among the species that 
compose the ecosystem must be considered to check the feasibility of a new configuration of 
flows stabilized in time.  As noted by Morowitz, a single species, even a plant cannot survive 
by itself in steady-state.  Sooner or later it would consume the stock of input on which it feeds 
and/or would be negatively affected by the accumulation of its by-products.  Therefore, a 
change in density of a species can be stable only if there is a rearrangement in the biota of the 
whole ecosystem to which the species belongs.  For example, a dramatic improvement --
obtained either by traditional breeding or genetic engineering-- in the ability to catch flies in a 
spider population could lead to a temporary increase in spider numbers and their density in the 
ecosystem.  However, if this new spider density is to be sustained in the long term, the density 
of all species that are directly or indirectly related to the spider population must be changed as 
well.  This requires that a dramatic enlargement of the definition of the system's boundaries 
should be considered when planning changes in biological systems.  In fact, to assess the 
stability of a new configuration, not only the performance of spiders has to be considered, but 
also that of flies (to supply the extra flow of input), parasitoids and virus of both spiders and 
flies, and so on, enlarging the picture level after level, including sooner or later all related 
plants, plant predators, and all other factors involved in nutrient cycling and the fixation of 
solar energy.  This means that in order to obtain a sustained impact at the ecosystem level, 
science and technology have to change at the same time the entire web of energy and matter 
flows composing the ecosystem in which the spider population is operating. 
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The population-community approach. 
"Biological systems retain effects of historical events that are transmitted to them from other, 
similar predecessors (i.e. ancestral systems).  Their time-dependent behavior unfolding into the 
future is constrained by events that happened in the past" (Brooks et al. 1989).  When the focus 
is on the information accumulated in genetic form in biological systems we are forced to deal 
with the historical nature of this information (O'Grady and Brooks 1988).  For example, the 
question 'why has a cat fur?' can be answered from a non historical perspective, relating the fur 
to the animal's ontogeny, that is because the DNA instructions on its chromosomes generated 
fur.  A historical perspective (an enlargement of the scale at which the function of fur is 
assessed), on the other hand, would focus rather on the process of evolution that generated that 
specific character, hence the answer is that the fur is inherited from the common ancestor of 
mammals, that provided the ancestor with peculiar characteristics which enabled it to fill new 
ecological niches.   
 An enlargement of the spatiotemporal scale of the assessment puts changes in genetic 
information in relation to the meaning of evolution, and forces us in a certain way to deal with 
teleological questions implied by evolution (O'Grady and Brooks 1988); even though we 
cannot answer them satisfactory. Such an enlargement of scale when assessing the effect of 
changes implies also that selective processes should be seen as occurring at various levels in 
the hierarchy of biological organization (Brooks et al. 1989, Ulanowicz 1986, Weber et al. 
1988, 1989).  "The genealogical hierarchy, to the extent that its information content reflects 
internalized ecological information, can therefore be redescribed as an ecological hierarchy" 
(Weber et al. 1988).  This organization reflects the experience accumulated by living systems 
during evolution.  "The ecological life history traits of members of different species determine 
possible energy exchange and production pathways.  Thus they represent the realm of potential 
ecosystem functions.  But because not all species co-occur and because not all co-occurring 
species interact ecologically (to the same degree or at all), the actual ecosystem functions we 
observe are a subset of all possibilities" (Brooks and Wiley 1988, p 317).  An example of the 
study of accumulation of historical constraints on the structure and function of local 
communities is provided by the reduced area cladograms (Figure where phylogenetic 
relationships and area cladograms are combined together – Brooks and Wiley, 1988). 
 
 An analysis performed by using either the process-functional or the population-community 
approach provides the same indication: when the issue of sustainability is addressed, any change in 
complexity of a biological system can be assessed only by adopting at the same time a small and a 
large spatiotemporal scale.  The large scale has to includes the constraints imposed by the cycling 
of matter flows (e.g., water, carbon, nitrogen cycles), and/or the constraints provided by the 
structure of biological communities.  Such a scale is quite different from the one generally adopted 
when deciding what characteristics of a particular agroecosystem are desirable or undesirable (e.g., 
crop resistance to a particular herbicide).  On the other hand, adopting such a large scale will result 
in a poor level of resolution for assessing improvements in human affairs, since most changes 
significantly affecting the operations on an economic time scale (e.g. 2 to 5 years) would result 
negligible on such a broad scale. 
 The relevance of this point to the sustainability of innovations induced by human 
manipulation of genetic material in agriculture seems sometimes completely overlooked.  "In 
the laboratory a population is capable of a great range of behaviors.  If we lift all possible 
limitations on the population (e.g., food, space, competition) it can go to its maximum potential 
rate.  However, it is the ecological system that constraints what the population will actually do 
in the field" (O'Neill et al. 1986, p. 95-96).  The historically constrained portions of ecosystems 
determine, to a great extent, the limits on the degree to which ecosystems can adapt to changes 
(Brooks and Wiley 1988).   
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Genetic Engineering and Sustainability  
The genetic pool of a species (the genetic resources directly used by a single species) represents 
the physical structure where genetic information is stored.  Adopting the expression introduced 
by Prigogine (1980) for all thermodynamic systems in non-equilibrium, genes and genetic pools 
are 'becoming systems.'  This means that the genetic pool of a species can be viewed as a cluster 
of becoming genes that are isolated via various mechanisms to prevent their mixing with those 
of organisms of different species.  These clusters and their reciprocal relation are therefore 
destined to change over evolutionary time and are selected with respect to their ability to 
express structures and functions that stabilize the work of self-organization of the related 
populations as members of an interacting network of populations of different species, to form a 
network of environmental processes, matter and energy flows.  Hence, the actual functional 
configuration of both ecosystems (form and hierarchical distribution of matter and energy 
flows) and communities (form and hierarchical distribution of genes among taxa of interacting 
species, the combinations of species that actually interact, and the pattern of geographic 
distribution of these associations) are the result of a process of coevolution of biological and 
physical processes that has taken place over millions of years (Brooks and Wiley, 1988; Weber 
et al., 1989).   
************* end of the quote ******************** **************** 
 
An attempt to provide such a view is shown in Fig. 1, which presents the relationship existent 
between the representation of hierarchical organization of genetic information as provided by 
Brooks and Wiley and the representation of hierarchical organization of matter and energy 
flows as provided by Odum.  At each particular moment of evolution the distribution of genetic 
information combined with physical laws and the initiating conditions of a particular ecosystem 
generates the pattern of flows of energy and matter described by Odum (this picture lies on the 
horizontal plain of Fig. 1).  Whereas the organization of genetic information over taxa refers to 
the vertical plain indicated in Figure 1, meaning that the history of evolution sums together the 
occurrence of stochastic events in the past and the memory of direct and indirect interactions 
that the populations composing the species had with the rest of the taxonomic hierarchy to 
which the species belongs.   
 For this reason, the capital of genetic resources is not only defined by the information 
coded in single genes on DNA, but also by: (i) the particular pattern of distribution of this 
genetic information at species level (abundance, diversity, different frequencies of alleles 
among populations of the same species living in different areas); and (ii) the phylogenetic 
structure of this information (distribution of solutions among taxa).  This latter type of 
information [(i) and (ii)] reflects a larger perspective referring to the evolution of the entire 
hierarchy (O'Grady and Brooks, 1988).   
 An excessive optimism about the possible achievements of genetic manipulation ignores 
both the process-functional and the population-community perspective.  Many seem to believe 
that by simply taking 'technical solutions' coded on single genes (taken anywhere in the 
branches of the vertical plane of Fig. 1) it is possible to change an output of human interest 
(changing the density of a particular flow in the network of matter and energy flows on the 
horizontal plane of Fig. 1).  Transferring and mixing genes among organisms of different 
species means altering a pattern that has proven successful over millions of years of coevolution 
and replacing it with a pattern that is thought to be useful according to current economic values 
and related to a time scale of no more than a few decades.  By ignoring the processes 
responsible for the stability and resilience of ecological systems (the pictures shown in Figures 
1 are invisible on an economic scale), it is highly improbable that genetic engineers will be able 
to generate soon any 'new' stabilized type of large-scale ecosystem or community shaped on the 
basis of human wants.  
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When looking at Figure 1 one can appreciate that when adopting an evolutionary time scale 
(that used in the vertical axis of the figure) we can obtain a different view of the definition of a 
duration for biological systems.  The duration fo biological systems is the window of time at 
which we see the graph with flows generating autocatalytic loops as a system which is in 
steady-state.  That is, the validity of a graph on a given duration represent the process of self-
organization of biological categories generating an ecosystem at a given point in the 
evolutionary time.  From Figure 1, it is also evident that long term sustainability of biological 
holarchies is related to the ability to maintain “harmony” between two processes. (1) the 
process of becoming of the hierarchical organization of mappings of exergy transformation 
(obtained in the clustering of DNA in the cladograms of biological communties) – the figure of 
the vertical plane. and (2) the structure of ecological prices as resulting from the trading of 
energy forms within the self-organizing network (the structure of matter and energy flows and 
storages in the ecosystem – the figure of the horizontal plane).   

That is, if one wants to amplify a certain information contained in the DNA one has also to 
amplify the relative process of exergy dissipation by amplifying the mass of organized 
structures and the size of their associative context (= an alteration of the ecological price of the 
specific energy form associated with that genetic information). Put in another way, the two 
structures of relation among elements represented on the vertical and horizontal planes in Fig. 1 
cannot evolve independently from each other.  This fact implies two major consequences: 
1. the required correspondence between characteristics of a “category” (e.g. a species) as (a) 

obtained by the genetic information contained in its gene pool (receiver system of definition 
of usefulness) and as (b) resulting from the niche occupied in the ecosystem (donor 
definition of usefulness), implies that the evolution of these biological networks MUST BE 
VERY SLOW and coordinated over their specific duration.  Obviously, “very slow” is an 
adjective that cannot be used in absolute terms, but only in reference to the pace of 
evolution at which humans are used to (after all this text has been written and will be read 
by humans). Biological networks can change through catastrophic events, they can operate 
on cyclic attractors, but in general it is possible to determine for them patterns (that can be 
recognized on certain time windows) which are stable in time.  This means defining the 
overall identity of the process of self-entailment over a given duration.  This is due to the 
fact, that the mechanism used to guarantee a good stability of lower level organized 
structures (incumbent tiger organisms in the species) during their turn-over are using and 
copy templates of DNA instructions.  This has the effect that when reproducing themselves, 
individual tigers make other individual tigers, which will “behave” more or less respecting 
the script.  However, this information used at the lower level to guarantee the stability of the 
characteristics of lower level holons (the given set of activities assigned to an organized 
structure within its associative context) MUST BE compatible (when aggregated at a 
different scale) with the relational functions (role) defined at the higher hierarchical level 
for the stability of the whole ecosystem.  Here the expression “role” refers to the relation of 
categories made up of equivalence classes of lower level components, expressing emergent 
properties of the whole to which they belong.  These roles will have to change to adapt to 
changes or perturbation occurring at larger scale. The distribution of genetic information 
among interacting species is in fact regulating the emergent properties of the network.  On 
the other hand, such a distribution of exergy mappings, must reflect also the ecological 
prices of different forms of energy, traded in the network. That is, this implies a congruence 
check (biophysical compatibility) between: (a) the context/boundary conditions of the 
whole ecosystems and the emergent properties of the ecosystems on the interface 
focal/higher level; and (b) the characteristics of individual species and their specific 
associative context (niches), on the interface focal/lower level, in relation to their 
interaction.  As always in holarchies, the pace of changes of the whole structure MUST 
consider the effects of changes (compatibility) across all the relevant scales, reflecting the 
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different hierarchical levels.  This naturally brings to the well known fact, that because of 
this, we must find universal scaling laws in biology (fractal organization or power laws 
distribution – see the last book of Brown and West (2000) Scaling in Biology, Oxford Univ. 
Press).  This can be related to the fact that the required compatibility of the effect of 
changes across scale implies that the stability of each holon must be guaranteed (after 
negotiation to share stress among levels affected in different degree by the process of 
evolution) on the various hierarchical levels.  This means that changes across scale can only 
be obtained by respecting the reciprocal constraints of stability implied by the nature of the 
various process of dissipation operating on different levels.   
The resulting slow pace of evolution of the whole is what guarantee that when comparing 

the evolutionary pace of ecological and/or biological holarchies (identity of categories) with the 
evolutionary pace of economic/technical holarchies we are finding two clearly distinct paces of 
evolution.  That is technical holarchies are evolving much faster than ecological holarchies, 
since they are operating with an exergy gradient which is based on a linear matter flow (stock 
of fossil energy, technical conversions, accumulation of wastes and CO2 in the filling of 
available sink) and therefore are not affected by the need of co-evolve in an integrated way with 
all the others exergy converters operating in the economy.   

This is reflected into incompatible definition of durations (operational time horizon for the 
validity of modeling relations) between tranformities of biological categories and technical 
categories.  The ratio of MJ of food per 100 km of a tiger can be mapped quite easily and will 
remain valid for the next 100 years.  On the contrary, the ratio of MJ of gasoline per 100 km of 
“a car” depends on a lot of parameters (what car and how it is used) and even when everything 
is well specified technical coefficients can change quite fast (who would bet 10 million US$ to 
be paid by his/her nephews about guessing [+ or – 10%] on the mileage of a car in the year 
2100?).  The duration used to define transformities (characteristics of biological categories = 
e.g. the metabolism of a tiger) is at least 100 times larger than the one that one has to use to 
define the transformity of a refrigerator.  The transformities of the species of olives trees can be 
assumed to be the same independently of the year of the assessment or the location of the tree, 
when using them in an analysis related to ecological economics.  The same cannot be held true 
for the various alternative transformities that can be defined for refrigerators. 
2. This insight can be used to have another look at the risks implied by genetic engineering.  

The integrity of an ecosystem can be related to the harmony of the relation between the 
mapping of exergy transformations (obtained after establishing a link between the 
characteristics of a given organized structure and its associative context) obtained in parallel 
on two scales: (1) using genetic state space (the “mapping” of the mappings = genes, that 
can be done by using information theory) and (2) using a structural state space 
(thermodynamic reading – HT graphs).  Recalling Figure 1 integrity can be related to the 
compatibility between (1) identity of cycles of nutrients (horizontal figure) and (2) 
distribution of genetic information across components and across scales (vertical figure), 
which has to be based on a combined used of cladograms and genetic characterization of 
biological communitiy.  In this way, category theory can be used to explain a deep 
theoretical difference between genetic engineering and traditional breeding (for more see 
my paper on Bioscience, 1994).  Moving genes (specific mapping of mechanisms of exergy 
dissipation performed by organized structures) across taxa means scrambling and destroying 
the biological knowledge accumulated in the structure of existing ecosystems (since there is 
also another dimension in the information space about how to cluster these exergy 
mapping/genes), which is missed by genetic engineers.  Genetic engineers are looking only 
at how the fur comes from instruction on the DNA, they are not looking at why fur was 
selecetd as a useful mapping for co-evolving biological systems. They seems to ignore that 
the selection and definition of “useful categories” (input/output, throughput, admissible 
energy carriers, etc. = clustering of genes in different taxa) determining current identity of 
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ecosystems (= the congruence between vertical and horizontal planes in Figure 1) has been 
generated by natural selection.  Clearly, this biological knowledge has an amount of solar 
energy embodied which is “huge” and practically impossible to assess (all the energy used 
by our planet to make Gaia up to now).  As noted before, we do not know all the previous 
forms taken by old and proto-forms of autocatalytic networks which operated for millions 
of years (to store experience in systems of control).  Network that were operating before the 
selection of the DNA mechanism of template used by living systems today (leading to 
modern graph of modern ecosystems).  Actually, biological knowledge can be defined as 
the ability to reach congruence between: (1) the distribution among species and taxa of 
various genes representing mappings of mechanism of exergy degradation specific for 
certain categories of organized structures operating in given associative contexts. (2) the 
expression of emergent properties of the whole (mapped as made up of these lower level 
elements) on a larger scale in relation to a set of boundary conditions.  This definition 
makes easy to operationalize the concept of “integrity”.  The integrity of biological 
holarchies implies that the characteristics of the various categories (as mapped by genes and 
other aggregate operational units of genetic information at different hierarchical levels) 
must be compatible with each other according to the constraints of congruence of matter 
and energy forms operating on the structure of flows in the network. Clearly, under this 
perspective, genetic engineering means destroying such an integrity, since it leads to the 
quick loss of a stable identity for the various categories and a loss of circular flows of 
nutrients in the agricultural systems (this is exactly what already did the green revolution). 

 
Let’s try now to consider what are the options that we have if we want to describe a category 
for human artifacts – e.g. a refrigerator.  The definition of such a category is a completely 
different “ball game”.  First of all, we no longer have a strong common unifying set of 
characteristics applicable to the various elements of the network with which a refrigerator is 
interacting and trading energy forms (refrigerators are not trading energy forms with trucks, 
money exchanges are not about trading energy forms in a network with closed matter loop with 
the goal of maximizing energy flows.  There are not fixed laws which makes possible to link 
the refrigerator metabolism to a certain shape (refrigerator comes in a lot of different models).  
We could assume that the concept of refrigerator is the equivalent to that of a higher taxa and 
therefore we can look for the equivalent of lower level taxa (special types of refrigerators).  
However, the criteria to be used for making a taxonomy for exosomatic human devices 
becomes very tricky.  The main problem is that we can work with only one common 
characteristic that can be used to build an equivalence class for the type “refrigerators”.  They 
must be dissipative systems, which have to “refrigerate”.  It is interesting to note that the 
majority of the names given to human artifact reflect their goals (refrigerators, vacuum cleaner, 
nut cracker, blender, heather, etc.).  This seems to clearly indicate that human artifacts are 
dissipative systems that reflect human preferences (needs and wants) and not evolving 
according to natural and ecological principles.  

After having specified the goal for the technical category “refrigerators”, whatever else 
can be assumed: different associative contexts (boundary conditions), different exergy 
pathways (electric, gas powered, solar powered), different criteria of natural selections (if for 
industrial use, for house or for parties on sailing boats).  Clearly the major problem in 
determining and specifying a clear identity for such a category is generated by the fact that 
individual refrigerators do not repair or reproduce by them selves.  A blue print is always used 
to make a specific model of refrigerator, but such a blueprint for making refrigerators evolve 
much faster than the pace at which the DNA used for making tigers, and in response to a 
completely different set of parameters.  Moreover, changes in characteristics of refrigerators do 
not directly reflect (let alone they have to reflect) changes in the characteristics of other human 
made artifacts (trucks or TV sets). 
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 Let’s consider for example the definition of a metabolism for a refrigerator. We can 
calculate the energy required for making it (to be discounted over its life span) and, then, add to 
this virtual flow of energy in time (obtained by discounting the stock spent in production), the 
amount of energy actually consumed for its operation over its life span.  About this second 
flow, we have to note that this is not a fixed metabolism per kg of refrigerator, since it will 
depends on the energy actually spent for refrigerating (which is consumed only when the 
exosomatic devices is used).  This reflects the obvious fact, that the characteristics of 
exosomatic metabolism of human societies compared with that of endosomatic metabolism are 
dramatically different.  You can have a huge level of power installed (a lot of refrigerators 
waiting to be used in summer houses, or powerful tractor to be used only for the harvesting or 
huge pumps to be used only when inundation occur), which does not imply a continuous 
metabolism to be sustained.  It is about this point that we must note that the technological 
exergy filiere based on fossil energy (fej/j) is dramatically different from the biological exergy 
filiere based on solar energy (sej/j).  The difference is exactly about the energy cost of the 
power.  Machine provides a lot of power with little maintenance costs.  Animals (and humans) 
do the opposite.  When dealing with human activity more than 70% of this resource (and its 
related costs) goes in “overhead” for maintenance and reproduction.  In the USA (and in all 
developed countries) for each hour of human activity invested in labor (in working) there are 9 
hours of human activity invested in consuming (in non-working).  Exactly the opposite is true 
for the energy consumed by exosomatic devices.  If we assign a fixed ratio between information 
generated by humans during their activity and the energy spent in their metabolism, then we can 
see that adding machines able to boost human exosomatic metabolism, implies a dramatic 
reduction of the ratio sej/information generated by humans (actually the model I am working 
with makes possible to work quite well with this ratio). 

We are now back to the meaning of transformities (what is transformed into what). We can 
assign to biological categories a fixed ratio between “J of metabolism and kg of body mass”, 
which is reflected also into a fixed ratio “J of metabolism and DNA”.  Then we can move from 
there to assessments of the same ratio at a larger level (the ecosystems level). We can also 
related these characteristics to the ratio between “storages and flows” of energy forms, and 
therefore to the “the turnover time of incumbents”.  The last parameter, in human systems, 
becomes a very crucial characteristics of performance (the life expectancy at birth of citizen), 
which is perceived as GOOD at one hierarchical level (the household level) that not necessarily 
coincide with the performance of the whole (the whole societies).  Actually, the longer life span 
of individual humans is generating, as a side effect, a progressive biological weakening of the 
species Homo Sapiens, exactly like the graying of developed societies is making the cost of 
social security more and more difficult to be paid.  These are examples of cases in which human 
preferences induce a bifurcation between the good of the whole and the good of the incumbents.   

When dealing with transformities of refrigerators the numerical value of all the 
parameters which are determining the characteristics of a refrigerator will always be affected by 
human perception of usefulness (by human preferences).  Therefore, no matter how we decide 
to assess their transformities (by adopting one of the 10 methods available in the book of HT), 
these numerical assessments will be dramatically “different” in the nature of the mapping from 
the ones obtained when dealing with biological categories.  We will see later on, the list of 
these difference in details.  

The conclusion of all this discussion points to me to a huge difference between 
biological and technological categories, which is totally missed by current application of 
Emergy.  Biological categories are at the same time processing energy and information within 
the same elements.  In human societies the two functions are separated.  (1) The generation and 
stabilization of useful information (systems of control that stabilize itself) is processed by 
humans (using the brain and additional aids – such as languages, writing, telephones, 
computers) and the hierarchical organization of categories for processing information refers to 
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patterns of organization of human activities.  That is “roles” within human systems are dealing 
with the processing of the information.  Roles could be: layers, bus drivers, policeman, Ph.D. 
student, which are defined at different levels (branches of the government, social institutions, 
consumers). (2) The generation of useful energy is obtained by exosomatic devices.  Then 
categories are: refrigerators, blenders, vacuum cleaners, cars.  IF we want to build a system of 
mapping for the process of self-organization of human societies, to catch this difference with 
biological systems, THEN one has to work with the concept of societal metabolism.  This is 
where I am at the moment.  (I have plenty of interesting material to show if you are interested).  
The very idea of societal metabolism (the fact that humans have an endosomatic and an 
exosomatic metabolism), makes possible to check gradients in the profile of allocation of the 
resources dealing with useful information (human activity) and the resource dealing with useful 
energy (exosomatic exergy conversions).  In this way it becomes possible to build indices (very 
similar to those used in Emergy) on how flows of exosomatic energy are related to flows of 
human activity.  The resulting mapping however is no longer in sej/J (Joules of what?) but 
rather in fej/J.  Here Joules are Joules of human endosmatic metabolism.  At this point, Joules 
of human endosomatic metabolism (the exergy spent into biochemical reaction within the 
human body = a biological category, which implies fixed values) make possible to do a 
mapping of this value directly into hours of human activity.  Which in turn can be mapped into 
hours of brain activity.  That is, when using the concept of societal metabolism (based on a 
mapping of “fej / hour of brain activity” we have a way to connect measures of energy flows to 
a proxy of storage and processing of information. This is the analogous to what we can do using 
“sej / unit of DNA” in biological systems.  More explanations on this similarity and methods of 
calculation are given below.  
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2.4 The political dimension: the marketing of HT work  
This is a section more related to personal suggestions.  In this section I would like sharing with 
you my personal experiences and some additional thoughts. 
 
2.4.1 Personal examples.  
1. In my early manuscripts I used to define “primary sectors” of the economy all the 

“productive sectors” of the economy.  That is (this was clearly stated at the beginning of 
each paper) this definition used to include: energy sector, mining, agriculture, industry and 
the fraction of transportation related to these sectors.  Nobody was able to understand how 
my 3-sector model of the economy was working.  Later on I found out, discussing with 
people, that the reading of the expression “primary sectors” (which in economics means 
only energy, mining and agriculture) was preventing the vast majority of the readers from 
understanding my definition of the model.  The fact that I was clearly specifying at the 
beginning of the text, after mentioning the expression “primary sectors” what was my 
personal meaning given to such a term (I was also providing the list of the sectors included 
in what I was defining as “primary sectors”) did not work.  As soon as I changed by 
definition into “productive sectors” – a term not already “taken” by standard analysis and 
assigned to a different meaning - people started reading the list of sectors (= what I was 
meaning with it) included in such a new term.  You cannot teach new tricks to old dogs = if 
you use a name that is already be used either you use it with the old meaning or you d’ 
better find a different one. 

2. When describing the dynamic energy budget of human societies I was describing the 
requirement of energy of a society per unit of working time in the productive sectors as the 
“energy demand”.  Again a lot of problems in getting through.  When I managed to corner 
some economists forcing them to discuss of my model, then they were listening as polite as 
possible to me and then escaping as soon as they found an opening out of the corner.  
Finally, someone exasperated by my insistence told me that the concept of “demand” was 
very disturbing, since it implies: (1) knowing preferences and (2) the ability of those 
“having a want” to pay for the supplied input.  That is, as soon as economists were reading 
the term “demand”, they could not see any relation to the concept of “demand” in what I 
was using in my model and they simply stopped trying to understand what I was talking 
about.  After substituting the word “demand” with the word “requirement”, my life became 
suddenly much easier.  Now everybody can understand perfectly the concept of dynamic 
energy budget (the text being exactly the same, with the only change made the substitution 
of the expression “requirement” for “demand”).  Very often big troubles come out from 
small details.  People trained in different disciplines do not realize how important could be a 
small difference in definition.  For example I found very useful the “memorable quotation 
of HT” (taken from the Maximum Power book).  “Using net production measurement to 
study ecosystem flows is comparable to the study of traffic flows by counting cars going 
into parking lots”.  A few economists seem to believe that Net Primary Productivity (now in 
fashion after the work of Vitousek) is the best choice to track changes induced by human 
interference on ecosystems. They cannot exactly understand the qualitative difference 
between NPP and GPP (which suggests to any ecologist that GPP would be much better for 
such a job).  Clearly, for an ecologist as HT, confusing NPP with GPP is something huge, 
something unthinkable.  On the other hand for an economist the two concepts look quite 
similar (after all they both end in PP).  We can smile about other scientists looking clumsy 
when moving into our own field, but we must be aware that we will behave exactly in the 
same way every time we try to get into (and using terms taken from) other disciplines. 

3. The last example is still about the “relations” that I use to force (or check) the congruence 
of flows across hierarchical levels in my representation of societal metabolism on multiple 
scales.  I used to call as “equations” the relations among variables used in my text [ e.g. 
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BEP = (MFxABM) x Exo/Endo x (THA/WS)].  Then every time I was attempting to 
confront my work with mathematicians, I was experiencing the same reaction experienced 
with economists.  They were smiling, trying to be polite, and escaping from the corner as 
soon as they could.  Finally, I found out the reason.  My relations are not “equations”, but 
“identities”.  Mathematicians simply were facing someone (= me) talking about non-sense 
(calling identities equations) and they simply did not know what to do about it.  As soon as I 
started to qualify the relations as “identities” it was much easier for them to catch what I 
was talking about.  Very often the academic imprinting implies a loss of ability of following 
semantic entailment, due to the importance given to syntactic entailment by academic 
filtering.  There are a few free minds that can follow the meaning of things and relations 
among qualities of the system, ignoring the specificity of a given presentation, but they are 
really few.  The majority of academic people need to see new ideas or ideas coming from 
other disciplines “translated” into their own language.  Otherwise they will never be able to 
grasp these new concepts. 

 
I believe that these examples and the following considerations are very relevant for the 
discussion about how to present the new ideas related to Emergy analysis. I am not dealing with 
theoretical aspects, but simply about tactic.  Very often I happened to talk with good scientists 
that have strong feelings against Emergy.  This strong negative feeling has not be generated by 
a disagreement with the methodology (that they never bothered to study or even read) but 
simply because they were turned off by several claims made (and unfortunately these claims 
are always present) in the introduction of any Emergy study.  I will touch in the following 
discussion on the two most disturbing claims. (1) that Emergy analysis can map the real “value” 
of things (please note that this is exactly the same claim made by Costanza et al in their paper 
of 33 trillions on Nature . . .) and (2) that Emergy analysis is a scientific basis for measuring the 
“wealth” in human systems.   

However, the problem is more general.  Actually, I can understand quite well, what is 
the main message (the meaning that should be attributed to these concepts) related to these 
claims.  In the same way, I can understand quite well what the innocent meaning of statement is 
in almost all the cases of controversial statements found in the papers produced by the Emergy 
school.  In fact, I used to express my-self in the same way when I started to do energy analysis 
(after all I learned something in this field by reading HT books).  It took a lot of years and 
painful friction with economists to understand (1) that these claims are wrong; and (2) that 
when operating in a transdisciplinary field one should be more careful with using terms, which 
already have been used for centuries by different scientific disciplines.   

Science is about expanding the knowledge of society.  One can do this in different ways.  
There are genuine geniuses that “feel” how to get to a special place that other are looking for 
but cannot find.  HT for sure is one of these.  These geniuses are like explorers that get into the 
forest, jump into waterfalls, cross creeks, without having everything 100% under control.  What 
they do is just following their intuition and stick with an extreme perseverance in what they are 
doing.  In fact, if one is on the right track and keeps trying and trying to get the right shot, one 
makes much easier that the right solution sooner or later will be found.  However, finding the 
“lost city” or showing that the Earth is a globe and that therefore alternative and better routes 
are possible is only a part of the story.  If we want that also other people can cross the same 
water falls and creeks to get there, we have to make maps (so that our new knowledge can be 
shared with others). Still, this is not all.   We need bridges and paved roads, if the people want 
to go there by car on week-ends (= the writing of manuals for students in the metaphor).    

These different phases of the process of expansion of scientific knowledge imply a 
different pattern of behavior of the people who is doing these different things.  Wild explorers 
like Indiana Jones can afford to speak their own language and communicate as little as possible 
with the general public.  They tend to remain isolated and speak their own jargon that seals off 
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the others.  This is OK since interacting too much with the others would simply reduce their 
chance of finding something.  Engineers making bridges, have to be very careful to 
communicate well with all the other actors needed to make bridges (local administrators, people 
handling the financial parts, worker unions).  Finally, those working in travel agencies trying to 
convince the people to visit the lost city found by Indiana Jones on the week-ends will use a 
completely different way of communicating things (= those writing the manuals for high 
schools).  Sorry for the long metaphor.   

My question to the Emergy people is the following.  Where is Emergy, and more in 
general the development of HT approach now?  I really do not know.  It seems to me that the 
lost city has been found (or at least has been located with a certain accuracy).  Probably we are 
in the phase of “making maps” and “it is time to build bridges to get there”.  If we agree on this, 
then we have to learn how to speak to the others (local administrators, workers union and those 
in charge for the financing).  This means stop using jargon that can be understood only by 
Indiana Jones and his fans.   

But there is more.  When working in the finding of new routes or innovations, it is very 
important to amplify the personal perception of the reality (as distinct from the perception of 
the others).  This is a must otherwise one will be continuing doing what the others do.  If 
Indiana Jones wants to do things different from the others, he must behave and not fully 
communicate as the others do.  However, this implies a certain risk.  When some Indiana Jones 
finally will manage to have success, he has been for so many years in “his own reality”, that he 
will have a big problem of communication.  His perception of things, the meanings given to 
words and so on, during the period of isolation “bifurcated” from the meaning given to words 
and concepts by the rest of the society.  No wonder that this happens, during all the years he has 
been jumping into waterfalls and lost in the wood, the others have been working in their office, 
watching “soccer or baseball” on TV on the week-ends.   

So that for successful Indiana Jones it is extremely common to experience the fact that 
when they talk to the rest of the society, they say something (with the goal of meaning 
something) and the others understand something else.  When in such an impasse there are two 
options: (1) keep insisting in using words that for the others mean different things according to 
our personal meaning.  After all if they are interested in knowing where the lost city is located, 
they can make the effort of learning the innovative definition of meaning (we got with 
Monergy, Emternalities and so on). (2) try to explain where the city is located, using the words 
according to the meaning given to them by the general public. This implies making another 
huge effort (probably much more difficult of the one done for finding the lost city).  Try to 
convince an Academic person over 40 (especially if having a Ph.D.) that things should be 
represented or done in a different way, is much more scaring that crossing the two poles on a 
bike in underwear.  Personally, I never saw anything wrong with going for strategy (1).  If one 
is really interested in understanding new things he or she must be also ready to struggle for it 
(exactly as I did and I am still doing in my activity as researcher and you did in yours).  
Moreover, I don’t believe in saving the world.  On the contrary, I am a big believer that 
processes of self-organization are much, much smarter of any individual human being in 
selecting the right thing to do.  However, since I am a human being I have also an irrational 
part.  For example, I got engaged into strategy (2) [= investing a large part of my time and 
effort in trying to communicate better with Academic persons], since I hate seeing the stupid 
models and representative tools given to students when characterizing sustainability both in 
high school and universities.  Teaching stupid analytical tools to young people is for me the 
worst of the possible sins.  Humans are destroying ecological and biological knowledge to 
boost their computational capability, therefore we should at least try to take care of providing a 
better input to it. 

The goal of this section is to share some of the results of this painful effort with you. 
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2.4.2 The crucial distinction between “Value” and “Usefulness” 
The concept of “value” is a very slippery one, when we want to handle it in scientific terms (see 
the discussion about Types and Individuals).  In fact, this requires the selection of a “quality of 
the system” – value - to be mapped with an encoding variable for a category.  That is, in order 
to have a good scientific mapping of value we should be able to use a variable that reflects for 
“all users of such a mapping”, in the same way, changes in the quality of a particular system 
supposed to belong to an equivalence class.  That is if the “value” (the quality of the 
characteristics of our equivalence class) increases of 30%, then our mapping (the numerical 
value of the encoding variable) valid for all users, will have also to increase of 30%.  When 
trying to analyze things in this perspective, there is a general agreement among theoretical 
economists, sociologists, epistemologists- philosophers of science, that “value” is one of the 
most clear example of a human concepts which are affected by a deep “incommensurability”.  
The problem, again, relies in the fact that any mapping of “value” does not reflect a “quality of 
the system in itself” but rather a quality of the relation between system and observer.  Then it is 
almost impossible to define an equivalence class for all possible observers in relation to all 
possible objects. That is, it is simply not possible to compare the “value” of your mother or 
your children in an “objective” way with the value of someone else mother or children.  That is, 
value refers to a category, which is “observer dependent” and “observer-object” dependent, and 
that therefore cannot be defined in the same way by two different observers in relation to 
different objects.  Put in another way, there are not objective observables, which can be used to 
encode with numerical variables, the quality value for non-equivalent observers in relation to 
whatever object.  In fact, how to check the validity of such a mapping when a variation of 30% 
in the value of your mothers occurs? Because of that, “value” has always a deep irrational 
loading. 

When dealing with assessments of “existence value”, even economic analyses admit 
their absolute impotence.  That is, even the most radical economists of the World Bank, if 
confronted with what he studied when in college, will admit without problems that the only 
“system’s quality” that can be assessed with monetary variables is the “exchange value of 
goods and services”.  “Exchange value” is something quite different from “Existence value”.  It 
is a quality, which can be defined only for “substitutable components” of economic systems 
traded in a market.  Substitutability implies the belonging to an equivalence class (to a category 
easy to be defined in objective way).  That is exchange value can only be applied to a class of 
objects (type). Whereas existence value is referring to (and enters into play when dealing with) 
a “special” object (an individual). Obviously, special things such as you mother and children 
cannot be easily substituted (= they are not legitimate members of an equivalence class) and 
therefore cannot be mapped in scientific terms in relation to their value for you.  Therefore, it is 
only “exchange value”, that can be – some times, and only when a lot of assumptions are 
verified - mapped by the encoding variable “market price”.  Exchange value has to do with: (a) 
“utility functions” - preferences, (b) curves of demand and supply which are supposed to be 
applicable to equivalence class of people, in relation to equivalence class of objects that can be 
substituted one for another.  In addition to that, the very concept of “exchange value” applies 
only to goods and services, which are not in severe scarcity, when crucial for the survival of the 
system.  In fact, when in presence of severe scarcity of crucial inputs, humans tend not to trade 
(they do not look at the tag with the price) but take out their best weapons and get into war.  
This simple set of observations clearly suggests that you cannot assign a value - in US$ of 1994 
- to our planet or to environmental services (as proposed by Costanza et al. on Nature), since 
there is no market and no substitution it is possible for it.  One should not confuse “existence 
value” with “exchange value”. 

But things are even worse (if possible).  Even remaining with the mapping of the quality 
“exchange value”, not always prices are a good encoding variables for obtaining a mapping.  In 
fact in special situations (= when the assumptions of a perfect market, such as moderate 
scarcity, free access to the market, perfect information, etc., do not apply) one can have sudden 
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jumps in exchange value.  The famous sentence of Alexander the Great “my kingdom for a 
horse” clearly indicates that there are cases in which special prices cannot be extrapolated 
outside specific situations.   

Personally, now that I try to interact a little bit more with real economists, I cannot 
understand from where the Emergy school took the idea that money is erroneously proposed 
(by whom?) as the only valid indicator for mapping “value”.  Even assessments of GNP, in the 
"best case scenario", can only map the aggregate "exchange value of goods and services" in a 
particular year and place, given the particular preferences, demand and supply of good and 
services, and specific context (when we can assume that we are operating in a perfect market 
with defined and functioning set of institutions and cultural identity).  Also in this “best case 
scenario” GNP has nothing to do with the real "value" of the economic process for the citizen of 
the country in which we are assessing the GNP.  As noted earlier value is an impossible 
scientific mapping (it refers to special feelings and to types or categories, which are impossible 
to be clearly defined), since it is necessarily loaded by incommensurability.  A “true” measure 
of value should reflect personal feelings about various value calls.  These could be: (1) if the 
people are happy now; (2) if the system is stable and resilient; (3) how strong is the cultural 
identity and the trust among the people belonging to the society; (4) how these characteristics 
will result useful in relation to future and unknown events, in relation to future and unknown 
goals and preferences.  Nobody can claim to catch all of the above in quantitative terms. 

The idea that flows of energy which amplify back are useful for the larger dissipative 
system to which they belong (expressed by HT Odum, after Lotka) is surely valid. I am a big 
believer of it.  This idea can be used to establish an indicator of “usefulness” for a given 
network structure under certain assumptions (in relation to the image of the real system which 
we got after the arbitrary choice of a particular graph).  Yes. However, this should not be 
confused with the idea that the flows mapped in this way have also a larger “value”.  Value for 
whom?  What if we are talking with someone that does not like that the system, which is 
stabilized by such a flow, remains stable?  For example, a group of revolutionary anarchists of 
ETA willing the fall of Spain, would not judge positively energy flows that amplify back into 
the Spanish economy.  What if individuals do not feel to belong and to share benefit from the 
economic system in which they are operating?   This is why the concept of “value” in 
economics and in other social sciences (and I hope that we are trying here to establish bridges 
among disciplines) is strictly related to human feelings and preferences.  The field of validity of 
this feeling is totally fuzzy. Moreover, what humans feel as good or bad for themselves depends 
heavily on the time scale used in their assessment. The length of this time horizon will depend 
on the level of stupidity – or better the basic evolutionary strategy - of the civilization to which 
they belong.  This is why, social scientists, in general, find very improbable that assessments 
resulting from indices calculated on an arbitrary graph of energy flows [= a simplification of the 
relations between human and ecological systems according to a pattern recognition made at one 
space-time window] can map human preferences. They can do this call even without getting 
into the details of how the Emergy analysis is performed. Actually, an energy theory of value 
has been a quite long discussion in the field of Ecological Economics (and I don’t want to 
discuss it here).  My point is simply that when messing around with the concept of “value” we 
are not only dealing with a concept already used by another discipline, but also with one of the 
concepts probably MOST DEBATED in all disciplines related to social sciences.  Any attempt 
to change “how this term should be defined and used” in social science, now in the year 2000, 
by a school of outsiders, should in my view be considered as a very unwise move (under the 
goal of trying to improve the level of communication).   

In addition to that, as very well expressed in Alice in Wonderland: “it is the master that 
decides about the meaning of the words”.  That is, an attempt of outsiders to change the 
meaning of a well established word already used by another academic discipline would be 
perceived immediately as an attempt of a takeover of their position of power.  To make things 
worse, actually, a reshuffling of power among scientific disciplines is exactly what we are 
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talking about when trying to push more for a use of biophysical analysis in the sustainability 
debate.  Since the threat is real, it is much better not to advertise it very clearly from the 
beginning. 
 

Finally, there is another reason for questioning the opportunity of claiming that a 
method of analysis (such as Emergy) is able to determine the “real value” of processes without 
considering human preferences.  I am looking now at the symbolic dimension of such a 
statement.   No matter how well we formalize the protocol for making models, human values 
will always get back into the picture.  When deciding: (1) how to represent the system (on 
which time scale – e.g. over 1,000,000 billions year humans, the way we know them, will be 
gone for sure), and (2) which qualities of the systems we want to preserve (they cannot all be 
preserved, since we are dealing with becoming systems).  Any quantitative model claiming to 
be able to determine the ultimate true about “value” in reality needs “qualitative” inputs to be 
operated.  Actually the “qualitative” nature of these inputs is exactly what will make the model 
useful or not for being used by other humans.  Humans are often willing to die (for love, for the 
wellbeing of their children, their country, their ideas). There are also many that commit suicide 
to prevent a forced change of their personality and perceived identity (as noted by Rosen, 
paradoxically, a suicide is the last attempt to preserve your image of your identity). Actually, 
the sustainability predicament of humankind we are experiencing in these decades is exactly 
generated by this pattern (cultural lock-in of modern civilization on a path, which is not 
ecologically sustainable).  It is not clear to me how proposing a descriptive tools that claim 
beings able to assign “values” without considering or linking them to human perspective can 
help us in fighting this lock-in.   

On the contrary, if we accept that we should get into a multicriteria analysis approach, 
then we can propose methodological tools that can indicate “ecological usefulness” (which, in 
any case, will always reflect human concerns, the way humans are structuring their problems of 
sustainability) as distinct from “economic usefulness” (which is indicated by market prices).  In 
this case, it will become evident that HT approach is one of the very few tools available to 
provide the missing information to reach a multicriteria assessment of available options (a set of 
non-equivalent indicators of usefulness).  That is, it can make possible to indicate in a process 
of decision making, using two logically independent indicators of performance, how much we 
gain in money and how much we loose in “ecological usefulness” with option a, b or c.  When 
putting things in this way nobody would feel threatened by Emergy.  Since you are not 
proposing anything that will replace economic analyses, but rather a tool that will integrate 
them, complementing the information given by economic analyses, making the input of 
economists even more useful.  

Unfortunately, very often, reading the emergy literature one has the impression that this 
approach is sold as an attempt to replace a monocriterial method of assessment based on 
cost/benefit analysis mapped using only money variables, with another monocriterial method of 
assessment based on cost/benefit analysis mapped using only Emergy assessments.  If you 
agree with me that looking for monocriterial methods of analysis of performance when dealing 
with complex systems is not a wise strategy, then, I believe that it is very important that 
Emergy analysts should seriously consider the implications of this fact.  Probably, the standard 
claim that Emergy represent the ultimate model of analysis that can indicate what are the “real 
values” of things to the rest of the world could be dropped.  I can assure you that this is exactly 
the message that other scientists perceive, when reading your claims in the introductory sections 
of the majority of Emergy papers. 
 
 
2.4.3 The slippery mapping of wealth 
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Another very popular sentence, found in almost every paper presenting Emergy analysis, is the 
following one. “Emergy is a scientifically based measure of wealth”.  I got this formulation of 
the concept from the paper of Mark and Sergio reviewed below, but I saw this sentence already 
in several other “introduction sections” in Emergy literature.  When discussing about this 
statement I could get exactly into the same identical discussion made about “value”.  That is, 
into a discussion on how to define wealth (clearly everyone can give her/his own definition) 
and what are the implications in doing that.  However, I want to take advantage of this new 
formulation of the same issue to get into a discussion about what different mappings are needed 
when dealing with sustainability.  In this way, it will be possible for me to focus on one of the 
major weakness that I see in the way Emergy is used right now. 

I could not find the definition of “Wealth” on the Webster (not available in my office now).  
On the pocket version of Oxford dictionary (the only thing I have here), they refer to this 
concept as: “being rich, having abundance esp. of money, valuable possessions”.  That is, their 
definition of the meaning of “wealth” seems to frame (or better to link) such a term to an 
economic dimension of usefulness.  That is, wealth is something, which reflects the perception 
of humans living in a place of well being (something related to a “receiver system” of 
assessment?).  If we agree that the general concept conveyed by the vernacular use of the term 
wealth is this one, then one has to face a paradoxical fact.  The above standard statement about 
the ability of Emergy to “scientifically measure wealth” provided by Emergy analysts is not 
consistent with the very results provided by them.   

In fact, according to the comparison of Emergy indices given by Brown et al. (HT is among 
the other authors) in the book Maximum Power, the amount of Emergy per capita in Papua 
New Guinea is 54.0 E15 sej/person year.  Such a value is much higher than that of the USA: 
38.5 E15 sej/person year.   The simple fact that many people living in Papua New Guinea try to 
emigrate, as soon as they can, to other places with economies operating at higher GNP per 
capita but at lower levels of Emergy per capita, indicates that the level of Emergy per capita 
should not be considered as a good system of mapping for Wealth.  Rather, this fact seems to 
indicate (at least to me), that such a mapping of wealth, obtained in sej/person year is not 
reflecting the perception of wealth of the “Homo Economicus modernus”.  I found another 
example of the same fact.  In the paper of Pillet presenting an analysis of Switzerland (one of 
the 3 reviewed in the second part), the ratio Emergy/dollars of Swiss GNP is much lower than 
the average value referring to other countries.  Due to the fact that Pillet is one of the most 
serious scholars of Emergy accounting and that he has been working on Switzerland for 
decades now (he should right now use a good graph and reliable transformities), one can only 
conclude that: (1) either the protocol used to establish the mapping Emergy �> wealth is not 
correct (= the system of accounting is not very good when dealing with very developed 
economies with a lot of services), or (2) that the standard statement about Emergy is not 
supported by the evidence provided by Emergy analysis itself. 

These examples are very important to me (looking at what makes sense is always the most 
important tool to be used when discussing of the usefulness of analytical tools).  It indicates that 
the amount of Emergy available per capita is an important component for the viability of rich 
economic systems (a necessary condition), but that total level of Emergy is not everything, 
when characterizing the performance of modern economic processes.   That is having a lot of 
Emergy is a condition necessary but not sufficient for being rich. 

At this point, one must recall here the discussion about the lack of substitutability between 
natural capital and technical capital (an “evergreen” in the field of Ecological Economics).  
Daly makes strongly the point that these two forms of capital should be considered complement 
rather than substitute. "The limiting factor determining the fish catch is the reproductive 
capacity of fish populations, not the number of fishing boats; for gasoline the limiting factor is 
petroleum deposits, not refinery capacity; and for many types of wood it is the remaining 
forests, not saw mill capacity" (Daly, 1992).   
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This sentence has been used by Daly against neo-classical economists that using the 
principle of substitutability among production factors were claiming that it is possible to neglect 
the role that natural resources and environmental services play in the wealth of modern 
countries.   However, the same sentence can be used (inverting the order of terms) also against 
those that push for an opposite polarization (someone sees this opposite polarization in the 
claim made by Emergy analysts about their ability of scientifically measure wealth).  There are 
cases in which the limiting factor of expanding the accessibility of fish to consumers can be the 
number of fishing boats.  If this is the case, increasing the reproductive capacity of fish 
populations will not solve the problem of shortage of fish.  In this case, when using the Emergy 
accounting, increasing the amount of fishes in the sea, in presence of shortage of fishing boats, 
will result in an increase in the emergy available per capita.  In this situation such an increase in 
Emergy per capita will not be reflected in better standard of living for the people without 
fishing boats (more fishes is not equal to more wealth). The same applies to the cases in which 
“saw mill capacity” and the ability of using more fossil energy (shortage of capital) are 
constraining an increase of use of these resources.  Especially striking is the example of what is 
going on in the world now about the use of fossil energy.  In the last two decades, the level of 
consumption of fossil energy per capita per year has been steadily decreasing at the world level.  
This is due to the fact, that in the last two decades, the pace of growth of humans has been 
higher than the pace of growth of exosomatic devices (put in another way the level of 
technological capital per capita has been decreasing at the world level).  This fact, seems to 
indicate that regarding the ability of using more fossil energy per capita = increasing the power 
under human control, we are exactly in one of those cases in which “natural capital” (the 
available stock of fossil energy) is not at the moment the limiting factor.   

The non substitutability of natural and technical capital implies that they are two non-
equivalent and non-reducible relevant system qualities that should both be mapped (but kept 
separated) to have a relevant analysis.  Obviously, this requires that we MUST be able to map, 
in independent ways, using two logically independent indicators, changes in these two non-
equivalent forms of capital.  This is why the assessment of the total Emergy per capita (that is 
an assessment, after weighting in “some way” the values of the two non-equivalent forms of 
capital, given into the form of a unique number) is not useful for answering the question of 
which one of the two capitals is more useful for increasing wealth in a given society (which one 
of the two capital is the limiting one). 

Actually, things are even more complicated.  In fact, the simple mapping of the two 
different forms of capital (natural capital and technical capital) is still not enough to discuss of 
their relative usefulness for a specific situation of a specific country in terms of ecological 
economics.  In fact, natural capital can have different characteristics related to its “size” and 
“intensity”.  I will use another stupid example, that always intrigued me when I started, quite 
young, travelling across continents.  What is an established pattern in Southern Europe (all the 
countries have the South less developed than the North), is reversed in Southern part of South 
America (all the countries have the North less developed than the South).  The similarity is 
really striking including: (I) cultural discrimination against people coming from the area closer 
to the equator. (II) massive migratory flows from the less developed part to the more developed 
following vertical geographical gradients going away from the equator. (III) the existence of 
development banks and special programs to develop the less developed part (the closer to the 
equator), with exactly the same names (switching North with South depending on your 
geographic location respect to the equator).   The explanation of the existence of this 
geographical gradient can be easy.  You can have “too much” natural capital available.  The 
concept of “too much” refers to the fact that when ecological processes of self-organization are 
too strong, they become difficult to exploit.  That is, when ecological systems have a very 
strong system of control (very complex structure with a lot of redundancy across levels) it 
becomes difficult to exploit individual flows by manipulating the ecosystem structure in a 
stable way.  That is, when describing and studying natural capital we should look for two 
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relevant mappings: (1) how much natural capital do we have (e.g. ability of terrestrial 
ecosystems of using solar energy in the process of self-organization).  In this case, the more 
natural capital we have, the better for Gaia; (2) how accessible for human purposes is such a 
natural capital.  This is something more related to the possible use that humans can do of it (and 
therefore required for measuring the basis of wealth). For example, farming in a tropical forest 
provides a much lower return for humans than farming in a temperate forest (see Figure 2).  In 
fact, the availability of a larger natural capital implies that the nutrients are already used, 
outside the soil, in terrestrial ecosystems for stabilizing the biological system of control.  In this 
case, there is very little “natural capital” left in the soil that can be exploited by farmers.  In 
terrestrial ecosystems characterized by a lower intensity of the process of self-organization if 
terrestrial ecosystems, the accessibility of the available natural capital is greater.  Therefore for 
the farmers living there it is much better having less natural capital available, but more 
accessible (I am using the distinction proposed by Georgescu-Roegen), than having a lot of 
natural capital available, which is more difficult to handle (less accessible).  If we imagine an 
indicator of accessibility (= how easy is to manipulate natural capital), we can conclude that for 
those performing exploitative activities WE NEED AT LEAST three factors to assess the 
foundation of wealth: (1) how much natural capital is available; (2) how accessible is the 
natural capital; (3) how much technical capital do we have to make useful the natural capital.  I 
used the expression AT LEAST, since I am pretty sure that if we ask other scientists coming 
form other disciplines they for sure could suggest other factors to be added to this list (e.g. the 
role of property rights).  However, even willing to remain in the pure biophysical analysis, it is 
very unlikely that we can map changes of wealth using a single indicator (a single value of 
sej/year). 

According to Fig. 2, it is easy to see how as soon as we use two different indicators to catch 
two different qualities of natural capital (availability and accessibility) it is easier to explain the 
existing gradients of development in the temperate and tropical zones in South Europe and 
South America.  This would explain why those closer to the equator (with the maximum 
endowment of natural capital) are always the poorest. In particular, a very high amount of 
natural capital available = poor farmers. 

Now one would have expected that Emergy approach (expressly build to deal with this type 
of problems, performing biophysical analyses and interfacing ecological and technical 
processes) would have provided a very good understanding of this fact.  Actually, I believe that 
HT approach could very easily do that.  But such a task would require to keep separated 
different mappings. Use the approach in a different way from what is done now with Emergy.  
That is, I believe that it is possible to determine, in non-equivalent ways: (1) usefulness of 
energy forms for natural ecosystems and Gaia (mapping the availability natural capital). (2) 
characteristics (technical coefficients) that imply a higher or lower accessibility of a unit of 
available natural capital (mapping the accessibility of natural capital) in relation to different 
activities of human exploitation. (3) usefulness of available energy forms for humans (mapping 
of human-made capital).  After having done this, one can find indices that can express which of 
the two forms of capital is limiting, which of the two forms is in excess, by comparing similar 
patterns found in different situations all over the world.  But this would require using HT 
approach in a different way (generating different indicators using different graphs, durations 
and reference exergy forms).  This would requires to get into the foundations of the 
methodology.  Unfortunately, when using an overall assessment of Emergy (which according to 
how it is calculated ends up summing together - after a “so called” operation of “averaging of 
their relative value” - assessments of both “natural” and “technical” capital) implies simply 
losing an opportunity and not being able to do a relevant discussion of these issues.   

One single indicator weighting everything cannot address (in an express way) which one of 
the two forms of capital are limiting in the specific situation under analysis.  That is, depending 
on our specific situation and having an Emergy per capita of 42 E15 sej/year per person, 
moving to 44 or 38 would be better or worse? Such a change cannot be mapped either to wealth 
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or to better or worse, since we don’t know if we are in the case in which we have a lot of fishes 
and no boats or the reverse. But if this is the case, how it is possible that we can “average the 
value of the two forms of capital” in this area using transformities calculated on graphs 
referring to different place (or different years)?  In fact, this is exactly what performed in the 
graph by the algorithm (when mixing together the emergy of natural services and economic 
services).   

Moreover using the ratio $/emergy implies a disturbing mixing of mappings belonging to 
different scales.  I will discuss later on the fact that not necessarily this idea does a good job.  
This because this induces an additional problem of applicability of transformities calculated at 
one scale (in 1995) to situations that should be characterized at another scale (sustainability) to 
be relevant. 

The problem of the expiration time of the validity of the meaning implied by an analysis, is 
also relevant. Let’s consider a situation, such as in Papua New Guinea, in which we have a lot 
of natural capital but too little technical capital (e.g. we have a lot of fishes in the sea, but not 
enough fishing boats).  It is not clear why a larger amount of available fish should be accounted 
as a large wealth IN THIS YEAR, for the people living IN A SPECIFIC village there.  You can 
have a situation, like in the USA, in which you have a little bit less fishes but much more 
fishing boats, and this is much better for the wealth of the US citizen, THIS YEAR and in a 
SPECIFIC PLACE. 

Now lets discuss of deciding what to do when deciding a policy.  When combining the two 
amount of emergy equivalent of the two non substitutable forms of capital we are generating an 
indicator which is mixing up two non-equivalent mappings of different forms of capital 
referring to different places and years (which cannot be traded for each other and about which 
we cannot define a “network price”).   However, by applying the method, we are weighting 
their relative “usefulness” by default. We are using a graph in which we mix ecosystems and 
economies as if they were a unique and homogeneous self-organizing network, to which we 
apply the same algorithm that worked for biological categories. Will this application produce 
the same useful result?  Will this result be useful for people living in the society?  

The two emergy values are referring to not tradable forms of energy nor they have been 
obtained using two homogeneous sets of categories.  The two graphs representing (1) a 
typology of ecological network and (2) a typology of technical network, which are supposed to 
interact (because the various elements are linked on the paper where the graph is drawn as 
having the same duration).  These links are then used to lunch an algorithm which is used to 
assess the indices.  However, in the real world, the various categories to which the elements of 
the graph are supposed to belong do not have the same duration and relevant time differential. 
This implies, that the identity of individual elements of the network belong to non-equivalent 
descriptive domains (transformities cannot moved across these graphs). Usefulness for the two 
systems bifurcate. This is why, in my opinion, the trick which is working with biological 
categories does not apply when mixing technical and natural capital.   

Put it in another way, the total assessment of Emergy per capita of Papua New Guinea does 
not carry any meaning for the people living there (nor this number can be used to say if a 
change of + or – 30% of total emergy per capita is a good or bad event - in relation to what?).  
Again we are getting into the general predicament of using indicators that aggregate too much 
different relevant qualities (mixing elephants and butterflies do not pay).   

When weighting and mixing two non-equivalent (since they are not substitutable) forms of 
capital, into a unique assessment of Emergy, we can no longer say what is really affecting the 
wealth of the people of two social systems living at two different levels of emergy per capita (as 
in the case of PNG and USA), how to characterize changes as good or bad in relation to 
different stakeholders, or different time horizons.  In this way, we cannot understand what is the 
relation between (1) the characteristics that are useful for the stability and relevant for changes 
within the natural processes (e.g. how much natural capital do we have, how much it is useful 
for ecological processes, how much it is accessible or useful for a particular economic activity); 
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(2) the characteristics (both biophysical and economic) that are limiting the efficacy of the 
economic process.   

Please note again, that by using the approach proposed by HT all this information could be 
easily provided if the analysts simply would stop trying to mix everything in the step of 
representation.  That is, by attempting to mix in the same analysis different qualities relevant 
for: (1) assessing the usefulness of flows within the economy (market prices). (2) usefulness of 
flows within ecological processes (ecological prices). (3) technical aspect defining the 
accessibility of natural capital (biophysical characteristics affecting the efficiency of economic 
activity); (4) biophysical constraints affecting the feasibility of economic activity 
(environmental loadings), we are simply ending up in losing the ability to “see” and study each 
one of those very important qualities of the system one at the time.  Please recall that the ability 
to establish a relation between economic variables and a biophysical reading of the economic 
process is exactly what is desperately needed and is the field in which economics needs 
complementing analyses!  It seems to me that by mixing systems of mapping logically 
independent from economic variables with economic variables, the Emergy school is throwing 
away the baby with the bath water! 

Using a single indicator at the time is not good (since it can see only one thing at the time).  
I share completely this critic that Emergists do about the neo-classical economic approach that 
wants to reduce everything into money accounting.  So I cannot understand how, then one can 
propose to do the same. 

On the other hand, using an indicator at the time can also be good, since the specific set of 
restrictive assumptions (required for the validity of the mapping) is not very severe for 
individual mappings.  On the contrary, the more we mix different qualities to be mapped at the 
same time within the same operational horizon (duration) by the same model, the more 
probable it becomes that the model will lose its validity as metaphor.  That is the growing sum 
of all the sets of restrictive assumptions linked to each of the required mapping will destroy any 
chance of applicability of such a multiple indicators model.  It seems to me that this is the major 
predicament which Emergy has to face now.  I believe that such an epistemological impasse can 
be avoided by using different (but coherent) models, which are able to generate a coherent 
family of individual indicators (used in a coherent way to represent the performance of our 
system on a MultiCriteria MultipleScale performance space (examples discussed in the 
conclusions). 

The current use of a “generic- one size fits all” assessment of Emergy as “quality of energy 
forms” seems to ignore the distinction between:  

(A) biological processes (describable using categories and graph which have a quite clear 
“natural identity”, which are powered by a given solar exergy gradient which is in turn 
powering an exergy- chemical-bonds-web defined at the lower level and kept in 
coherence by the recycling of nutrient).  Because of that, biological processes are able to 
generate a convergence on clear typologies (attractors identities).  In this case the 
identity of self-organizing hierarchical networks is based on the trading a closed set of 
pre-defined energy forms. 

(B) technological processes (describable only using weak-identity categories, where the 
energy forms and the characteristics of the metabolism of each element of the network 
are not easy to define and can change very quickly).  Technical processes not only are 
not converging on attractor typologies, but on the contrary are expanding very fast in 
time.  To make things worse, the operational time horizon of the models useful to catch 
technical exergy networks as well as the relevant time differential to be adopted in the 
differential equations, are different from those valid for ecological processes.  The basic 
exergy gradient is commercial energy (fossil energy)-heat and there is not recycling of 
nutrients (the metabolism of the network is linked to a linear flow of matter, generating 
a serious problem of accumulation of pollutants and wastes). 
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Because of this difference, it is very doubtful that assessments of “usefulness” valid for 
technical self-organizing networks (obtained by applying to them the same protocols developed 
for the biological ones) can be used for weighting the reciprocal usefulness of: (a) 
“refrigerators”, when moved in a tropical forest of India; and (b) a “tiger”, when moved in a 
mall, selling house appliances, in Arkansas. 

To make things worse, the interaction of humans and ecosystems which is generating the 
lack of sustainability, with which we are dealing in these decades, means that a lot of scientific 
analyses are dealing with systems, which are described as in steady state (assuming a given set 
of boundary conditions and a given identity of their flows) whereas they are in fast transitional 
periods (we are living now in one of these periods with humankind).  That is, we can study a 
village in Brazil today and make a nice graph of it, according to which we can measure inputs 
and outputs of each element of the graph to calculate with accuracy transformities.  If we go 
back to the same village after 10 years we could not even be able to recognize whether we are 
back to the same place (at least, I made this experience, when going back in the same place in 
developing countries, after more than 10 years).  In these transitional situations, it can become 
easy that someone having “too many fishes” and “too little fishing boats” can be willing, for a 
short period of time, to trade a lot of natural capital in the form of fishes for a very little amount 
of technical capital in the form of a fishing boat. We are back to the case “my kingdom for a 
horse” in which prices defined at a larger scale do not apply for special desperate situations.  In 
this case, it is not sure that the relative “value” of these two forms of capital for the people 
living in the village should necessarily follow an established pattern (detected before in another 
place using preliminary studies).  One can judge the trading of a kingdom for a horse as a 
“stupid thing to do” when assessing the usefulness of these flows on a global scale and on a 
time scale of 100 years.  But, local villagers can have different perspectives.  I remember 
speaking to Chinese villagers that were perfectly aware that having stopped any maintenance to 
their very complex agricultural landscape would imply very bad feed-back in the medium/long 
term (e.g. stopping maintenance of the irrigation channels).  However, they just told me 
(actually was a combined cry generated by the farmers and the graduate student making the 
translation so that I am not sure about who said what): “Our grand-grand-parents spent their 
lives here, working like slaves and being poor, so did our grand-parents. The same I am doing 
now, BUT I want that my children can travel and see Paris - as you do - and I want to have a car 
and a camera – as you do.  I simply don’t care if this agricultural system go to hell. Because I 
don’t want to remain here working like a slave, being poor just to preserve it.”   Their 
perception of what should be sustained and why was quite different from what I was able to 
represent with my energy models (minor variants of HT graphs).  

In my view, it is not sure that providing a person desperate for some change in her/his life 
NOW, with an assessment of the “usefulness” of the things he wants to sell NOW will have in 
200 years, will necessarily change much her/his perception of the convenience of making such 
a trade, NOW.   This is the heart of the problem with sustainability on this planet.  Either we 
address this issue and build analytical tools that can be used to deal with this and many other 
different situations, or our tools will be useless for this task.   

The Emergy school keeps claiming that your models can indicate what is the “best thing to 
do” for humans, ecosystems and Gaia at the same time, in any case, on any scale and under any 
conditions.  Please note that this is what the rest of the world understands when reading the 
claims that with Emergy you can: “calculate real value”, “scientifically define the wealth of 
humans” etc. etc. and when seeing that these claims are then coupled to the use of a single 
graph and a single set of transformities dropped into the text, without theoretical explanations. 

Actually, when dealing with transitional situations or with pure personal desperation, the 
discounting in time of assessments of both economic or biophysical usefulness across different 
time horizons becomes a very difficult task.  No matter what analytical method is adopted, 
monocriterial methods of discounting will always imply large uncertainties and a large bias in 
the representation of the “weighted in time” mapping of costs and benefits.  On the contrary, in 
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these case, the more we get multicriteria, the more probable is that the different dimensions of 
the problem reflected by the use of different indices (reflecting changes on different space-time 
scale and in relation to different stakeholders) can be better appreciated by those (desperate or 
not) making the decisions. 

 
 
2.4 Applicability of the concept “transformity = ecological price = usefulness” 
 
2.5.1  The striking similarity of the required assumptions to assess indicators of relative 
“usefulness” of traded energy forms in a given network 
I hope I can skip a discussion of what are prices within the economic theory. Very briefly, 
market prices represent indicators of relative marginal utility of substitutable goods or services 
(members of an equivalence class) exchanged (traded) in a perfect market (network of 
producers and consumers with certain characteristics).  
Regarding the definition of prices of self-organizing networks trading energy forms I am 
pasting below several sentences taken from a long paper of Kauffman (Kauffman S. A. 1994  
Whispers from Carnot: The Origins of Order and Principles of Adaptation in Complex 
Nonequilibrium Systems.  In G.A. Cowan D. Pines and D. Meltzer (Editors) Complexity: 
Metaphors, models and Reality Proceedings Volume XIX Santa Fe Institute  Studies in the 
Sciences of Complexity Addison-Wesley Publishing Company pp. 83-160). This papers has a 
section entitled “Economic interactions, advantages of trade, and hierarchical integration in 
non-equilibrium autocatalytic systems” (starting on pag. 99 of the book), which I find relevant 
for our discussion.  The relevant pieces are: 

 

 “an important feature of supracritical chemical systems containing autocatalytic subsystems is 
that fundamentally economic interactions, with advantages of trade, can emerge . . .  Different 
elements of the network can help others to replicate but at a cost of them selves . . . so that if the 
advantages received by the others is more than the cost to them selves, advantages of trade 
exist.  
 
. . . [he is working with a model of two elements] . . . 
 
Due to the advantages of trade, the total concentration of the two elements can be higher that if 
either survive alone [= trading maximize power]. 
Physical analogs to utility and to price exist in this molecular system of two autocatalytic 
molecular species which can act as mutualists.  The rate of replication corresponds to the 
economist’s concept of an agent’s utility.  Agent act to optimize utility, molecular evolution 
acts to optimize the rate of replications of the molecular autocatalysts.   
 
. . . [When these categories have an intrinsic metabolism this will be even more clearly reflected 
into the maximization of the power of the entire system] . . . 
 
 The optimal ratio of the two mutualist species, such as that both sequences help one another to 
reproduce optimally, correspond roughly to price.  The parallel is clear if one consider two 
economic agents each endowed with two goods, but with different preferences for the two 
goods.  The optimal exchange ratio of the two goods to maximize the utility of each agent, 
forms price of one goods in terms of the other [= a transformity ratio]. 
Since both A and B reproduce faster as mutualists, a selective advantage would be expected to 
favor the evolution of such a mutualism and of an optimum exchange ratio of their help [= 
usefulness] for one another, or price. 
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. . . [= networks operating with a price structure that maximize their power will result more 
stable and therefore we can expect attractors solution (= typologies) of biological dissipative 
self-organizing networks based on a natural definition of categories for lower level elements in 
relation to their function in determining the emergent property of the whole] . . . 
 
Symbiosis assures attaining the advantages of trade in a sustained reliable trading partnership.  
Thus, molecular complementarities and the emergence of advantages of trade help drive 
integration into hierarchically organized structures. 
… 
Thus, molecular task differentiation and the emergence of advantages of trade, must be among 
the most primal sources driving the generation of hierarchical integrated complexity. 
… 
The physical grounding of economic interactions, due to the emergence of advantages of trade, 
suggests that Adam Smith’s invisible hand may apply to the open non-equilibrium chemical 
evolution, which occurred on the pre-biotic and proto-biotic earth.  Self-constructing, 
autocatalytic, non-equilibrium molecular processes may, as if by an invisible hand, evolve 
mutualism as well as competition in such a way so as to optimize the proliferation of those 
coupled processes.  If Carnot is whispering anything, he may be whispering that general 
principles governing the evolution of open self-constructing, non-equilibrium systems shall 
require us to understand the emergent economic behaviour of coupled autocatalytic non-
equilibrium processes”. 
*********** End of the quote ********************** ********** 
 

What I find fascinating about this passage is the fact that Kauffman describes exactly 
the same mechanisms discussed until now about the characteristics of ecological self-
organizing networks (seen as a particular holon of self-organizing adaptive holarchies).  
However, he makes these remarks after analyzing systems operating at a space-time window 
much smaller.  Instead of individual organisms, species and ecosystems (considered by HT 
graphs) he deals with individual molecules, chemical species and the emergent property of a 
chemical systems made up of interacting chemical species.  What I find really remarkable is 
that after having done such a scaling (moving across various ladders of the holarchy to establish 
relation between lower level events and emergent properties of the whole network) the self-
similarity of self-organizing adaptive holarchies holds perfectly.  That is the metaphors used to 
describe the interaction among holons in a given holarchy, remain perfectly valid when applied 
at similar pattern expressed at different space-time scales. 
 Talking of striking similarities we can now get into the similarity presented in Figure 3.  
The assumptions required to have the validity of the mapping of economic prices (on the right 
side of the figure) and the validity of the mapping of ecological prices (on the left side of the 
figure) are listed in parallel.  The figure is quite self-explanatory and at this point of this memo, 
it does not require, much explanations. 
Skipping a description of the Pareto theory of general equilibrium I am providing below a short 
definition (with reference) to the concept of equipollence (or double asymmetry), that is the 
“general equilibrium theory” expressed for self-organizing adaptive holarchies.  Pieces are 
taken from my draft book. 
*************************************************** *************** 
Double asymmetry 

The concept of fractal complexity has been discussed by Grene (1969) referring to the 
stability of hierarchical systems in terms of double asymmetry (the peculiar status or ruler and 
ruled of each element of a self-entailing hierarchy operating in complex time). A double 
asymmetry implies that the stability of each level depends on other levels either higher or lower 
in the hierarchy. We discussed at length this concept in Part 1 relation to the stability of 
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ecosystems and human societies.  Contrary to the example of the double asymmetry operating 
in a democracy between citizenz and government, a dictator ruling a country with the force or a 
group of bandits keeping hostages would be an example of social entities lacking of double 
asymmetry, that is, sick social holarchies.  

 Koestler (1978) calls the same phenomenon Janus effect. The etimological explanation 
for the choice of the term “holon” given by Koestler (1968; pag. 56) is the following: “a holon 
is a Janus-faced entity who looking inward, sees himself as a self-contained unique whole, 
looking outward as a dependent part”.  The term is derived (ibid. pag. 48) from the Greek word 
holos = whole, to which the suffix on has been added to recall words such as proton or neutron 
in order tointroduce the idea of particles or parts. His definition of structural complexity of 
holarchies is also framed within hierarchy theory, that is in terms of vertical and horizontal 
coupling of holons.  On their own level of activity, holons have to fight to preserve their 
identity, both by keeping together their own parts on the lower level and by preventing same-
level-holons to expand too much.  That is the horizontal coupling of holons has to do with 
maximum efficency.  On the other hand, because of the fact that holons belong to a larger 
system that provides them with the stability of boundary conditions and the stability of lower 
level structural organization they have to support other level processes stabilizing the entire 
structure of the holarchy.  They have to contribute to the stability of vertical levels even though 
this implies negative trade-offs on their own level.  A classical example of this tension can be 
represented by the dilemma about paying tax.  Individual household have a direct short-term 
return in skipping their tax duty (boosting in this way their horizontal interaction – getting a 
large car or a better house), however, this would make weaker the community to which they 
belong (this will make weaker their vertical integration).  Obviously different degrees of stress 
on the horizontal or vertical coupling will dictate the compromise solution at which the holon 
will eventually decide to operate. A crucial link to the fractal complexity of holarchies can be 
found in the following quote: “But wholes and parts in this absolute sense do not exist 
anywhere (ibid. pag. 48).”   Again this has to do with the existence of several distinct relevant 
space-time differential which makes impossible to “see” or “represent” wholes and parts within 
the same representative domain.  When you see or represent parts you have to imply the whole 
to which they belong and viceversa. 

Equipollence 

 Iberall et al. (1981) introduce a concept very similar to that of double asymmetry by 
suggesting the term “equipollence”.  With this expression they mean that within ecological and 
socioeconomic systems there is a natural tendency toward power balance among components.  
More powerful components, which are higher in the hierarchy of controls, are fewer in number 
and smaller in size as aggregate component of the system.  This is what generates a balance in 
power among ruler and ruled.  The same reasoning applies to the reading of stable ecosystems 
given by H.T. Odum (1971; 1996) in terms of balance between the mass and rate of energy 
dissipation of different components of ecosystems.  An ecosystem in equipollence must have a 
given ratio between different components (due to the near closure of its matter cycles). 
Equipollence means that a higher level of energy dissipation, found in an ecosystem 
compartments higher in the hierarchy, has to be coupled to a smaller size of such a 
compartment, when compared to the other compartments stabilizing the whole structure in the 
lower levels. For example, after knowing the typology of the considered ecosystem, we can 
calculate per each 1,000 grams of biomass of primary producers: (i) the grams of herbivores 
biomass; (ii) the grams of carnivores biomass; and (iii) the grams of detritus feeders biomass.   
At this point we can recall Koestler’s idea of “a memory for forgetting” (= our brain when 
storing concepts tends to remove redundant information - irrelevant details - which are 
considered, because of their redundancy, as storing “less valuable” information).  In fact, 
Margaleff suggests the very same idea in relation to the functioning, the evolution and 
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organization of eco-systems over hierarchical compartments.   In their daily functioning the 
different components of an ecosystems , which are organized into food webs, literally eat each 
other at different speed.   In this operation the more redundant information (the one belonging 
to the larger compartments made up of a larger number of copies of the same organized pattern, 
but with a lower metabolic rate per kg) is eaten “more” in order to stabilize less redundant 
information stored on the top of the hierarchy (the one stored in the components making up 
higher levels, which imply a higher metabolic rate per kg).  The equipollence of various 
components of ecosystems, in this frame, can be directly related to the goal of obtaining a 
balance between functional specialization (increasing the efficacy of metabolic processes at any 
particular level) and functional integration (increasing the stability of the integrated network in 
relation to changes on each level and in the larger context). 
*************************************************** ************** 
 Another comment, here, is due, about the very unfortunate stress on the concept of 
Memory often suggested by Emergy literature, in relation to the M of Emergy.  Assuming as 
valid the maximum power principle means exactly endorsing Koestler’s concept of a “memory 
of forgetting”.  In the process of evolution a dissipative adaptive network learns what has to be 
eliminated within itself as redundant information (Margalef).  So that a “structure of a network 
+ the identity of its components” represent not “Memory” but rather stored “Knowledge”  
about past activities based on dissipation of energy.  Any Emergy assessment deals rather with 
the usefulness of this knowledge and not with the memory (how much energy passed 
through) of the past of the network.  The energy that passed through previous network cannot 
be assessed by using the current identity of the graph.  The system was different before, and the 
previous energy was used exactly for making it different.  

There is another statement quite common in Emergy literature.  Emergy is often defined 
as a measure of the total energy used in the past to make a product or a service, as distinct 
from the “available energy in a particular flow”.  Nothing can be more distant from the reality 
that such a statement.  Who can assess the total energy used in the past?  Since when (from the 
big bang?).  IF we are claiming that we are providing numerical assessments which are based 
on a given identity of the graph (a set of transformities and a structure for the network of 
flows), THEN in this way we are not assessing energy that flowed in the past, but rather energy 
which is flowing now (on the selected duration interval, in the specified graph) in parallel on 
lower level elements along the loops indicated on the graph.  The qualitative difference which 
can be associated to Emergy assessments is related to differences in accumulated knowledge of 
different graphs in relation to their ability of exploiting of a basic exergy gradient in relation to 
a given set of boundary conditions (and a general identity of lower level exergy converters).  If 
we agree on that then: (1) such a knowledge is obtained by a qualitative and selective 
destroying of memory of what happened in the past.  (2) the energy embodied in a flow is 
flowing now (and not in the past) in the graph.  That is embodied energy is flowing at the 
present time, when we consider the duration of the model on lower level.  Obviously, when 
adopting a simple time and a simplified representation of event, we can represent this as a flow 
referring to the past, but only in relation to the dt of the differential equations (recall here the 
discussion of complex time).  It is not wise to use this very weak definition of past and present 
(an artefact of our representation) to take a strong position in the debate about who (if the 
producer or the consumer) is selecting what is consumed or if in the making of living systems 
we got first the chickens or the eggs.  Again the donor and the receiver system of value are 
good mapping of quality only when the duration of the model in relation to the prices (the final 
transformity) is large enough to make equivalent the two views: that of the receivers and that of 
the donor.  If the two views are different (since the system did not stabilize its identity over the 
selected duration) the “donor perspective does not apply. 

The definition of “past” based on the dt used in the differential equations of a model 
(which is out of real time) has nothing to do with the definition of “past and future” when 
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dealing with the analysis of the evolution of real systems (as required by the use of the 
Maximum Power Principle), which are in real complex time. 

I know that the work of Scienceman is seen, within the Emergy school, as very useful, 
especially in the marketing step.  In this way, the M that goes for Memory and EM that goes for 
Embodied can be used in parallel, while marking at the same time the difference between the 
two approaches.  However, I believe that in a situation of extreme confusion, this initial 
“pointer” given by the Emergy school to outsiders trying to understand this complex approach 
is definitely misleading.   
 Finally, there is another related problem.  Networks which are faster in storing 
information and generating knowledge (e.g. humans using brain rather than distribution of 
DNA among interacting biological elements) will get out more knowledge from the same 
amount of dissipated energy.  That is you can have different ratio of information 
stored/processed per unit of dissipated energy.  This is why I don’t believe that we should mix 
and sum up “Emergy assessments” related to biological categories with emergy assessments 
related to technological categories. 
 

Category theory can be a very useful tool for explaining the use of graph for calculating 
indices.  In fact the identity of a lot of categories is not arbitrary for two reasons: 
 
1. there are natural categories that reflect biological knowledge.  We saw before that biological 

categories are there independently from our interests and beliefs.  When dealing with tiger 
and olive trees the mapping of “type” and “individual” has alredy be done by Life Itself.  
We discussed about this in Fig. 1 

2. there are “useful” categories that reflect human knowledge.  The most famous set of useful 
categories is our language (a bottle, a light bulb are just equivalence class that make 
possible a dramatic compression in the demand of computational capability of our brain, 
when representing the reality).  But there are other useful categories such as jobs 
description, technical blueprints for making Volks-Wagen Golfs, institutional rules.  These 
are more similar to what we found in the relation between role and incumbent in biological 
systems.  Therefore, we can also expect to find regularity and system properties of human 
societies when characterized in this way, in order to get network typologies of reference on 
which we can calculate indices. 

However, this difference in strength between these two type of categories implies that when  
dealing with human societies (and the sustainability of human affairs) we cannot: 
(1) assume that the ratio we find in a given society reflect accumulated knowledge (the system 

donor of value), the system could be in rapid transition. 
(2) assume that the representation we did of the society is catching all the system’s qualities 

that are relevant for the stakeholders.  The identity of the graph must be discussed with the 
stakeholders to check whether or not the interests and beliefs of the analyst are shared by 
the stakeholders. 

(3) Assume that it is possible to use indicators of “usefulness” developed in a different situation 
to the specific case under analysis, without having checked the validity of the rationale with 
the people that will be affected by the decision based on the result of our analysis. 

 
 
2.4.2 Economic prices and ecological prices do not belong to the same descriptive 

domain – they are non-equivalent and non-reducible mapping 
 
The word “money” keeps, also in English, the common root with the Latin word “moneta” 
which in turn shares a common root with the verb “Monitorare”.  Saying money means saying 
monitoring.  In particular such a monitoring has to: 
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(1) detect gradients between demand and supply in space and time AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.  
That is if we have a local fluctuation (e.g. a shortage of supply in relation to a demand) in a 
particular place, than the raise of the price will immediately drive goods (or services) from 
elsewhere, if a supply of the goods in demand is available.  Otherwise it will push for 
boosting the activities generating such a supply. That is market prices are able to detect also 
local small differences between demand and supply, which cannot be detected when 
assessing, on a coarser grain, the congruence between the flows of requirement and supply 
of biophysical goods in a country. 

(2) detect gradients between human preferences in space and time AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.  
For examples, larvae of insects can be considered a delicacy in Mexico and be sold there at 
20 US$/kg, whereas they can be considered as repugnant as food, when crossing the border 
by the majority of US citizens.  It is important, if I want to start a business based on the 
selling of insects’ larvae as food that I have a reliable indicator able to track, with a certain 
accuracy, the geographic location of “human preferences” which are relevant for the 
stability of my business.  Energy transformities of larvae versus pop corn can result useless 
for my business now (they can be useful for long-term trend analysis though). 

Because of their extreme sensitivity prices are indicators which are quite location and time 
specific (depending on the size of the market to which they refer).  That is the transformity 
given by price are not: 
(1) invariant in space – The same barber shaving the same client the same day will charge an 

amount of money which is more than 20 times different according to the geographic 
location in which the shaving occur (if they are in New York City or in Bombay). 

(2) invariant in time – the 70´s oil crisis can be used as a very good example of how things 
(prices of a crucial good) can change rapidly from one year to another. 

 
At this point I can use a quote taken from the paper of Sergio (reviewed in the second part 

of this memo).  The sentence is on Pag. 8 – first paragraph 
“transformities are not constant nor they are the same for the same product everywhere, as 
many different pathways can be chosen by a system in its self-organization strategy”.  [so far so 
good, such a strong statement is very good in making clear this point.  But then, incredible but 
true, in the next paragraph we get] 
“Transformities are calculated by means of preliminary studies on the production process of a 
given good and flow.  Values of transformities are available in the scientific literature on 
emergy [guess what? We got a reference to “the book of the transformities”, HT book of 1996, 
containing the set of values discussed above]. 
 Such a statement is peculiar since Sergio states: (1) that you can use transformities 
found in the book for assess something “which is not constant for the same product 
everywhere” (so how it comes that you can use a given number taken from the book?); (2) that 
the number on the book has been validated by preliminary studies (how do we know that the 
transformity of hydroelectricity in Sweden in the 1990, should apply in Papua New Guinea in 
1987 or in Western Australia, 1995?); (3) that the transformity to be used, comes from the 
assessment of “what went into the production of the flow”.  We saw before that: (a) this is just 
one of the 10 methods; (b) this method is not used by HT himself when dealing with several 
goods, such as electricity or natural gas; (c) the rationale that IF I spent 6 joules to make 1 joule 
of electricity with my generator THEN my joule of electricity is more valuable for others 
willing to buy electricity, does not apply to human transactions. So that I am not sure that we 
should use always transformities calculated on the basis of what went into the production to 
define the quality of whatever good (as it seems to be implied by Sergio statement). 
 Using the similarity between economic and ecological prices, I will try to explain in a 
different form the “uneasiness” that many feel when told that it is possible to use transformities 
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assessed in a situation to another situation.  Literally, what Sergio is saying in these two 
sentences is the following. 
 
(1) Prices of goods are different in different places (transformities are not constant for the same 

product everywhere).  That is, we can find different prices for the same good (e.g. shoes in 
Rosario Argentina, and in Zurich in Switzerland, as well as a beer consumed in a Night 
Club in New York City or in a shanty town in Africa). These different prices can be 
explained by a lot of reasons (“as many different pathways can be chosen by a system in its 
self-organization strategy”). 

(2) Everytime we have a graph in which we deal with shoes and beer, we can use “the price” 
found in “the book” (calculated by means of preliminary studies on the production process 
of a given good and flow).  That is, no matter where or when we are in space or time when 
making our analysis (either in the most elegant shops of Paris or in a rural area of China) it 
is OK to use “the assessment” of the price found for “shoes” and “beer” in the book 
(reflecting preliminary studies). 

 
At this point I hope that you should be able to understand why there are many people (among 
them my self) that feel that the Emergy school must provide a little bit more of 
elaboration/discussion about: “how”, “when”, “where”, “why” and “if” this two step procedure 
can be followed. 
 When dealing with systems whose identity is based on biological categories HT graphs 
are very powerful metaphors and, because of that it is quite easy to move assessments 
“calculated by means of preliminary studies on the production process of a given good and 
flow” across similar graphs.  As discussed before, in these system “if it costs more it is true that 
it is also more useful”.  In addition to that the technical coefficients for different types of 
ecosystems are very clearly defined and they change very slowly (“biological shoes” and 
“biological beer” are always the same – when defined in the appropriate context - and used in 
the same way, whenever you go). 
 When dealing with “human generated technological categories” things are much more 
difficult and the “usefulness” of a flow no longer can be calculated “by means of preliminary 
studies on the production process of a given good and flow”.  Actually, the study of how to do 
deal with this problem in terms of generation of system of mapping is an alternative definition 
of economics. 
That is: (a) a J of electricity of my generator when sold in Spain has an “usefulness” which is 
independent from the energy I spent in its production. (b) a study done either in another country 
or in another year can apply or not apply to my specific situation, but this has to be discussed 
explicitly (why it applies and how do I know it). (c) human preference has to be considered 
when generating indicator of usefulness. 

Actually, figure 3 indicates that we have two logically independent indicators: (1) 
market prices assessing the economic usefulness of goods and services; (2) ecological 
transformities, measured in solar joules, assessing the ecological usefulness for Gaia.  Thanks 
God that they are logically independent, this is one of the major contribution of HT to modern 
debate on sustainability. However, as discussed in the previous point about measuring wealth, 
usefulness for Gaia does not coincide with the usefulness for humans.  However, usefulness for 
Gaia can coincide with usefulness for future generation (humans that cannot express their 
preferences, but that are legitimate stakeholders in the debate on sustainability). The 
transformities assessed for biological categories (=where the donor system of value applies) do 
not represent a good biophysical mapping of the usefulness of things for humans.  The very 
high transformity of a tiger does not indicate a higher usefulness of tigers for humans.  On the 
contrary, we already discussed before that we can have “too much” of natural capital.  The most 
“valuable” assets of ecosystems (top carnivores very smart, powerful and with a very large 
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domain of activity) are actually hated (and killed whenever is possible) by angry farmers all 
over the world.  Since due to their extremely high activity, they simply “do not behave” 
according to farmers’ will (as corn plants do).  Elements that are more “valuable” in emergy 
term for the ecosystems are considered as “noxious” by farmers trying to exploit such an 
ecosystem. 

I believe that because of this problem HT decided to get into the business of calculating 
$/emergy ratios.  That is, in this way, he tried to establishing a bridge between independent 
“assessments of usefulness” referring to different typologies of network.  That is, IF it is 
unavoidable that one has to use different methods for assessing the degree of usefulness of 
biological goods and services and economic goods and services, THEN lets use the two 
indicators and then try to combine them into a unique indicator of usefulness.  But it is this a 
good idea? 
• The mapping provided by market price has a very short duration (very small operational 

time horizon – its validity expires very soon) and a very limited applicability in space (it is 
location specific, since it tracks local fluctuations). 

• The mapping provided by solar transformities it is much better in terms of applicability (an 
unlimited duration when compared with the duration of economic analyses).  However, it 
applies only to biological systems and to systems that are in equipollence (they do not apply 
to disturbed piece of landscape where we find transitional forms of biological 
communities). 

Let’s elaborate a little bit more on this difference.  Any change in ecological prices 
(transformities of energy forms in the network) implies amplifying or reducing the genetic 
information which is mapping the relative set of specific exergy conversions occurring in the 
network (which is stored in specific amounts of DNA of the species which is affected by the 
change in price). 
 That is the validity of the mapping of ecological prices with usefulness of the network is 
crucially related to the status of equipollence of the network.  Put in another way, when we are 
measuring things in our ecosystems, we are measuring characteristics of categories (Figure 4a) 
and not just a transitional situation of a system which is very quickly moving toward a different 
attractors (Figure 4b).  Let’s imagine that we want to measure the ratio between tigers, 
herbivores and grass and we do such a measurement in a Zoo (an unnatural system, which 
keeps an unnatural concentration between biomass of primary producers, herbivores and 
carnivores).  Would we be able to say (after having performed a very careful preliminary study 
based on actual field measurements) that the ratio between plants and carnivores measured in a 
zoo, is reflecting the relative usefulness of their role in a naturally self-organizing ecosystems? 
 Unfortunately, very often, when dealing with practical case studies in Ecological 
Economics we are in a situation in which what is represented in our graph (on the basis of what 
we have found in the field) is a “zoo-type” scrambling of the relations among biological 
categories.  

When remaining within the analysis of relation among biological processes, we could 
use, in these cases, “standard transformities” calculated elsewhere to analyze the degree of 
human interference in the scrambling of the natural identity of the system. = We can apply HT 
approach to build indicators of ecological stress.  However, we can do that only because we 
have a legitimate attractor-type “typology” for the mature ecosystem.  The standard typology 
can be used to assess the degree of stress of the scrambled system.  But do we have such a 
standard attractor, when we made graph in which we mix biological and technical categories 
when specifying the various elements of the graph? 
 Let’s imagine now that we are in one of these cases (analyzing a critical situation in 
Mangroves in Ecuador).  Then we have to calculate transformities based on a graph, which is 
representing the scrambled natural system as interacting with an open and scrambled human 
system.  In which sense, mixing up the transformities calculated over the scrambled natural 
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system, with transformities calculated on technical processes occurred in Sweden in 1990 
(found on HT book), and then calculating the existing exchange ratio between money flows and 
ecological flows would provide an useful indicator?   It seems very improbable (at least to me) 
that the final transformity of the “whole” (the graph mixing flows of heterogeneous nature) 
obtained by performing such a mix can represent an useful indicator. Indicator of what?  Put in 
another way, after calculating our indices, why an assessment of emergy of 23 E15 sej/year 
should be better than an assessment of emergy of 21 E14 sej/year?  Better for whom? (for 
Gaia?, for those living in the system?, for the anarchists willing the Spanish economy to 
collapse? For the desperate farmer willing to give a better future to their children?  For the 
plans of world economic growth of the World Bank?)  Better in relation to which criteria? (the 
income of people?, the stability in the next 200 years?, the tax that can be paid to the central 
government? All of the above?  What if some of the above criteria are contrasting?).   

For sure this assessment of sej/year cannot be an absolute indicator of “improvement” 
according to “general principles” of self-organizing systems. In fact, for sure, we cannot claim 
that the largest value of Emergy, calculated using the graph and mixing the various flows of 
biological and technological energy forms, refer to the configuration that maximizes the 
information stored per unit of incoming solar energy.  In alternative, we cannot either say that it 
maximizes the ability of using solar energy per unit of bit stored.  Since, we simply cannot map 
the ratio sej/bit due to the fact that we are mixing together 2 different “information systems” 
which are accumulating “knowledge” in different ways (ecological systems through DNA 
organized on different hierarchical levels, and socio-economic systems through brain activity 
organized on different hierarchical levels).  Therefore our “mapping” of the total emergy in sej 
do no guarantee that we are assessing the “real” capability of such a mixed system to store 
knowledge.  After having ruled out that our assessment of emergy obtained using a single graph 
can assess anything about “absolute definition” of what is good or bad for the system, we are 
left with a lot of other questions. 

“Better” on what time horizon?  “Better” according to which one of a set of contrasting 
criteria (even Gaia or those living in the system or the anarchists willing to destroy existing 
economic structures have always in parallel different goals – have dinner tonight + making a 
better world - which are definable only on different time scales).  The impossible optimization 
of efficiency (in the short term) versus adaptability (in the long term) makes obvious that the 
very definition of “better” can only be obtained by negotiating (quality calls) among different 
trade-offs profiles (referring to a multicriteria characterization of performance) on different 
scales.  Looking for a single indicator of what is the “best configuration” for a system is the 
exact analogue to the cost/benefit analysis based on monetary assessment proposed by Neo-
classical economists. A single indicator implies the adoption of only 1 representation of the 
system (e.g. in terms of selection of variables, definition of boundaries and relation among 
system qualities), which is supposed to be “the right one” for all the stakeholders.  This 
translates into the adoption of 1 time scale for all the dynamics involved (a simple time to 
explain what is going on) and 1 set of preferences (supposed to be valid for all stakeholders).  
The given set of preference must be used to decide about how to weight non-equivalent costs 
and benefits, how to discount in face of uncertainty in the long period costs and benefits 
occurring at different points in time.   I see the serious risk that the Emergy school, after starting 
by acknowledging the existence of hierarchical levels and the hierarchical structure of the 
system under analysis, and the peculiar complexity of living systems, then seems have moved 
in a different direction.  What I see when reading practical applications is a systemic use of this 
approach based on: (1) the adoption of only one time differential; and (2) the neglecting of the 
obvious fact that the we are dealing with systems which can be described only by using 
different systems of mapping belonging to non-equivalent domains (they cannot be defined as 
having a unique boundary - Mandelbrot).  Hierarchical systems can only be mapped by 
analytical tools having a different durations - different operational time horizon.  On different 
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scale they will look different (different boundaries, different variables needede to describe 
them). Often applications of emergy analysis seems to imply: (a) linear causality (what went 
into an element makes it more valuable), (b) a simple time (embodied means before), (c) 
universal validity of categories identity across descriptive domains (transformities can be 
moved around without justification, logic that applies to tigers MUST therefore applies to 
refrigerators).  That is, representations of the system as in steady-state based on ceteris paribus 
(= we can clearly identify a system in terms of a fixed set of relation and categories), are 
applied under the assumption of Maximum Power (= systems are always becoming something 
else by becoming at different speeds across levels). 

.   
2.5.4  Pros and Cons in mixing biophysical mappings with economic mappings 
 
IF we admit that the duration and the space closure linked to the validity of the economic 
mapping of “usefulness” obtained using economic prices (e.g. one year, a given market within a 
country) is much smaller than the duration and the space closure linked to the validity of the 
ecological mapping of “usefulness” obtained using ecological prices expressed in solar 
transformities (e.g. centuries, applicable to all similar types of ecosystem), THEN we have to 
discuss PROs and CONs of using the $/Emergy ratio. 
 First of all, we should use the similarity illustrated in Fig.3 to discuss of the applicability 
of these mappings.  Exactly, because we cannot use trillion US$ to assess directly the value of 
environmental services, we should not input into a process that generate an indicator of 
“ecological usefulness” a numerical input (that will affect the final assessment) based on market 
prices.  To explain this point I will use another practical example.  Back to the paper using 
Emergy analysis to assess Lupin/wheat rotation with Tagasaste Plantation and Alley cropping 
in SouthWest Australia in 1995 (that by the way, has been the best paper presenting an 
application of Emergy analysis that I ever saw until now). I am pasting below a piece of the text 
of my review. 
 

. . .“Very appropriately the authors address in several points of the text the limitations implied 
by the adoption of a small scale.  Especially when dealing with areas of 100,000 ha the 
aggregate effect of amplifying a certain land use over large scales can imply generating 
patterns, which in order to be recognized and described, require different methods of mapping 
(the consideration of different variables and dynamics).  It is very peculiar therefore that the 
authors seem not be aware of a major inconsistency of their analysis of their 3 systems 
considered as typologies of farming, which is also related to the adoption of assessments 
referring to a very small time scale in the general definition of typologies.   As soon as we get 
into an analysis of the Tables, we can immediately notice that the Emergy indices used for the 
assessment of these three farming types depend on: (1) price of seeds (in 1995) and other 
inputs; (2) the cost of insurance and management consultant paid in that year.  This in turn 
depends on (2bis) unit costs of these items and (2tris) personal preferences of the farmer 
deciding how much to consult and insure; (3) price of the output.  In reality this means that the 
set of sustainability indicators R/Y, (N+M)/R and so on, presented in the last table should not 
be referred to the three “general types”: 
(a) Lupin/wheat rotation, (b) Tagasaste plantation; (c) Alley cropping, but rather to 
(a) “Lupin/wheat rotation, in Southern Australia, 1995 at John farm”; (b) “Tagasaste plantation, 

in Southern Australia, 1995 at Rick farm”; (c) “Alley cropping, in Southern Australia, 1995 
at Tommy farm”.   (I am inventing the name of the farmers interviewed, since this was not 
specified in the paper) 

My question to the authors, then is: are they comfortable with such a specification?   
I can imagine the answer that these values can be assumed to be “average values” for the 
production systems considered, which can be assumed to be standard in the area.  But the point 
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about a dramatic loss of generality of this analysis by the direct link with “socioeconomic 
context specificity” remains.  As soon as one stops using only biophysical variables (using only 
transformities related to biophysical processes that can be assumed to be fixed over economic 
scales), and mix them with economic variables (prices), one gets a dramatic reduction in the 
scale of applicability of the results of the analysis.  Personally, I am not convinced that this is a 
step in the right direction.  Especially, because the meat of the approach (= the ability to 
account for ecological services not accounted by economic variables) is related to the 
transformities assessing biophysical processes (soil formation, water evapotranspiration).  As 
this comparative study clearly shows, prices and feed-backs of services are quite negligible in 
such a big picture. 
 For sure, after the mixing of biophysical and economic variables, we have an additional 
problem.  If we want to apply the results of this analysis to other farming systems, we should 
first check how differences in the relative economic contexts could affect the possible transfer 
of results.  This leads to the next major problem with the methodology. 
 
Line 149-150 – “These (transformities) are derived from previous studies that have evaluated 
energy flows and conversion efficiency involved in producing the natural resources, product or 
services inputs”.  If we admit that transformities are not constant. Then, it is not clear (at least 
to me) how it is possible to look up on a given book a given transformity to be applied all over 
the world to whatever situation.  This would be possible – after applying a certain care in 
looking for transformities valid in similar situations – e.g. when we were dealing only with 
natural transformities related to ecological processes.  But as soon as we get into analyses in 
which we mix up biophysical and economic variables the use of a fixed set of transformities 
becomes very, very questionable. 

My comment here is that the conclusion of this analysis could have been obtained by 
using embodied energy analysis or by applying emergy accounting only to natural conversions.  
So that it is not clear, at least to me, what is the advantage of including the money value of the 
services when calculating “indicators of sustainability” of these three systems of agricultural 
production.  
****************************End of the quote******* ***************** 
  
My personal impression is that, Emergy accounting tried to include money in the system of 
mappings, probably in the attempt to be an analytical tool, which could be used in substitution 
of economic analysis.  That is, mixing dollars and emergy is an obliged choice if we want to 
replace a cost/benefit analysis based only on economic variables with a cost/benefit analysis 
based only on Emergetic variables.  But, as soon as one accepts that emergy indices should be 
used within a multicriteria approach, one can leave the economic part alone, that brings a lot of 
problems and very few advantages.  That is, we can develop analyses, which can focus only on 
the environmental accounting related to biophysical processes. Otherwise, we can get for the 
big picture of the relation between natural capital and money to see consequences and 
implications of changes, but we can no longer use this mix to assess specific differences 
(location specific) in terms of environmental loading.  

When dealing with “sustainability analysis” of classes of systems (sustainability of 
wheat rotation), we should forget about mixing the “value” of ecological services (assessing the 
importance of top soil losses) with the “value” of the feed-backs from the economic system - 
assessed both in solar energy equivalent.  In fact, in order to do that, we have to mix (and 
weight using necessarily “an arbitrary mapping of their relative value) various assessments 
related to: (a) fossil energy (which depends on events occurred in the prehistory), (b) processes 
described using biological categories, (c) transformities reflecting “transitional” technical 
coefficients, (d) assessments related to economic variables (prices of 1995) and (e) personal 
beliefs of those included in the preliminary study used for assessing the transformities (in the 
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example given above, this would depend on how desperate, conservative or bold are John, Rick, 
and Tommy in running their activities). 
 
In conclusion the list of CONs to such a mixing should include: 
• IF We accept that the application of a graph and the relative set of transformities (defined in 

preliminary analyses) and assumed to be valid for a class of similar networks to which the 
specific case is supposed to belong, means doing a wise use of metaphors. THEN Every 
time we include the use of prices in the method used to calculate the transformities, we are 
generating a major loss of generality (a collapse in the domain of applicability) of such a 
metaphor. 

• IF we use transformities to calculate environmental loading and general indices of 
sustainablity for classes of similar graphs, THEN the use of price will dramatically weaken 
the identity of lower level element.  For example, when assessing the amount of Emergy 
embodied in “human houses”, this will dramatically depend if the house is made of bricks 
or wood.  Depending on changes in the prices of the set of inputs required to build a house, 
one can suddenly decide to switch from one typology of house to another, implying in a big 
jump in the assessment of embodied environmental services.  This would not represent a 
problem if we are storing such an assessment in relation to typology of houses (categories) 
defined according to their biophysical characteristics (e.g. houses made of wood and houses 
made of bricks).  On the other hand, this would be a disaster if we would be storing such an 
assessment in relation to an economic categrorization of houses (e.g. houses of 20,000 US$ 
and houses of 100,000 US$).   We can have that the transformity of the category “houses of 
20,000 US$”, is referring to the biophysical transformity of houses made of wood (since in 
the year of the preliminary study, for the type “house of 20,000 US$”, wood was the only 
available option).  However, because of a change in the subsidies given to the timber 
industry (having in effect over a time window of 5 years), we can face the unexpected fact 
that type “20,000 US$ houses” could become suddenly associated to “houses made of 
bricks”.  How can we build an indicator of sustainability to be used as a metaphor to be 
used as much as possible across various situations, by using an information that can change 
depending on who gained locally in the last general elections in the place where we did the 
preliminary study? 

• I started this memo saying that we are in a moment in which there is a general agreement 
that alternative methods of mapping, based on biophysical accounting are required to 
complement economic analysis.  This is due to the fact that economic analyses, due to the 
very small space-time scale of the monitoring of money, cannot see important biophysical 
aspects of the processes responsible for the sustainability of human progress. Personally, I 
find the mixing of emergy and dollars quite bizarre.  In fact; HT has developed a very 
sophisticated method for generating a system of mapping able to: (1) define “usefulness” 
for ecological systems. and (2) establish a link between characteristics of human societies 
and measures of environmental loading, which is completely logically independent from 
human preferences (a remarkable achievement).  AT this point, it is not clear the advantage 
of re-introducing such a human-bias into the mapping by making dependent emergy 
assessments on changes in economic variables (mappings of human preferences).  I will 
discuss again this point, when doing the review of the paper of Mark and Sergio on 
ecological impact of tourism in Mexico and Papua New Guinea. 

 
There are also PROs to such an operation: 
• by using ratio of GNP/Emergy (after providing a clear definition of “what” type of emergy 

assessment have been used in the denominator = after having clearly specified “how” we 
calculated and “why” – e.g. only biological services, only renewable resources), one can 
make comparative studies among countries.  One can look for regularities, fixed trajectories 
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in the process of development, establish reference values that can be used to analyze 
particular situations.  The same could be done with a family of other ratios generated by 
using a family of indicators of environmental loading GNP/ELRi 

• by looking at various ratios GNP/emergies (averages in the country, in the world, that of 
exports and that of import) one can get important policy information.  Changes of these 
ratios can also be used to study evolutionary trends. However, again, one should very 
careful to define what emergy assessments (= family of) are used to make these ratios 
(again being very clear about “what”, “how” and “why” the various emergy assessments 
were generated).   

My personal feeling is that the use of a ratio $/Emergy for generating final indices of 
performance is perfectly OK, whereas the use of $/emergy ratio to obtain assessments of flows 
of Emergy should be absolutely avoided. 
 
Before concluding this section I want to paste a paragraph of the chapter of Robert Herendeen - 
EMERGY, value, ecology and Economics (Chapter 64 of the Handbook of Environmental and 
Resource Economics Edited by J.C.J.M. van den Bergh  Edward Elgar Northampton, MA, 
USA).  On pag. 961 he writes: 
 
Using EMERGY analysis to determine the worth of one southern hemisphere whale (Odum, 
1996, Table 7.4). 
EMERGY per whale is obtained by first dividing the solar input power to the ocean frequented 
by the whales by the number of whales (at a natural steady-state, before the depredations of the 
past centuries), [my note = assessment related to 1800] giving 3.5 E17 sej per whale per year.  
Multiplying the average whale lifetime of 15 years gives an EMERGY of 52.5 E17 seJ whale 
[my note = a mapping valid also in 1800 since this is a characteristics of a biological category].  
Then multiplying by the 1990 GDP/EMERGY ratio of the world economy (0.5 E12 $/seJ) gives 
2.6 million $ per whale. [my note = what is the system quality mapped by the variable $ in this 
case?]  
 
The last question is important. The 2.6 million US$ of 1990 referring to the number of whales 
existing in 1800 are not actual mappings of the exchange value of goods and services 
exchanged in the world in 1990.  On the other hand the “system quality” encoded by the 
variable $ is “exchange value of substitutable goods exchanged in a valid market (reflecting 
preferences, institutional settings and regulations of the specific market).   So what “system 
quality” of whales is mapped by the variable $ in this case and according to which rationale?  If 
we apply the same reasoning to dolphins, squids, barracuda, sharks, shrimps, trees, ants, grass, 
clouds, volcanoes, etc. do we obtain the equivalent of another world GNP, or rather we obtain a 
number which is several times the GNP?  It seems to me that we can increase such a virtual 
GNP just by adding other categories of energy forms to the list to which apply the trick.  We 
could include sub-species, local population, special groups, special individuals (all the horse 
born in the year 1998, 1999) or other physical categories, the streams of the ocean, the magnetic 
force of the poles, the knowledge represented by religions, etc. etc.  In this case what is the 
“system quality” of the world which would be mapped in the resulting assessment of zillions of 
US$ of 1990?  Would this number be something reflecting qualities of the real world or rather 
my ability to individuate more and more different useful categories for energy forms operating 
on our planet?   Finally, another question, if we would ask 1,000 scientists to do such a 
mapping, how many different numerical results would you expect to come out from this 
exercise?  IF the answer is: more than 1,000, THEN, it is such an exercise useful? That is are 
we compressing the demand of information for our system of mapping in this way, or are we 
expanding it? 
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A last question for HT.  It is the description made by Bob, in this paragraph, correct? 
 
2.4.3 The qualitative difference in the “nature” of biological and technical categories 

implies the parallel use of not reducible mappings. 
What are the consequences for Emergy analysis?  

Before ending this theoretical part, I cannot resist to get into a discussion, which is very close to 
my work. It seems to me that a lot of confusion in how to do Emergy analysis is generated by a 
certain reluctance, when discussing the methodology, in dealing explicitly with the crucial issue 
expressed in the title of this section. 

The definition of a system of mapping of “usefulness” for self-organizing biological 
network is easy (thanks to the clear and easy identification of the lower level elements of the 
exergy-self-entailing-food web making up the network). That is we can find “ecological prices” 
assessing usefulness for Gaia (the indicator is in sej/j).  In the same way, we have market prices, 
that are very useful and quick for keeping coherence in flows of goods and services within 
economic processes, but that cannot see the biophysical foundations of the economic process. 
Their possibility of mapping “usefulness” for humans within self-organizing self-organizing 
network (perfect market) is due to their speed in providing signals on lack of congruence 
between local demand and supply.  They are giving signals at a speed much higher than the 
speed at which technological changes can alter the basic structure of supply and demand.  In 
this way, they can map human preferences (given resources and technology) using as indicator 
a numerical value (a variable) expressed in $ of 199x (now 200x). 

At this point we must admit that we do not have yet a biophysical system of mapping of 
“usefulness” for self-organizing technical network.  In fact, developing such a system of 
mapping poses a much bigger challenge (see the discussion on wealth and Fig. 2).  Such a 
mapping should be expressed in fej/j. A simple mapping of this type is exactly the transformity 
of electricity discussed before. 

I have already discussed the reasons for that, linked to the difference in the nature of the 
relative categories. However a list of the main differences between the two categories used to 
describe self-organizing biological network and self-organizing technical network is provided 
in Fig. 5.  These different networks require the use of non-equivalent descriptive domains (e.g. 
have a non-equivalent definition of duration).  This implies that an assessment of “usefulness” 
mapped in “some way” in one of them cannot be translated or transferred into an assessment of 
“usefulness” into a non-equivalent system of mapping of the other.   

This is why I was curious to see how HT calculated the transformity of fossil energy in 
solar energy (which one of the 10 methods available was used).  Since, this is the step where he 
MADE A BRIDGE between the two non-equivalent descriptive domains.  According to 
epistemological consideration (criteria for modeling relations) these two non-equivalent 
descriptive domain cannot be bridged.  That is: 
• when moving from biological duration to technical duration (from left to the right in the 

graph). You can use biological transformities to infer things within the technological 
domain.  That is, having the technical coefficient of a truck (or a refrigerator) – an 
output/input ratio defined on a very short duration - by applying to such an output/input 
ratio the transformities of biological categories, you can track the actual demand of 
ecological services per unit of output delivered by the technological devices (by that 
particular truck, now).  When used in this direction (from left to right) the diagram can be 
used to assess an Ecological Services Footprint of technical categories.  Clearly, we can 
express such a Ecological Services Footprint in sej, however, such a mapping is valid only 
in relation to the duration of the technical categories.  That is, if prices or technological 
improvements of the technology would imply a change in the output/input ratio of the truck 
(or of a given process), the assessment in sej will change too.  Using sej, therefore, does not 
imply that we are providing sustainability indicators with a very long duration (the indices 
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will change with changes in prices or technology).  However, this assessment of the 
requirement of natural services of the truck (what is required to have the truck working) has 
nothing to do with an assessment of usefulness of the truck (“what I would like to renounce 
to” if I had to decide between “it and the truck”).  Such an assessment can only be done 
according to the preferences of the person calling the shots and the specific situation in 
which we want to assess “usefulness”.  For biological category this is related to the whole 
network and applies to strong invariant categories, for human systems it is much less clear.  
Even if we admit that a certain stability in the patterns of self-organization for human 
societies can be found (and this is exactly what I am working on), the identification of these 
patterns should not be based on preferences of individuals (= not defined using prices).   

• when moving from technical duration to biological duration (from right to left).  
Technological categories are just “pseudo categories” when compared with ecological 
processes.  Houses can change their technical coefficients not only for improvements in 
building techniques (less bricks and less wood to be used for either brick and wood houses), 
but also because of changes in the price structure (a massive move of “20,000 US$ houses” 
from bricks to wood).  But it is not only a problem of shorter duration and weaker identity 
of categories.  There are also epistemological incongruence in the representative model a 
problem of logic. Trucks, houses and refrigerators do not amplify back to biological 
systems.  Nor fossil energy and electricity is a relevant form of exergy, which is massively 
mapped in the DNA used by members of natural ecosystems.  The genetic information 
stored and amplified in marine and terrestrial ecosystems do not know (they did not 
developed a knowledge on how to co-evolve with) refrigerators, trucks and houses.  
Probably, they already started learning (better they do that fast), but this has not been 
reflected yet in the definition of new biological categories (but for a few domestic animals).  
Trucks and refrigerators are energy forms which are not legitimate members of the network 
based on solar energy gradient of exergy, kept in coherence by the closed recycling of 
nutrients.  Actually, the basic technical exergy gradient is at the moment based on a linear 
use of matter (more power = more garbage).  This is exactly the root of the sustainability 
predicament. 
Actually, I vaguely remember that in one of the old papers of HT (or it could be even in his 

book of 1971 – but I cannot check it now), he was actually using fej (fossil energy embodied 
equivalent) as a “reference value” for the quality of energy forms used by humans.  Actually, 
this is exactly what is done by the various organs providing official energy statistics, when 
providing an overview of energy consumption and end uses profiles in various world country. 
Everything is reported in TOE (Tones of Oil Equivalent), including hydroelectricity and nuclear 
electricity. That is, IF we agree on the opportunity of using several non-equivalent systems of 
mapping in parallel, THEN one could thing of using: (1) sej/J for ecological systems 
characterized using strong identities of biological categories; (2) prices for assessing usefulness 
within economic processes (on a small space-time scale), without any relation to biophysical 
mappings, and (3) indicators of usefulness (or indicators of performance) for exosomatic energy 
under control of humans in fej.  In relation to this last class of indicators, I can show you very 
easy to calculate and powerful indicators of “usefulness” to determine the quality of exosomatic 
energy flows = exergy conversions performed under direct control of humans) in fej/J.    

Personally, I find the attempt to map fej and fej-equivalent using of sej-equivalent 
disturbing, since they do not carry the same logic.  Again, about this point, it would be very 
nice to have an input from HT about what rationale and which one of the 10 methods available 
for calculating transformities applies to the transformity of fej into sej.  Since fej does not stand 
for Fossil Energy Joules, BUT rather for Fossil Energy Equivalent Joules.  The “equivalent” of 
fej can be different in nature from the equivalent for sej. 

Coming to theoretical discussions on how to select methods to be used to calculate 
transformities for assessing quality or usefulness for self-organizing adaptive holarchies of 
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different nature, I believe that, a crucial ratio to be considered in the should be 
energy/information.  As noted before this is probably one weak spot of the theoretical building 
of Emergy (the way is sold right now).  HT graphs can be applied to Benard cells, the Universe, 
Ecosystems and Economies.  But it crucial to make an important distinction between self-
organizing systems.  There are systems which are simply self-organizing (such a Benard cell 
and all the dissipative systems in the form of chemical reaction investigated by Prigogine), and 
systems which are living systems (they have a much powerful system to store and process 
information). In this case, the crucial difference, is given by the adjective “adaptive” 
(introduced by Gell-Mann, Kauffman and by the people of Santa-Fe’ Institute).  This implies, 
what Rosen calls a self-entailment between useful energy (energy which amplify back) and 
useful information (information which amplify back).  Therefore, when discussing of self-
organizing adaptive systems converting energy flows into the stabilization and operation of a 
system of control and viceversa it is crucial to acknowledge that ecological systems and human 
system do this self-entailment in a completely different way.  This is why moving mappings (or 
assessments) of usefulness between ecosystems and human societies is a very tricky business.  
The different speed at which biological system learn (accumulate knowledge by changing the 
identity of their graph) is order of magnitude different from the speed at which human system 
learn (accumulate knowledge by changing the identity of their graph).  That is the identity of 
the two graphs evolve at different speed.  This is what generates the incompatibility of their 
relative descriptive domains. 

In my view, when looking at the difference in duration among the various systems of 
mapping, it is evident that the sej/J (based on biological categories) is too long to be compatible 
with human perspective.   Market prices are too rapid to be compatible with the biophysical 
reading of the economic process.  Actually, I have now quite exciting data, from a analysis of 
changes over OECD countries.  These data show that when mapping changes over a dt of 5 
years using biophysical and economic variables in parallel: (1) the effect of big collapses of 
stock exchange simply disappear; (2) the effect of big perturbations induced by big changes in 
prices (e.g. oil crisis) are “rapidly” damped by structural adjustment of biophysical parameters. 

The weak spot I see with Emergy analysis the way is used now is therefore: the large “scale 
gap” between the duration of biological categories (centuries) and market prices (years).  Such 
a gap does not make possible to cover with biophysical analysis the medium size space-time 
window (10/20 years), which is very relevant in ecological economics.  The time window of 
10/20 years can be directly related to technological and demographic adjustments (see also the 
work of Ken Watt about the relevant time scales in ecological economics – Kondratieff cycles).  
This can be related to the fact that overall assessments of Emergy cannot see if fishes or fishing 
boats are limiting the wealth of a given country, but they also miss the discussion on how to 
adjust societal characteristics to get a different performance.  Probably the mixing of 
biophysical assessments of transformities (based on biological categories) with assessments of 
transformities based on market prices (“temporal and location specific” mappings of exchange 
value) had the goal of filling such a gap.   However, beside the list of CONs discussed before 
about the opportunity of such a mixing, such a mixing imply a much important effect.  It 
implies an irrecoverable damage to the “deep” and innovative logic of HT approach.   

HT proposed to study the hierarchical organization of energy forms in terms of self-
entailing autocatalytic loops of useful energy and useful information. Actually this is what is 
“life itself” according to Rosen (1991).  This requires trying to establishing link between non-
equivalent ways that can be used to characterize information and energy forms. As discussed 
before for biological systems we can do a lot using the ratio sej/J in terms of characterization of 
ecosystem typology (define the identity of attractors, study attractors which have as identity a 
cyclic behaviors, describing evolutionary trajectories – of transitional states toward the final 
attractor).   

HT and his brother listed several times in seminal papers a list of general characteristics that 
can be used to categorize ecosystems and ecosystem trajectories in their development in this 
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way (e.g. they could be used to define criteria of integrity for ecosystems or better natural 
processes of self-organization).  In addition to that, we can look for system properties (e.g. 
Ascendency = a trend for max power and max adaptability, which are also linked to an increase 
in size).  Regarding size one should notice that the only size that one should use for mapping 
changes in self-organizing adaptive holarchies is that of computational capability.  For example, 
one can use as a proxy for size or computational capability an indicator which is: DNA x 
sej/DNA.  After having done that, one can thing of using a proxy for measuring adaptability in 
ecosystems by assessing the ratio “total DNA available read + unread”/ “DNA read for making 
proteins”.   

Looking for a similar analysis to be applied to human societies, one finds that human 
societies are following exactly the same pattern of self-organization.  We can look for 
biophysical readings that make possible to establish a set of various parameters that can be used 
(as the list made by HT and EP) defining different “types of societies” or different states of a 
human society moving through the common trajectory of evolution.  I hope you can remember 
my figures, with all the countries of the world laying on the same trajectory, when mapped 
using only biophysical characteristics of their exosomatic metabolism (BEP and SEH).  These 
societies were described in that study, looking for an equivalent method of analysis of 
Ulanowicz’s Ascendency.  Actually, according to my data, it seems that in their process of 
development human societies are maximizing their power and adaptability at the same time, 
which is also related to an increase in their size.  They do exactly the same done by ecosystems. 
In analogy for what done in ecosystems, one can thing of measuring their size or computational 
capability.  A proxy for computational capability of human societies can be: (hours of brain 
activity x endosomatic metabolism x exo/endo = hour of brain activity x fej/hour).  After having 
done that, one can thing of measuring adaptability with the ratio: “hours of brain activity in 
non-working + working in the services” / “hours of brain activity in work in productive sectors 
of the economy”.   

Please note that the analogy between this method of analysis for ecosystems and human 
societies is striking.   Hours of brain activity amplified by the ability of stabilizing a given 
exosomatic metabolim per hour of brain activity (the higher the better) are a proxy of the 
computational capability in the learning self-organizing human systems. Whereas the amount of 
DNA present in an ecosystem corrected by the ability of stabilizing a ecosystem metabolism per 
unit of DNA (the higher the better) are a proxy of the computational capability of the learning 
self-organizing biological network.  Please note that this definition of learning or knowledge is 
not measured in absolute terms (e.g. bits), but necessarily it must refer to a generic proxy 
defining the performance “in relation to the characteristics of the system and the characteristics 
of the context within which the system is operating”.  For ecosystems a measure of unit of DNA 
refer to average values of encoded information for the given ecosystem, which has a quality 
factor given by sej/unit of DNA (how good is this encoded information in expressing power in 
that context).  For human societies brain activity refer to average values for a society which has 
a quality factor given by fej/hours of human activity (how good is this human knowledge in 
expressing power in that context).  Knowledge cannot be assessed as a number in itself, but 
only in relation to the effects of its use, in relation to a process of self-organization: (1) the 
characteristics of the system which is expressing the knowledge (how information is encoded 
and processed); (2) the effect of the interaction of the system with its context (how this 
information is useful for maximizing power and increasing adaptability).  The most valuable 
book written in Japanese in the hands of a reader that cannot understand it, is totally useless.  
Such a knowledge would disappear if the Japanese language will become lost.  So that using a 
ratio between (a) the energy dissipated and (b) a physical assessment representing a proxy for 
the specific process of encoding and processing information, could be a good way for 
characterize changes.  The toll to pay is that we cannot express this in an absolute and invariant 
unit (e.g. bit). 
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The profile of allocation of the resource “computational capability” between efficiency and 
adaptability in the two systems can be mapped by looking at:  

(1) the investment of such a resources in the stabilization of the steady state (brain hours 
allocated in working in the productive sectors = guaranteeing the supply of goods 
required for stabilizing current metabolism, or the fraction of the DNA used for coding 
proteins = guarantee the biochemical work stabilizing the internal working of 
organisms) and  

(2) the investment of such a resources in the long terms stability of the system by 
guaranteeing diversity and adaptability (the brain hours in paid-work in the services and 
in all non-paid activities – all the DNA read but used in regulation + the DNA not read 
but simply preserved in copy only for reproductive scope).   

Clearly depending on the characteristic of the system considered a unit of DNA or a hour of 
brain activity, will map a different level of computational capability in the system.  Ecosystems 
with more exergy (sej) dissipated per unit of DNA or societies with more exergy (fej) dissipated 
per hour of brain activity, are showing to have a better knowledge (of how to maximize the 
efficacy of their interaction with their actual context) since they can maximize their power for 
the same amount of DNA or brain activity.  For those interested I will be happy to further 
discuss this idea in Portovenere.   

Mixing the two mechanisms of mapping (DNA/sej/year and “hours of human brain 
activity”/fej/year) implies loosing the validity of the two proxies used since they cannot be 
reduced to each other.  Again this is like mixing natural capital and technical capital.  The final 
result is a fragile elephant that cannot fly. 
 

In conclusion, what I found always fascinating about HT work is his attempt to be as 
general as possible, across scales and across mechanisms of self-organization.  He introduced 
graphs that can be applied to “Benard cells” to “our universe” to “a farm doing lupin-wheat 
rotation in Australia” and to “an analysis of modern societies versus pre-industrial ones”.   This 
is why the ratio $/emergy disturbs me so much. As soon as we start using money values as a 
crucial input required for assessing transformities (not for making indices of performance 
used to discuss of policies), we are introducing a lethal flaw, in the epistemological structure of 
this general model.   

In fact what is the relation between market prices and information?  Humans preferences are 
defined and crucial for moving the systems at a lower hierarchical level (and small space-time 
scale).  At this level assessments of ratios between energy consumption and stored information 
do not apply as a proxy of knowledge.  Actually the step of economic price formation is exactly 
the step through which the network learn how to do things, by gathering information at the 
lower level and filtering out its validity for the shaping of emergent properties at the focal level.  
Not all movements described by prices (on a very short scale) are necessarily relevant to justify 
an internalization into structural changes of the economic process, institutional changes of the 
social structure, or even worse in changes of ethical values and cultural identity.  Market prices 
are used by human societies exactly to amplify useful lower level noise and to damp what is 
just generated by local statistically not relevant perturbations.  This makes possible to filter out 
noise and to move up into higher level (express at a larger scale) aspirations coming from lower 
level human holons.  This is why the emergent pattern (the identity of human societies) against 
biophysical constraints (provided by physical laws and boundary conditions) is no longer 
reflecting frozen stochastic events (as in the case of biological systems).  By using this 
mechanism the continuous struggle of social actors in defending their identity and values at 
their particular level (households, local communities, local regions, countries, macroeconomic 
regions, the world) result into a certain harmony in the process of becoming.  Clearly, money is 
only a part of this mechanism, what it works on the smaller scales).  However, the “bias” given 
to the process of evolution by human preferences (expressed at lower levels in the holarchy) is 
what makes Japan still Japan after 500 years, even when all the technical categories used to 
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describe its metabolism have dramatically changed.   Humans are able to remain different from 
biological and natural process of self-organization, since they are able to add their passions, 
dreams and fears into the knowledge accumulated in their graph.   This is why graphs of 
ecosystems and graphs of human societies are different things and cannot be mixed.  

However, this peculiar ability of human adaptive holarchies has a cost.  They cannot be in 
equipollence with biological systems (they must become something else at a faster rate to avoid 
to be re-absorbed by biological laws).  Human societies must be unsustainable if they want to 
retain their identity.  To maximize power at a different speed from ecological systems they must 
keep more linear their flows of matter (they have to recycle less than their biological 
counterparts).  Because of that, they must rely much on pulses, rather than steady-state 
exploitation of exergy gradients (raise and fall of civilizations, evolving through revolutions).  
This is why the usefulness of their technological categories do not coincide with the usefulness 
of biological categories.  Let alone imagine that human preferences (mapped by money) can be 
mixed up with Gaia preferences (mapped by the transformity of whales). 

This flaw simply kills the possibility of using this approach to explore the relation among 
structural similarity in self-organizing adaptive complex systems. I hope to have pasted in this 
memo enough examples of the fact that systems of biochemical reactions, ecosystems, and 
human societies can be seen as making exactly the same thing.  The two metaphors of “useful 
information” and “useful energy” self-entailing each other into the identity of the system can be 
used to study in general term the mechanisms of reciprocal lock-in. That is, we can indeed 
attempt to explore similarities in the mechanisms which are generating the identity of self-
organizing adaptive complex systems.  But within such a frame, market prices, which are 
mapping of human preferences, must be used to explain pattern formation ONLY within human 
societies (especially if we want to propose then policy tools).  Market prices do not belong to 
the search for self-similarity (categories, attractor-type identities, general principles, metaphor 
making) among self-organizing dissipative adaptive systems. 
 
 
2.5  Conclusions 
In my opinion current strategy for selling of “Emergy analysis” and more in general the 
contribution of HT work to the scientific debate on sustainability is not working very well.  
According to this analysis two types of change will be required: (1) a better use of the available 
analytical tools; (2) a better presentation of the key characteristics of the methodology to the 
potential users.   In particular, I would not characterize this approach just in terms of Emergy 
analysis.  The contribution to the debate over sustainability given by the theoretical approach 
proposed by HT Odum is much more than Emergy.  To discuss of this more in detail I have 
divided the text of the conclusions in 3 sections. 
 
2.5.1  What should be the role of biophysical analysis within ecological economics 
Since the memo is already too long and you are very smart guys, I will use here a few figures to 
save a lot of written text. 
 The complementation of economic analysis with biophysical analyses has to be based 
on two distinct non equivalent goals: 
 
(A) Characterization of the performance of our system on a Multi-Criteria-Multiple-Scale 
Performance Space. 
An example of MCMS-PS is given in Fig.6. 
Any analysis of sustainability has to be able to characterize changes as perceived on different 
scales by different stakeholders.  This is the only option available if we want that this analysis 
be useful for different stakeholders and that scientists coming from different disciplinary 
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background will be able (and forced) to better communicate with the rest of the world by 
looking at the big picture. 
 In the example given in Fig. 6 changes of the system are described as “seen and felt” by 
the various holons (and also stakeholders) on different levels and scales.  In this example I 
indicated a radar graph made up of 4 quadrant containing each a set of indicators.   
• The two quadrants on the left contain indicators related to mappings performed at different 

levels, but all reflecting human perspective of these changes.  Human perspectives of 
performance are represented at different hierarchical levels (e.g. in this example the 
household level in the upper quadrant and the country level in the lower quadrant).  

• The two quadrants on the right refer to methods based on biophysical reading of 
performance.  The upper right one (NE) refers to ecological usefulness and ecological 
impact (mapped using procedures that ignore human preferences).  The quadrant low and on 
the right (SE) contains indicators catching the biophysical foundation of the performance of 
the economic process (referring to the indicator of performance recorded on the left side).  
That is what are the requirement of natural capital, technological capital, and how current 
system is matching this requirement (by importing resources from elsewhere or by depleting 
stocks or filling sinks). 

 
More in detail, the set of indicators of quadrant NW (high on the left) are reflecting what is 

“seen and felt” by humans at one level (e.g. households).  This implies selecting indicators 
using both economic and not economic mappings.  These indicators should be able to map in a 
satisfying way, the perception of improvements and worsening of the situation according to the 
household perspective.  Note that, in this way the mixing of economic (e.g. assessment of net 
disposable cash per household) with biophysical (e.g. assessment of quality of the diet) 
indicators in the same quadrant do not imply mixing elephants and butterflies.  Each of these 
indictors has been generated according to logically independent procedures.  What links them is 
“the system to which they refer to”. On the contrary, in this way we are taking advantage of the 
good characteristics of the two classes of indicators by respecting their diversity. That is, these 
indicators have been generated in an independent way using non-equivalent systems of 
mapping. 

The set of indicators of SW (low on the left) are reflecting what is “seen and felt” by 
humans at the higher level (e.g. at a higher level holon – the country to which the household 
belong).  Again, this implies selecting indicators using both economic and not economic 
mappings.  These indicators should be able to map in a satisfying way, the perception of 
improvements and worsening of the situation according to the perspective of the country.  If 
you do this you immediately see the tension within the holarchy = what is good for household 
(not paying taxes) is bad for the economy.  This is exactly the same tension that you can expect 
between humans and ecosystems (from the indicators of performance on the left and those on 
the right).  For those interested I have a few papers that make analysis using this method.  
Depending on the circumstances you can immediately see looking at the shape of the 
AMOEBA, which perspective has been winning or loosing in the characterization of the 
particular holon.  European countries do very well on the left and very badly on the right side of 
the graph.  Papua New Guinea probably will have an AMOEBA all moved to the left (= a lot of 
natural capital but not enough fishing boats).  Overtaxed households by a government willing to 
improve the characteristics of the economy of the country will see all their indicators move 
toward the center of the graph in red territory.  [you have a figure in black and white, but you 
can add colors to the various areas of the radar graph.  Red stands for “bad” and green stands 
for “good”]. 

Clearly, due to the holarchic structure of socioeconomic systems, we can move this 
multiple level reading at different levels (for those interested I have a few papers with both 
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theoretical discussions and examples of application – one applied in China between households, 
villages and the country). 

 
Now we move to the right part of the diagram, where human preferences should be 

totally ignored. The set of indicators of NE (high on the right) are reflecting changes in 
“ecological usefulness” (or different indicators of environmental loading or different indicator 
of ecological stress).  That is when characterizing a situation as good or bad as perceived by 
humans (at different levels) on the left side, we MUST also provide an “independent” 
assessment of the perception of what should be considered as good or bad by Gaia (at different 
levels).  Gaia opinion is important since she shares her view with the view of changes of future 
generations.  It is important to note here, that depending on the scale selected on the left, we 
have to work with different types of indicators of ecological usefulness or ecological stress on 
the right (valid in similar space-time scales).  That is, we can expect that several non-equivalent 
methods of mapping should be used to define indicators for this quadrant referring to the 
description of the effect of changes on different levels of analysis. 

The set of indicator of SE (low on the right) are all within the traditional territory of 
Emergy (natural and technical resources footprint).  How much natural capital, how much 
technical capital is used, how much of what is used is renewable or is non-renewable, how 
much of the renewable or the non-renewable is available within the border of the system and 
how much is imported through trade?  These are all questions that require an analysis of 
embodied flows and of the terms of exchange among trading systems. 

It is obvious to me that the approach of HT can be used in almost every quadrant to 
generate useful indicators.  It should be noted, however, that when coming to the right part of 
the radar graph we are in a special situation.  Not only HT approach can be used there, but 
rather it MUST BE used.  Since in my view it is the only serious option available to do such a 
job.   

There is an important reason why this is true.  If you do a search on your computer 
entering as key words: indicators, sustainable development, biophysical analysis.  You will find 
zillions of list of indicators. I met H. Bossel last year that told me that he found more than 300 
publications giving lists of indicators to be used for sustainability analysis.  Therefore, any hard 
working grad student can fill our radar graph with 20 indicators per each quadrant, in a couple 
of weeks.   

But would this be the solution of our problem on how deal with the sustainability 
predicament?  Not at all.  What we need is the ability to characterize the performance of our 
system on a MCMS-PS by making useful our scientific information for the process of decision 
making.  This requires explaining its meaning to the various stakeholders and making possible 
the collaboration among scientists coming from different scientific disciplines.  For such a goal, 
filling the 4 quadrant with indicators is not enough.  A MCMS-PS can only be effective, if we 
are also able to establish a link on “how changes in the value taken by one indicator” (on one 
scale and on one quadrant) can be related to “changes expected to occur, as side effect, in other 
indicators” (on different scales and on different quadrants).  It is exactly at this point that the 
“qualitative” difference of analyses based on system thinking and complexity versus stupid 
complicated models emerges clearly.  Only those that explicitly address from the beginning that 
their systems are operating on different scales, in complex time and according to a given set of 
goals (those that are willing to work with metaphors) can handle such a task.  On the contrary 
those scientists: (1) operating stupid formalisms based on only one time differential used for 
running systems of differential equations, in simple time; and (2) looking for pattern 
recognition of evolution under the assumption of ceteris paribus; will keep making lists and lists 
of indicators. These reductionistic scientists will never be able to: (1) compress the demand of 
information required to characterize changes (generate useful decision support tools); (2) 
establish relation changes among them (generate reliable and useful scenarios); and (3) let alone 
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deal with the meaning of changes (help the process of social learning in the society in which 
they operate). 
 
(B) Perform qualitative analysis to discuss of policies and scenarios 
Again a couple of Figures here can save a lot of words. 
An example of an integrated analysis on different scales and using non-equivalent descriptive 
domains is given in Fig.7.  The various indicators used in the MCMS-PS have to be generated 
in an independent way by different systems of mapping (models and selection of different 
encoding variables).  However, this fact does not imply that the various models are completely 
unrelated.  By forcing “congruence checks” of the aggregated flows of money, energy, matter 
and human time across the non-equivalent models, we can generate a certain degree of 
coherence in the various individual mappings used for generating the numerical value of 
individual indicators.  This would be an analogy of how the characteristics of the organisms 
belonging to the various species operating in an ecosystems, are, in a way, kept in coherence 
due to the closure of the nutrient cycles.  That is the technical coefficients of a tiger are given 
by her DNA, however, the specifications on the DNA of the tiger are affected, in an indirect 
way, by events occurring at a different hierarchical level (the closure of nutrient in the 
ecosystem).  In this way this complex system of representative tools has a goal (generating a 
MCMS-PS wanted by the stakeholders) has a hierarchical structure (it is operating in parallel on 
different scales) and has a mechanism generating coherence (the congruence of money, energy 
and matter, and human time allocation, across level when using non-equivalent models).  We 
can expect though that if we start proposing this method of scientific representation of complex 
systems, sooner or later we can see a convergence toward standard procedures on how to do 
such a process in relation to type of problems to be structured. 
 Such a convergence is suggested by the recursive nature of such a process (Fig. 8).  This 
figure clearly shows that the generation of such a MCMS-PS requires an iterative process, 
which has to involve the stakeholders in a “quality control” step about the validity of the 
metaphors used in the quantitative models.  It becomes crucial to have qualitative methods of 
analysis dealing with Trend (drivers) analysis, and with explanations in term of meanings (the 
different effects and consequences on different levels) that the different scenarios considered 
will have.  When looking at the process of decision making as in Fig. 8, it becomes quite 
evident that in practical terms there is no difference whatsoever between qualitative and 
quantitative models.  The “quantitative” nature of quantitative models depends on the 
“qualitative” validity of qualitative models (assumptions used to define the identity of the 
graphs) used to generate numbers used in those models.  At the same time the “qualitative 
models” base their qualitative reasoning on the “quantitative inputs” received by quantitative 
models.  The identity of both depends on each other in an egg-chicken pattern.  
 
 
2.5.2 What can be done using HT approaches 
 
Qualitative applications 
 
In relation to the scheme illustrated in Fig. 8: 
• Scenarios and trend analysis (qualitative analysis, they should be linked to a 

characterization of scenarios on a multicriteria performance space). 
• Policy analysis – e.g. effect of trade in presence of gradients of Emergy and Development 
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Quantitative applications - Unsustainability indicators 
  
A. Environmental Loading indices  
 
These indices should be calculated using various methodologies and logic: 
 
(1) On the supply side of environmental services - transformities related only to biophysical 

processes (where we can assume these values are constant when compared to an economic 
scale of mapping).  That is, these transformities should be calculated over graphs in which 
either only “ecological categories” are considered as reliable (therefore a sufficient number 
of experimental data on input and output guarantee that the transformities are reliable for 
characterizing the category).  Some of the categories considered (tides, rain) can be 
characterized by using thermodynamics functions (for those transformations which are not 
generated by biological processes). 

(2) On the side human/economic process any indicator of loading which can result relevant 
(e.g. MJ of exosomatic energy dissipated per square meter, kg of pollutants released per 
square meter).  This would not be peculiar of HT approach (several others already do that).  
What is peculiar is that when building a multicriteria performance space, changes in these 
indicators of environmental impact can be directly related to other analysis of economic and 
ecological usefulness.  They can be related to changes occurring in individual components 
of the graph (e.g. technological innovations) and the identity of the network.  This is 
something that others cannot do. 

(3) The various indices of environmental loading can be calculated by comparing the flow of 
environmental services available per square meter to the flow of loading provided by 
humans.  Then we will have indices such as Human exo/Natural Em 
Human CO2/Natural Em etc. etc.  Obviously one can chose indicators of environmental 
services more related to the indicator of loading selected. 

(4) Indicator of stress.  We can compare indices calculated for ecological systems under stress 
to indices that should be found if the ecological systems were healthy.  The distance of a 
given ecological system from its attractor solution can be used as a proxy of the effect of 
human interference.  

 
B. Family of indicators of Ecological Services Footprint (in ODUMs).  
Based on a ratio between theoretical requirement of ecological services and local availability of 
ecological services. This can be easily done after defining a reference standard value of 
transformities (like the 3/1 for electricity, which even if it is not valid anywhere in the world, is 
useful for comparison if there is a general agreement to use it as an arbitrary reference quality 
indicator).  One can use a set of standard transformities for ecological services based on an 
arbitrary reference state.  Even if this value is arbitrary (e.g. values estimated on our planet, as 
averages in major ecosystems, in the year of the birthday of HT’s father) they can be used as 
reference value for standard ecological services.  After reaching an agreement, standardized 
values of transformities of basic ecological services assessed in EMjoules of the year of HT’s 
father birthday (called ODUMs) could become legitimate ways of providing a common unit of 
measure for basic ecological services.  A specific family name (such as ODUM) is needed to 
make clear from the beginning that these are not real assessments of sej referring to specific 
cases (as the case of Sweden in 1990), but simply, average values assigned to a conventional 
indicator of quality per unit of ecological services.  These values would be legitimate standards, 
exactly like the 3/1 “quality factor” for electricity used now in world energy statistics of 
commercial energy use (accepted and used even by the World Bank).  As the ratio 3/1, they will 
not refer to any real place or year (probably there are not countries operating at 3/1 for 
electricity generation). Actually after setting references values for ecological services, we can 
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even deal with any local typology of ecosystems by characterizing, local differences in values 
from the reference value (this can be applied to water, soil, land, etc.).   

Actually, if I understand well, Wackernagel is slowly moving toward the adoption of 
this methods in his confuse voyage looking for protocols for Ecological Footprint.  They seem 
to move toward a definition of a reference state (for average assessments of ecological 
footprints) expressed in terms of world averages.  This makes easier to relate specific situations 
to this reference state.  Needless to say that this method makes sense when using ODUMs 
referring to biological categories, and does not make any sense when using square meter 
referring to refrigerators or 20,000 US$ houses as categories used for the assessment (as done 
by Wackernagel). 
 
 
2.5.3 Conclusions of the conclusions 
1. HT gave us a very complex and rich input on how to deal with the analysis of self-

organizing adaptive holarchies.  Still, in my view, some work is required to separate the 
baby from the bath water.  To make things more difficult, when working with the recovery 
of the baby and the throwing away of the bath water, one should be aware, that as 
consequence of this complexity, there are several babies in the same bath.  The problem I 
see is the following.  Until now, every time someone managed to pull out a hand or a foot, 
everyone else tried to hold on the piece and cleaning it as much as possible.  The following 
impasse was generated by the fact, that, often, these body parts were belonging to different 
babies, so that they will not work out properly when combined together.  In conclusion, if 
we want to work on the development of protocols and procedures to be adopted for using 
HT insight in the debate over sustainability, we have to look for several babies to be cleaned 
separately, and then used as a team.  We should look for types of analysis preserving the 
peculiarity of non-equivalent descriptive domains (as illustrated in Fig. 8) and not for 
making models of cost/benefit analysis similar to those proposed by neo-classical economist 
(trying to collapse everything with arbitrary weighting processes into a single descriptive 
domain). Let alone models proposed in physics, where complex time is still an unknown 
concept. 

 
2. Learning, means expanding existing knowledge.  Adding new things to our system of 

knowledge has, however, a cost.  For something that gets in something has to get out.  This 
requires having a memory for forgetting.  If you want to use a complex method of analysis 
(such as HT approach), this method must “become” together with the perception of the 
usefulness of such an analysis as expressed by the users.  I see that the presentation of the 
Emergy approach remained basically the same for the last 30 years.  This is not a good sign 
(at least for me).  I strongly believe that HT approach has huge potentiality and that we are 
in a moment in which it could occupy a very large niche in the debate on sustainability.  
However, being able to take advantage of this opportunity requires forgetting about a lot of 
lock-ins generated during previous interaction of the Emergy school with the context.  
Being ready to become something else if we want to interact more with the environment.  
There are too many lock-ins in the standard presentation of the methodology which are 
stalling the spreading of this approach.  Eliminating some of these lock-ins (the energy 
theory of value, the memory staff and the idea that one unique graph generating one unique 
indicator can fit all sizes) could be very beneficial.  I will provide applied examples in the 
section of review of how, in my view, these lock-ins are killing (or at least dramatically 
reducing) the chances that Emergy will be the first to occupy the empty niche for 
biophysical indicators of sustainability.  But again the final call on what to do, in these 
cases, is not and it cannot be a rational one. The choice on how we want to “become 
something else” is about what we want to loose and what we want to preserve of our 
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personal identity in the process of evolution.  None of these lock-ins is really relevant or 
directly linked to the basic theory or to the originality of the contribution of HT.  On the 
other hand, when combined all together they represent the very identity that Emergy 
analysis took until now.  Keeping in the presentation of Emergy application the standard 
mentioning of “energy theory of value (the donor system of value)” or that the M means 
that Emergy assesses the “energy that went, in the past, into the making of a good” can be 
fully justified by sentimental reasons.  Their preservation will coincide with the 
preservation of the identity of the Emergy approach.  That is, going for a more pragmatic 
vision (accept to be re-absorbed by the environment in order to become more useful) can 
result into the loss of the deep “symbolic” message of this approach.  

 
I apologize for this very long memo, but I just tried to provide you as much information as 

possible on these two points, which are crucial in my view.  Due to my emotional involvement 
in this issue, I could not risk of “saving or sparing” any argument I could throw into the 
discussion. 

I will be happy to receive any type of feed-back and reactions (including personal insults) 
from you.  Any type of feed-back is better than silence.  Clearly, what presented here are just 
my personal opinions about Emergy and I don’t believe nor expect that they have anything to 
do with “the truth”. 
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PART 2 Review of 3 papers 
 
Having made very long the part with general notes I will try to keep as short as possible (I 
whish this were true) the review of the papers.  I assume that these comments will be read after 
reading the general notes.  That is I made reference to the content of the general notes, when 
writing the text of the review. 
 The comments of specific review are divided into two groups:  
(A) comments general to emergy analysis (in this case, I am using the specific application as an 

example of points made in the general notes);  
(B) comments specific for the paper analyzed. 
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1. Emternalities: Theory and Assessment  - Pillet G. et. al. 
 
The paper is well done, as one can expect when dealing with Pillet work.  Therefore, my 
observations do not point at “sloppy applications” of the analysis.  Rather my comments deal 
either with basic theoretical problems of the analysis itself or to considerations related to the 
strategy for selling the approach outside the EMERGY school.  
 
TITLE 
The risk of using terms similar to terms used elsewhere in other disciplines has been discussed 
at length in the general notes.  The definition of EMTERNALITIES as counterpart to economic 
externalities is a clear example of the fatal attraction that the EMERGY school has with playing 
with the fire. 
   
First of all, I am not sure about the definition given here to the concept of “externalities” in 
classic economics (= what an economist will tell you when asked about the meaning of such a 
term = what the economists will thing of when reading the title).  The text says that in economic 
“externalities” stand for the “environmental consequences” of economic production and 
consumption that spill over commercial markets.  This can be true, but the real point is “how 
they do such a mapping”.  It seems to me that such a concept has rather to do with the 
“perception of economic agents about environmental consequences mapped in terms of the 
welfare of economic agents”.  According to this definition externalities (based on personal 
preferences) do a pseudo (or better virtual) mapping of environmental costs and benefits based 
on the perception of these costs and benefits in relation to a given system of mapping of welfare 
(– e.g. expressed in monetary value, from within the economy).  So that when playing with this 
term (proposing emternalities as the emergetic version of externalities), we do the following:  
(1) start the discussion using a very controversial and arguable definition “externalities” and 

use of a concept within the field of economics itself (since others will simply not understand 
what you are talking about when using EMTERNALITIES).  There are economists that do 
not agree that looking for externalities is a good way to deal with sustainability.  Many 
believe that it would be much better to use multicriteria analyses, in which environmental 
costs and benefits can be mapped using biophysical analyses and not the perception of 
people measured in US$ of 1997.  Then  

(2) propose an alternative (non-equivalent) concept which is then proposed as a neologism with 
a very similar term.  In this case the mapping is obtained by mixing together economic and 
biophysical variables.   

In fact, I am not sure that the system quality and the mechanism of modeling proposed under 
the name EMTERNALITIES represents a logical analogous to system quality and the 
mechanism of modeling proposed under the name EXTERNALITIES by economists.  If this is 
true, this simply means pouring gasoline on the fire of possible disciplinary misunderstanding.  
It is not clear to me what is the ultimate goal of this operation.  To show that Emergy analysis 
can replace economic analysis (= we can do whatever you do and even more and better?).  If on 
the contrary the goal is to “complement economic analyses” then I am not sure that introducing 
such a neologism be the best possible option (but this is just a personal opinion). 
 

The first sentence of the paper says. “This paper addresses the valuation of nature’s 
contribution to economic activities.  Our concern is the environmental resources fraction that is 
used in economic production without being priced or accounted for commercially”.   Before 
reading this paper, if someone would have asked me what the Emergy approach is about, I 
would have answered exactly using this 4 lines.  So that my first question about this paper is: in 
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which sense an assessment of  EMTERNALITIES is different from the standard Emergy 
analysis?   

Actually, after reading this sentence, for a moment, I hoped that finally I managed to get 
a paper from the Emergy school that was getting into specification of differences (what 
particular protocols have to be used for seeing certain things rather than other within the family 
of possible applications of HT approach).  But this was not the case. 
 
Pag. 1 and Fig. 1 I am not sure that economic externalities are mapping the “outflowing impacts 
of economic processes on the environment”.  They are rather mapping the “inflowing impact on 
someone else welfare which can be linked to economic activities performed by someone else”.  
Since the mapping of preferences is made from within the economic process and not from the 
environment, nothing physical (energy or matter) is mapped as physically going out of the 
economy. Assessments of economic externalities – in the classical approach proposed by 
standard economics - are not based on the tracking of material flows. 
 
The discussion about the need of accounting for EMTERNALITIES seems to me simply a 
discussion about the opportunity of complementing economic analysis with biophysical 
analysis.  More or less everybody agrees on this.  If there are substantial differences with 
conventional Emergy the author should specify what the differences are.  If there are not 
differences, I still cannot see the usefulness of introducing another new and esoteric name.  
What is the point in using a confusing name (that will generate a strong negative reaction in 
whoever else outside the people of the Emergy school) for saying the economic analyses need 
to be integrated? 
 
Table 1.  Here another political/practical consideration.  Very often people within the Emergy 
school describe events as occurring in the academic world according to their own perception.  I 
found the organization of table 1 quite interesting and I fully share the opinion of Pillet about 
the need of getting into such a trend.  However, having said that, I don’t believe that what 
reported in Table 1 is actually representing what is going on in economics about how to 
evaluate the environment in their analysis. 
First of all, it should be noted that within the economic field there is absolutely no agreement 
(or even worse awareness) of the existence of the 3 phases illustrated in Table 1.   There is not 
even an agreement that one can express costs and benefits using numerical indicators different 
from money.   That is, the two lower raws of your table, would imply using multicriteria 
methods of evaluation in which the performance of economic systems is described (= using 
non-equivalent and non reducible numerical indicators of performance which are not only 
money).   

In the last 2 years I had to participate in several workshops of the EVE network in 
Europe.  These workshops were dealing with methodologies of environmental evaluation and 
were gathering the groups of research operating in Europe (with a few experts from the USA) in 
this field, which got European grants.  None of the participants in any of the workshops ever 
mentioned Energy externalities (the phase 3 in which Table 1 says that we were in 1999).  To 
make things worse, those working on Input/Output analysis and material accounting are very 
far from providing any convincing tool of analysis (the MIP for example proposes to use an 
intensive variables, wastes per unit of GNP to assess consequences – total pollution – which 
would require the use of extensive variables . . .).  In a few occasion multicriteria was 
mentioned, but very few had a clear idea of what type of indicators could be used.  Actually, 
one of the main problems is that there are not reliable tools for this job.  

Here we got into a misunderstanding that can be generated by this table.  The debate in 
economics about environmental accounting is the following one.  Can we deal with 
environmental problems using Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)?  That is, it is possible to catch, 
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represent and compare all the costs and all the benefits using only mapping based on monetary 
values.  

A large part of the economists say YES and for this reason they invented the bizarre 
concept of externalities (actually what is bizarre is how to do the mapping).  They invented a 
mapping of what happens outside the economy (changes and damages occurring in the 
environment) but without getting out of the economy.  That is, they want to map what happens 
outside a house by looking from the closed window and measuring what appear from the 
window.  Since we do not have prices for environmental services they invented virtual markets 
(in order to be able to assign numerical values to the encoding variable $). 

The other economists, those that say NO, make the point that it is not possible to map all 
the costs and the benefit of what is going on outside and that you have to get out and measure 
(getting wet if rains).  This implies that you cannot use CBA, but you have to use multicriteria 
and therefore complementing analyses to the monetary one. 

At this point the story told in Table 1 is not getting right the situation.   
Those economists pushing for CBA (those that understand the meaning and believe in 
externalities) will laugh at the idea that you want to use biophysical indicators for assessing 
environmental impact. This idea is perceived as a threat to their salary and their position of 
power.  
Those economists that are fighting within the economic field for imposing the use of 
MultiCriteria Analysis MCA (versus CBA) hate the concept of externalities (and derived 
terms).  They know perfectly that alternative method of mappings, based on biophysical 
analyses are needed.  What they want is that we (= those working in biophysical analyses) give 
them, as soon as possible, sound analytical tools to be used in MCA.  Only in this way they will 
be able to show that using MCA is better than using CBA.   In my opinion getting into 
Monergy, Emternalities and so on, has the only effect of pushing those looking for alternative 
biophysical methods to be used in MCA to use MIP, Ecological footprints, etc. etc. alternative 
methods of biophysical accounting, which in my opinion are much less convincing than HT 
approach. 
 

A final point here is that one thing is what we believe should be done and what we hope 
that is happening (Table 1) and one different thing is what in reality is happening.  To the best 
of my knowledge all the major European grants for assessment of externalities were based on 
willingness to pay (or other economic methods of quantification of externalities), that is 
everything right now is done in CBA.  Also because those willing to use CBA do not have a 
reliable and organic set of biophysical indicators to cover the different aspect discussed in Part 
1. 
 So that the feeling that there is an evolution and convergence of the theory and 
assessment of externalities described in Table 1 over the three evolutionary steps indicated 
there, can be very strong within the Emergy school, but my guess is that the vast majority of 
economists working in this field are totally non aware of it. 
 
Pag. 3 I don’t agree with the idea of considering an economic system as just “another 
ecosystem” exchanging matter and energy with real ecosystems (as explained in the general 
notes).  The two self-organizing networks learn in a different way, they are evolving in a 
different way and have non-equivalent identity. 
 
Definition of Emternalities.  I cannot see what is peculiar in this definition.  If I understand 
well, this would be the “ecological services footprint” obtained applying an emergy accounting 
to a given graph.  Why should this be called Emternalities?  Economists will be completely 
turned-off by such a term, and for those that are not economists this would simply represent a 
bizarre name given to a simple concept. 
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Emternalities ratios – here we start with the use of ratios calculate on a very generic diagram 
without any specification of “how”, “when”, “why” and “if” (= under which assumptions) these 
numbers are valid mapping of the characteristics of the system that we want to model. 
 
 (A) AH! Here I got an example of extreme epistemological careless 
I quote from page 4 
 “Emergy analysis allows all system parameters, economic and environmental, to be 
calculated on a common energy basis using embodied solar joules or emjoules”. 
 
Again we should recall that real systems are different from models.  No formal system can 
catch all aspects of a real systems.  So first of all we can calculate all the parameters of models 
and not of systems.  Second, no matter how complicated is the model we always neglect some 
relevant parameters of the system (e.g. I guess that in the graph used by Pillet he is not 
considering “property right” as a relevant parameter assessed in energy terms). 
 
I don’t know if the author or the other members of the Emergy schools realize the huge 
dimension of such a claim when considered in its epistemological dimension.   
What is the meaning given to the expression ALL SYSTEM PARAMETERS?   
Are you actually claiming that you (using the graph given in Fig. 2) can account and calculate 
ALL SYSTEM PARAMETERS (economic and environmental) on a common energy basis?  
All the possible dimensions of a real world system and on all its possible hierarchical levels and 
scales?  If taken literally the expression can only be considered either a joke or, being more 
tolerant, as an indirect way to say:  
“THE GIVEN SET OF PARAMETERS CONSIDERED AS THE MOST RELEVANT IN 
THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL PROPOSED BY THE AUTHOR FOR CHARACTERIZING 
THE SYSTEM IN TERMS OF ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES CAN 
BE EVALUATED IN RELATION TO THEIR ROLE IN THE PROCESS OF SELF-
ORGANIZATION OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM, IN RELATION TO A STANDARD 
PATTERN – OR TYPOLOGY – TO WHICH OUR SYSTEM IS SUPPOSED TO BELONG”. 
 
This sounds quite different. 

However, even after adding such an overdue correction (after reformulating the sentence 
into a more modest claim) there is a lot of explaining to do to the reader.  Who checked if the 
relevant parameters selected by the author to make the numerical assessments (= I, I+F, 
R+N+F) are really relevant?  Who checked if the relations among elements of the network 
hypothesized in the graph, are reflecting also the interest and the belief of those that will use 
such a graph?  Are we sure that we can weight ALL THE SELECTED SYSTEM 
PARAMETERS – economic and ecological - in a common energy basis?  Are we sure that we 
are weighting them using the right transformities (which one of the ten methods has been used 
for each element and why)?  Are we sure that our system is belonging to the typology for which 
we are assuming the validity of “quality” indices?  

Actually the explanation given in note 1 is based on the idea that if I used more joules of 
oil for producing 1 joule of electricity, then such a joule has a higher quality.  Such a note does 
not discuss if this rationale can be applied to a mobile generator selling electricity to a national 
grid.  That is if this rationale applies to economic elements of the graph.  That is if this rationale 
applies to every element of the graph representing agriculture in Switzerland.  Obviously, the 
skipping of such a discussion is due to the fact that economic processes are considered just as 
other biological processes, and that therefore the transformities of the two systems can be 
summed.  Please note that this means assuming that ecosystems and societies are in 
equipollence, that is that they co-evolved together at the same speed on a period long enough to 
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have developed a reciprocal knowledge.  That is we must assume that: (1) the effects of the 
agricultural policies implemented by the Swiss government in the last years have been 
incorporated in the DNA of the species operating in the rural areas of that country and in its 
distribution among taxa; (2) that the preferences of humans are perfectly coinciding with those 
of Gaia.  Only we these assumptions we can use the logic that within the integrated graph made 
up of ecological and technical elements, an element that consumes more, gives also more to the 
whole. 
 
Again Pag. 4 
“EMERGY accounting evaluates the work previously done to make a product or a services in 
emjoules”.   
There are two reasons why this statement is not valid.   

If the transformity is working properly (donor system of value applies), the work is not 
done previously but is done right now on lower levels to stabilize the existing flow.  The 
difference is not in time, but in hierarchical level.   

Second point, this statement applies only to biological categories (= biological systems 
in equipollence).  It does not apply to agricultural systems and not to technological ones.  The 
electricity generated by a nuclear plant never had a common ancestor in the form of solar 
energy (remaining in the space-time windows used for describing ecological processes).  Let 
alone how it can be assumed implicitly that pesticides or insurance services should be easily 
assessed in sej. 
 
Again Pag. 4 
Monergy - I discussed at length about pros and cons of going for Monergy. 
 
One question referring to Table V – just a curiosity, how it comes that oil, gasoline and diesel 
have all the same transformity 66,000 emj/j?  
 
Data on table VII pointing at the extremely low ratio emergy/GNP.  This seems to show that 
emergy is not a very good mapping of wealth (as discussed before). 
 
Table VII on pag. 8 
There is a question about the comparability of data obtained using graphs that can be different 
in their nature.   
 
The big difference found with Chinese agriculture, is related to the fact that they work with 
multiple cropping (e.g. 2.5 harvests per year), thanks to rice and the widespread use of fossil 
based nitrogen, but this is reflected by a large labor demand (a lot of farmers = a poor country).  
The relation of this different profile of use of technical and natural capital in the various 
agricultural systems (reflected by big difference in the characterization of the performance in 
ecological and social terms) does not come out clear (probably because I am not familiar with 
the analysis).  The different availability of natural capital per farmer in China and Europe can 
be used to explain the difference and the need of relying more on non-renewable resources in 
China.  However, the relation (the meaning) of these differences in relation to different 
economic and ecological contexts is not explained well to the reader.  
My question (for personal curiosity) is the following: this is due to the nature of the indices, 
which do not make possible such an analysis, or simply because this was not considered as 
relevant by the author here?  (This is just an overview of analysis and not an analysis of 
Chinese agriculture). 
 
Pag. 9 
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Emternalities in National Economies are calculated as for agricultural sectors  
(= two systems defined at a different hierarchical level and different scale). 
Same graphs and same set of transformities?  
If the answer is YES, then how it comes?   
If the answer is NO, then why the line says: “Stages of the methodology in this analysis are the 
same as in Section 2”.   
This is a classic point in which outsiders get lost. 
 
Pag. 11  Discussion – quote - 
“Conversion of renewable energies into marketable commodities was proposed as a benefit to 
society.  However, the use of non-renewable might be considered a negative emternalities, and 
therefore a cost associated with production”. 
 
Here, we are getting into the step where one “extracts meaning” from these analyses.  
Unfortunately, here is where I start having serious problems.  These two statements quoted 
above are very heavy.  We are giving with these two statements clear indications on how to 
“improve” the process of development of a self-organizing holarchy, in this case human 
systems.   
 
However, (this is common to the Emergy literature) there is no trace of what is supporting the 
validity of these statements.  In addition to that, these statements crucial for the rest of the 
discussion, are introduced in a very evasive form [e.g. “was proposed” or “might be 
considered” (by whom?)].  What is really interesting that after this vague introduction these 
statements are then considered absolute truth. 
 
Actually, I happen to believe that none of the two statements is valid (at least the way it is 
given).  In human systems you always find Ying and Yang situations . . . 
* Statement 1 means that increasing the index of Human Appropriation of Net Primary 
Productivity is always good (I am rephrasing the statement using a very popular index, which is 
used by many people to measure how bad humans are doing when exploiting ecosystems = 
when they increase the index of HANPP).  I understand the rationale used by Pillet and I agree 
that there are good reasons for making this point.  On the other hand, there are also good 
reasons for making the opposite point [talking about the need of going multicriteria . . .].  
Sustainability means being able to provide an integrated assessment of trade-offs. Statement 1 
would require the validity of the assumption that the perception of usefulness for humans and 
Gaia always coincide (over all levels and in different geographic locations).  Since this is not 
granted, I don’t think it is possible to use such a statement as a principle that should be used to 
increase the sustainability of human development. 

Statement 2 means that the use of power sources based on non-renewables is bad. Since Pillet is 
a first class scientist in the field of agricultural analysis, I ask him to visualize a total 
replacement of mechanical horse power in agriculture with physiological muscles (the only 
energy converters available to do agricultural work with renewables). That is for each 100 HP 
tractor we should use 1,000 farmers (plus their dependents). Would this represent an 
improvement for the environment?  It is higher the environmental loading of 1 tractor of 100 
HP or that of 1,000 workers (+ their families)? Vaclav Smil has calculated that if we would like 
to replace, today, the power of American tractors (expressed in Horse Power) with real horses, 
we would need at least 250 million horses.  This would require some 300 million hectares for 
producing their feed.  That is, more than twice the total US arable land!  Probably this would 
require a major loss of natural habitat to increase the amount of land in production (or simply 
the collapse of current socio-economic structure of the USA). Again, such a statement is very 
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arguable, depending on how do we structure the problem.  For sure this cannot be a general 
principle (or working hypothesis) after starting the sentence with “it might be”. 

I believe that we are getting into a deep problem with individual applications of Emergy.  Every 
time we perform a specific analysis of a complex systems with a graph and 1 scale we can see 
only one side of the coin (either the ying or the yang).  This is why one always has to use 
complementing descriptions able to catch the other side of the trade-off. 

 

Pag. 12 – “Emternalities and monergy evaluations were used to value these costs and benefits”.    
Again the validity of this statement would imply that: 

(1) these different costs and benefits are commensurable (a growing fraction of those working in 
ecological economics happen to believe exactly the opposite); 

(2) Emternalities and Monergy are able to actually express all the costs and all the benefits for 
all the parameters of the system (economic and ecological) using a single graph (based on a 
single space-time scale) whose identity has been decided by the author; 

(3) Since everything of real systems cannot be mapped by models, the indices calculated in this 
way are the result of several sets of “heroic assumptions” made by the author.  The validity 
of this analysis, therefore, requires also that these several sets of heroic assumptions used in 
the making of the model are all happily accepted by all possible stakeholders (including 
those that will be negatively affected by policies made on the basis of the results of this 
analysis). 

 

In conclusion, I see here a paper presenting the classic Emergy approach in the classic way.  
Actually I don’t see the continuous attempt to add new and new words such as Monergy and 
EMTERNALITIES trying to “speciate” away from the other academic disciplines as anything 
new.  On the contrary, this is what Emergy has been doing from the beginning.  I would, rather, 
see something new when finding an attempt to explain what is done by Emergy analysis using 
simple terms that everybody can understand. 

Personally, I see that this continuous flow of new terms makes only more difficult the 
interaction with outsiders (as explained in the previous general notes).  On the other hand, I 
don’t know whether or not the Emergy school feels that they are still in the phase in which 
reducing the connectedness with the others can be useful. In this case, such an effort to build a 
coordinated set of new concepts can be very useful.  But in this case, the school should take 
advantage of this isolation to clarify the ideas and to develop faster a more homogeneous model 
of analysis (= rather than attempting to reach out, getting into an analysis of rationales and 
procedures used in the various applications). 

Regarding the overall quality of the paper, as expected, Pillet knows what is talking about and 
he has been very clear in presenting his case and his numbers.  The vast majority of my 
comments, refer to general problems with the standard application of the approach and cannot 
be imputed to him. 
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2. Energy, Emergy and Embodied exergy: diverging and converging approaches? – 
Ulgiati S. 

 
If I can be candid about this paper (I know I can since Sergio is an old friend) I have to start 
saying that I did not like much this paper.   This is due to two positive points about Sergio: (1) 
we are all used to the very high quality standards of Sergio papers; (2) he tried to get into 
theoretical issues in a frontal attack. Not only the paper wants to get into the theoretical 
foundations of “emergy approach”, but also, he tries to provide an unifying framework for 
different analytical approaches based on energy accounting.  However, at least to me, such an 
attempt is not convincing for two main reasons. (1) the analysis seems to ignore a crucial point. 
Self-organizing adaptive systems that are relevant for sustainability (ecosystems and human 
systems) are operating not only because of energy flows (useful energy), but also because of 
information flows (they have the ability to store and process information). So that a too strict 
thermodynamic reading of them can be misleading.  HT proposes not only a mapping based on 
the accounting of energy flows and characteristics of energy transformations, but also the use of 
graphs which relates conversion occurring on different hierarchical levels in two parallel goals: 
stability of lower level and stability of higher level.  This implies that it is not only energy, but 
also knowledge (for the given systems, in the given environment) which is mapped by HT 
graphs. (2) the analysis seems to ignore the epistemological dimension (a quality control on the 
validity of the modeling relations used to generated numerical indicators). 
 
I took the opportunity of this theoretical discussion to get back to some points discussed in Part 
1.  Also in this case the vast majority of the criticism is about standard applications of the 
approach. 
 
Lets get into the notes to the text: 
 
Title 
The very mentioning in the title of Energy, Emergy, Embodied Exergy should imply the 
focusing in the text of a characterization of these different methods (what is similar and what is 
different).  I am not sure that the text of this paper delivers on the topic suggested by the title. 
 
Abstract 
Personally I don’t believe that the qualitative difference between Emergy and the other methods 
can be found looking for clearer statements of its thermodynamic basis, as discussed before and 
below.  
 
Introduction 
The claim is made that this paper will focus on the difference between Energy, Emergy exergy 
etc. in terms of a clearer definition of these terms.  
 
1.1 Measuring energy as heat 
Here one gets a one page discussion of Heating values and other available mapping of energy in 
relation to the mapping of fuels as supplier of heat. 
This section ends by saying: “depends upon specific environmental and technical conditions, 
which must be always stated whenever the process is described.”   
That is thermodynamic mappings are useful for dealing with events occurring at the molecular 
level.  TRUE.   Because of that, personally, I don’t believe that they have applicability on 
higher level of organization.  In fact, what if these technical and environmental conditions 
cannot be specified a priori, because the system is complex?  That is, what if our complex 
system is operating in parallel on different scales and in different niches in which it is able to 
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keep different environmental and technical conditions?  Would be an average assessment of 
exergy (or other thermodynamic functions) still a good tool for studying its functioning?  After 
getting the exact value of the average temperature of the planet Earth (the temperature at which 
the whole planet is irradiating to the rest of the Universe), how relevant is this number for 
studying the exergy of a car operating in winter in Alaska, or the exergy of ATP molecules in 
your liver?  Actually this is exactly when Energy is used as a metaphor to map relation between 
processes (systemic properties of self-organizing dissipative systems).  In this case the use of 
the concept “Energy” and “energy forms” is the only available option to avoid losing 
generality.  This is exactly the use made by HT when developing his approach.  But this has 
nothing to do with mapping of these energy forms as fuels. 
 
1.2 Free energy and exergy 
Here I recall the general discussion about the mapping of exergy.  All these equations are 
context and system specific.  They need to have a clear definition of averages environmental 
values and/or reference states.  When we are dealing with a system hierarchically organized in 
which different components are operating in different environments in parallel (the species dogs 
have populations operating in winter and summer, then has organisms operating at night and in 
days, outside and inside warm and cold houses, the cells of these dogs are almost all at the same 
reference state, but for some sick dogs).  What value of parameters required by the equation of 
free energy do we put in the equation, if we want to map the exergy going into the dog species?   
If we use average values, are we sure that such a mapping will then be useful for dealing with 
my dog operating in Alaska?  Let alone if we are dealing with equation willing to map exergy 
in ecosystems (what temperature do we put in the equation? Environment temperature? = night 
or day temperature, winter or summer, year averages, what if the planet is warming up?).  What 
if at the same external temperature of 9 degrees Celsius we have an ecosystem with a lot of 
mammals (with an internal temperature much higher than the external one) and another 
ecosystem with a lot of reptiles? Should this affect the temperature used for the reference states 
(since a larger part of the biomass of animal is operating at a higher temperature in the mammal 
case?). 
 As seen also with the example of olive trees, several alternative mappings of 
transformities are all applicable at the same element depending on how we decide to 
characterize its identity (the 100 kg of biomass of olive tree have different identities at different 
scales).  Nested hierarchical systems have multiple identities and requires the use of non-
equivalent mapping of exergy depending on how we chose of describing them.  
 
Second, on pag.3 there is quote saying: 
“exergy is the amount of work obtainable when some matter is brought to a state of 
thermodynamic equilibrium with the common components of the natural surroundings”.  That 
is, = if a biological system takes advantage of all the available gradient of exergy, it would die 
(because either it would have to do conversion that require an infinite time or it will have to 
become too close to environmental characteristics – it has to make weaker and weaker its 
identity – it will diffuse into its environment). [= I don’t want to bother you going into the 
general theory of maximum power . . .].  Due to the fact that living systems are alive and 
maximize power, they are never using all the exergy available according to thermodynamic 
equations.  The more power they want to use, the less exergy of the maximum theoretically 
available they use from a given gradient.  So what?  Can we formalize in thermodynamic term 
how convenient is for the stability of the process of self-organization of a given dissipative 
adaptive system to use exergy?  What is the trade-off implied by using at different rates the 
available gradients of exergy?  How bad or good is having less power available to interact with 
the world but using better exergy? This would require to consider events occurring in parallel 
on two scales (something that thermodynamic functions cannot do).  Therefore such an 
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optimization cannot be expressed using a function which is based on the parallel use of the two 
non-equivalent mapping of exergy (related to the different environmental characteristics on the 
two levels).  IF we agree that this cannot be done (and this is sure since thermodynamics of 
equilibrium says nothing about the effect of autocatalytic loops, Adaptability, stability, 
resilience and so on, and needs a reference state). THEN, it is very unlikely that general exergy 
equations applied to whole ecosystems or to whole planet will have a lot to say about how to 
characterize the behaviour of self-organizing adaptive systems.   

Exergy mappings can on the contrary be very useful for mapping requirements of energy 
carriers, and the effect of energy conversions, when the specific information about local 
conditions are available. 

  
Coming to the use of exergy as an indicator of environmental impact, all the proposed 

mappings for exergy of resources are not applicable if we define the “quality for resources” at a 
level of organization above the molecular one.  That is, we can use how distant is a given 
molecular configuration from its reference value as a measure of pollution.  OK.  But then we 
can use this approach only to resources whose relevant quality can be defined at the molecular 
level.  Actually the very definition of dissipative structures (as proposed by Prigogine) implies 
that for those systems, a level of organization above the molecular one must be adopted to 
account for their particular identity. The pattern recognition of a dissipative structure requires 
the existence of a hierarchical level of organization higher than the molecular one.  The 
mechanism generating the pattern, however, can only be studied looking at a lower hierarchical 
level.  That is we are back to the problem that hay is exergy for donkey but not for a car and 
that gasoline is exergy for a car and not for a donkey.   

In conclusion, no problem with using molecular reference state for generating indicators of 
pollution for powders, gases and other bulk wastes (e.g. Szargut, Ayres), but I don’t see any 
relevant use of this method for mapping relevant qualities of biological and economic systems 
(=typologies of patterns of self-organization in adaptive holarchies). 

 
1.3 Energy and the law of thermodynamics 
All the text of these pages refers basically to mapping of quality for fuels (as heat supplier) 
operated within boxes, pipes and machines made up by humans.  Again, nothing specific or 
relevant about processes of self-organization. In biological or human systems.   
 
Pag. 5 - A line is relevant for this discussion.  “Free energy depends upon the reference level, it 
is not a property of the resource itself, it is a system property”. 
OK 100% agreement, however, something is missing here.  System property means depending 
on the goal of the system.  In fact, if the system keeps a given organization in time in relation to 
a given associative context, then it means that it is performing a function (the organized 
structure has a goal).  The thermodynamics developed by Carnot was based on developing 
mapping of energy forms applicable to the operation of machines.  For example the equations 
used to assess the chemical exergy of 1000 kg of gasoline, does not say that this is not exergy 
for a donkey.  These equations tend also to miss the mapping of alternative uses.  For example, 
we could drop this 1000 kg of gasoline (held in a barrel) on the head of the donkey for killing it, 
or using this barrel as a weight to lift the donkey on a mechanical elevator. In this case (a 
different goal or a different setting) would require different mapping of exergy for the very 
same gasoline.  That is the 1000 kg of gasoline in these different cases (because of our goals) 
would become exergy also for the donkey.  This possibility of gasoline of being exergy for a 
donkey was excluded by the use of the modeling relation provided by the equation of free 
energy proposed in classic thermodynamics.  When inventing the elevator we provided a new 
possible use of that gasoline for the donkey.  Humans can expand the possible definitions of 
exergy depending on the characteristics of new machines generated by human creativity. 
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Conclusion it is the particular setting (and the goals) that makes valid the equations that 
should be used to map exergy.  We cannot start with equations and assume that they are the 
ones to be used for mapping what is going on in the planet.  First we have to define the 
representation of the system that we want to use in our model (justifying why this 
representation and not another) and then looking for a set of mapping of exergy.  The possible 
set of mapping of exergy to be used will result as a by-product of this decision.   So the 
sentence “Free energy depends upon the reference level, it is not a property of the resource 
itself, it is a system property”. Should be expanded into: “It is not a system property only, it is 
also a model property (it depends on how we chose to represent the system)”.  However, I have 
to warn you that if you accept this, this would imply a major epistemological breakdown of 
how to use all classic thermodynamics. 

 
The big artillery of thermodynamics in general applies to the mechanical conversion of 

heath flows into machines.  The vast majority of biological exergy, which is going through 
living systems, is based on biochemical conversions that have very little to do in terms of 
system of mappings of the thermodynamics of Carnot.  Put in another way, because Sergio is a 
physicist and a lot of other people working in exergy are engineers, we got these 5 pages of 
introduction spent in framing the possibility of mapping energy conversion under specific 
conditions (in terms of exergy or free energy) in this way. That is we got here is the list of 
relevant available mapping of exergy within machines.  On the other hand, if this paper would 
have been written by an expert in biochemistry probably he would have filled the same 5 pages 
discussing of the available mapping of bio-chemical cycles within living systems (ATP and 
NADH systems).  Take a paper of Kaufmann for checking this.   

Now the 5 pages of available mapping of exergy in biochemistry would be as relevant 
as the 5 pages of available classic thermodynamics mapping of exergy given by Sergio to the 
framing of the Emergy approach.  That is, they both have very little usefulness in presenting HT 
approach.  

That is, classic thermodynamics and biochemistry mappings are all mappings done 
within situations in which we can clearly: (1) specify technical and environmental conditions 
within the duration of the model and (2) we can define a clear boundary for the system (actually 
things are not that simple for biochemistry).  Put in another way, the machine or the containers 
we are using in the experiment does not change and the biochemical system we are studying 
does not change its identity in the duration of the model nor it adapt its behaviour according to 
changes in the goal or circumstances.   Prices changes during the duration of the validity of a 
mapping given by the DNA of a tigers. 

Those proposed by HT are systems of mappings which are based on relational functions 
(systemic properties) that in order to be valid and applicable MUST BE INDEPENDENT from 
the specification of local details (they refers to categories and not to individuals).  On the other 
hand, they must have enough identity to be modeled. 

I believe that this is a crucial epistemological point missed by the analysis presented 
here, and that deserves a few additional comments. 

The epistemological ambiguity of the definition of energy versus exergy can be related 
to various epistemological ambiguities found when dealing with holarchies. 
 
1. Ambiguity related to the very definition of holons.  In order to have a valid holon (to 

characterize the identity of holon) you must have the parallel characterization of 2 non-
equivalent identities. (1) that of the incumbent (the particular organized structure 
performing a function within its associative context = a mapping of exergy). and (2) that of 
the role (the characterization of the function of the holon in relation to a relational analysis 
of its interaction with other holons = a definition of the usefulness of this energy form in 
terms of work sustaining the emergent property on the higher hierarchical level).  That is, 
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we can expect that in general after defining a focal level of analysis (to be used as 
reference) in the infinite ladder of levels we are talking of a two level mapping. (1) 
mappings of exergy deal with the mapping of individuals (= location and historic specific 
characterization of system characteristics and boundary conditions), and (2) mapping of 
energy deal with the characterization of types.   That is after having an average value for the 
category (the energy assessment) you can have a fluctuations (the error bar of plus or minus 
of the standard deviations – the exergy assessment.  This finer tuning assessment can 
account for (1) specific fluctuations of the characteristics of the members of the category 
(each individuals car GOLF made by the Volkswagen using the same blueprint can have 
different gasoline consumption per 100 Km due to technical differences or differences in 
the experience of the driver). (2) specific fluctuations in environmental conditions (the very 
same golf with the very same driver can have a different mileage per gallon of gasoline 
because of different weather conditions or when going up-hill).  In this case, what is 
relevant for the category (energy assessment) is not relevant for specific cases (exergy 
assessment) and viceversa.  

2. Ambiguity related to the need of considering in parallel more than one time scale.  That is 
mapping exergy means working with a specific individual (defined at a given point in space 
and time using a given scale) for which goals and boundary conditions are given (the 
system is already a member of a useful equivalence class).  That is, if we are mapping the 
energetic aspect of cooling or heating the goal is clear.  The only thing we have to do is to 
do it (cooling or heating) with a maximum in efficiency.  On the contrary, when we are 
using energy, we are dealing with the characteristics of an element in relation to its 
interaction with the others.  In this case it is no longer clear that optimizing the efficiency of 
using exergy gradient for that particular element is a relevant strategy to be followed.  That 
is, when dealing with relational functions, you have several criteria to be followed at the 
same time.  For example, Spain can prefer to produced electricity at 4/1 using its own coal 
rather than 3/1 using Arab oil, since in this way, Spain can use local resources (not paying 
the primary source of energy) and because in this way is less dependent on foreign countries 
for its internal supply of electricity. Clearly, this additional criteria could not be detected if 
we had structured the problem only using exergy accounting based on the simple mapping 
of the technical conversion of fuels into electricity.  As noted before exergy equations do 
not say if the fuel smells or if you have a stock of lower quality fuel in your backyard.  That 
is when moving from a more vague definition of energy (which is simply used to establish 
and tracking a relation between interacting elements) to a more formal system of mapping 
of energy (the exergy mapping requiring a lot of information location specific), we loose the 
ability of linking to this mapping multiple meanings.  If we run a model that optimize the 
use of exergy in an activity, we are exactly doing what Sergio complains about later on: 
optimizing a complex system in relation to only one process, one product and one criteria 
for defining the performance of the process.  Put in another way, HT graphs, maximize 
power and they refer to energy (self-organizing adaptive holarchies are maximizing power 
and adaptability at the same time).  On the contrary if we want to optimize the Exergy 
(which is description dependent) we will define efficiency only in relation to one goal and 
one scale.  Following this optimization, simply lead to breaking the harmony in the holarchy 
(what humans are doing now by maximizing the economic growth).  The explanation is 
simple.  When you maximize the power of an holarchy, you are maximizing power and 
adaptability across levels for all holons.  That is you are sharing the stress of change 
(through negotiation) among all the processes that are contributing at the different 
hierarchical levels (and scales) to the process of reciprocal self-entailment of the identity.  
This is why natural systems are critically organized (the frequency of a catastrophic event is 
inversely proportional to their relevant time differential). Clearly, such a mechanism of 
reciprocal entailment of processes, occurring in parallel on different scales, cannot be 
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captured and described by a single model.  Let alone by a single definition/mapping of 
exergy.  Maximizing power and adaptability in holarchy translates into the need of 
discussing priorities among contrasting goals (e.g. overtaxed households need a break and 
local administration with their budget in red need more income, how can we share the stress 
if we have to change the terms of trade between these two holons? More taxes or less taxes?  
Which solution will be more destabilizing on the whole? = which of the two levels will 
collapse first?).  More efficiency at a lower level (more productivity of lower level holons) 
means the possibility of investing more in adaptability.  However, such an adaptability can 
be expressed at the lower (more free time and money spent in hobbies at the household 
level) or the higher level (more services and more research at the country level).  How to 
describe such a process?  HT graph actually can deal with this problem, if properly used, 
(assessing the relative change of prices and the relative changes in storages and flows, in 
various components).  Equations based on exergy mapping simply are not there. 

 
 
Pag 5 - after 5 pages of introduction basically fully devoted to how to map fuels we finally get 
into the presentation of the concept of embodiment and emergy accounting. 
To introduce the concept of embodiment Sergio uses the example of the transformity of 
electricity.  Then he suddenly (after 5 and half pages of text!) we move - in 5 lines!!!! - from 
analytical tools available to represent energy conversions in fuel to the concept of emergy form 
= transformity = for self-organizing systems operating on several scale, able to accumulate 
knowledge and adaptability = if you spend more in making something, then it is worth more.   
Just two lines more of those that I used to make the summary of its 5 lines. 
 
After investing these 5 lines to move from fuels to human societies, Sergio uses the next 3 lines 
and 2 references to make sure for the reader the following point. IF a joule of electricity has 
been made using 6 joules THEN it is worth more than a joule of electricity, which has been 
made using 3 joules.  That is the 2 lines are used to reaffirm the big difference between Emergy 
and economic valuation based on the donor system of value (= justifying the energetic theory of 
value in 3 lines). 
 
It should be noted that we moved from a list of available exergy mappings of fuels (defined at 
the molecular level) as just supplier of heat (their smell or color is not considered by the 
equations presented) to the validity of a mapping of “value” in economic systems (that include 
human preferences, institutional settings, technology and availability of natural resources) in 8 
lines.   

No wonder that outsiders cannot understand the rationale of the approach!   
I tried to get into these concepts in Part 1 (more than 100 pages between text and figures) with 
the only hope that you could follow me, because we share the same interest and a long period of 
work on this topic.  Probably a innocent reader would not understand anything out of my 100 
pages, so that I also do not expect that the same reader could get anything home from these 8 
lines. 
 
Moreover, it should also be noted, that the points implicitly made in the 8 lines are exactly the 
most controversial points about which all the criticism about Emergy have been focused on.  
Personally, I found very peculiar that a paper that wants to focus on definitions and theory of 
methodologies in face of heavy criticism, “invests” 5.5 pages of its text in providing lists of 
how engineers and physicists characterize fuels and then uses only 8 lines for liquidating, 
without any discussion, the most controversial assumptions of the method it wants to clarify. 
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At this point we get into a series of statements, about which I can do some guessing of the 
intended meaning, but that, I am afraid, would result obscure for an outsider (let alone for an 
economist): 
Next sentence says (more or less): “in these days everything is based on fossil energy and 
therefore there is a focus on it.  However, before everything was solar”.   
Because of this, I am quoting now: 
“Odum switched its focus from the interface human societies-fossil storages to the interface 
human societies-environment, identifying the free environmental work as the source of each 
kind of resources supporting human activity”. 
 
Due to the non-equivalence between natural and technical capital discussed before the 
operational meaning of this sentence is not clear.  I can have a lot of solar energy and still not 
be able to drive a 4x4 trucks to carry goods or being able to watch the final of “Superball” plaid 
in a different state on TV.  Everyone agrees that without sun we would not have life on this 
planet (including the people of the World Bank), but still if I want to buy a truck or a TV set I 
have to pay in US$ for it. 
 
Another statement is then given below: 
“this new point of view requires evaluations of . . . processes that are not under the human 
control and . . . follow a different optimization pattern than humans do”. 
 
Everybody in the world today agrees (including those working at the World Bank) that it would 
be nice to have analyses based on systems of mapping independent from human preferences 
(and this would imply not mixing these biophysical mappings with prices).  That is we must be 
able to complement economic analyses with alternative analyses. But at this point, what stated 
here become puzzling, within the presentation of the Emergy approach.  In fact, this statement 
explicitly says that any mapping of such a concentration of emergy forms through hierarchy of 
processes made by natural processes, will never have anything to do with wealth, as defined by 
human preferences (since they follow different optimization patterns).  That you cannot expect 
to have an energy theory of value based on assessment of solar energy. 
 
But things become even less clear, in the next sentence, which says. 
Ecological processes are optimizing several goals at the same time (not just one-product 
output), since they are complex, whereas human societies do the stupid thing (optimizing one 
thing at the time), since they are less complex.   
 
Clearly this statement is not true.  Human societies are more complex than ecological systems, 
and they are optimizing a lot of things at the same time (including dreams and aspirations of 
4-year-old children). Only stupid models proposed by either engineers (optimizing the use of 
exergy) or economists (optimizing the profit using CBA) are optimizing one thing at the time.  
The problem is generated by the fact that these scientists do not realize that their models are not 
optimizing real things, but only the representation of the world that they are selecting when 
proposing a formal inferential system based on variables and equations.  In fact politicians 
never base their decision only on the result of these stupid models.  The process of decision 
making is always based on a political mediation between contrasting views.  The stupid models 
(based on the optimization of one variable at the time) that claim to be able to compare all the 
costs and all the benefits (which are incommensurable in reality) are only used to hide to the 
public the real terms of the negotiation.  That it, these models make possible to keep 
confidential the set of relevant criteria and the set of relevant weighting factors that were used 
(for real at the moment of deciding) to compare incommensurable costs and benefits.   Again 
characterizing an option as better than another only because 54 (E15sej or E15US$) is more 
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than 47 (E15sej or E15US$) does not carry any information to the public.  Moreover putting all 
the eggs in the same basket (using a single indicator) is a very unwise strategy, when discussing 
options that are affected by a huge degree of uncertainty and face contrasting legitimate 
perspectives of what should be considered relevant (or better or worse) by the various 
stakeholders.  This is the standard situation faced when discussing of sustainability today.  
Models should be used to enhance the discussion and negotiation among the stakeholders (what 
is the best identity of the graph for discussing of this problem? What is the best method to 
define usefulness for these energy forms? What we want to sustain in this system and what we 
can accept to lose?).  Social learning means exactly being able to use new useful categories for 
problem structuring (the ability to make better and more powerful graphs). 

Again one has to be very careful not to confuse the model of a complex system with the 
complex system itself. 
 
Pag 7 – Emergy and transformity 
 
Definition again very careless in the epistemological dimension. 
 
“Emergy is the amount of available energy of one form directly or indirectly required to 
provide a given flow or storage of energy or matter” 
 
What is the meaning of “indirectly”?  That we can go everywhere in space and time tracking 
back what is embodied in a whale (up to the Big Bang and to the frontiers of our expanding 
universe?).   As soon as we admit that we are dealing with a complex system (a holarchy 
defined over several scales) we can no longer assume that given a problem the boundary that 
should be considered for representing such a problem in a domain of the reality is “obviously 
the same” for all the observers.  In rare occasions, it is easy to reach such a consensus when 
dealing with boxes, molecular reactions, ideal billiard balls.  However, the best choice of a 
boundary is no longer clear for a shoe factory operating in India (labor and environmental 
loading local), with technology from Germany, Australian capital, shipping its goods using 
Chinese ships and selling its product in Latin America.  When you track flows of money or 
flows of matter of energy or human knowledge in this case, you have to use several distinct 
boundaries for the same system.  

That is, when discussing how to represent complex systems you cannot use sentences 
like this one. 
 
First of all, lets’ start saying that the very concept of emergy, according to this definition, is 
related to your formal representation of a real complex system (and not to the real complex 
system).  Since a real complex system would, require an infinite amount of information to be 
described at all its scales and in all its possible relation with the rest of the universe.  This is 
why you must go for a heroic simplification.  This is not bad, since this is the only option we 
have.  But we must be aware of it. 

That is, you have to map this complex object (which can be defined in an infinity of 
different ways) into an information space which is limited (the computer space occupied by 
your model and the data needed for operating it).  In order to do that, you must decide how to 
do this dramatic compression (simplification of all possible ideas on how to represent systems 
elements and their relations).  This is what is reflecting your personal feelings and belief.  For 
example, the Emergy school never include electrons as elements of the system (category theory 
can be used to justify such a choice), but if you don’t use category theory this could have been 
an option. 

That is, Emergy is not a measure of energy or exergy (which do not exist in absolute 
terms) but something that depends on your choice of how to represent a self-organizing system 
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as a dissipative system, which has an identity guaranteed by autocatalytic loops.   This means, 
that you have to make a model with a duration and with a limited set of system qualities 
encoded by your variables.  Such a model can simulate these relevant relations of the real 
system using differential equations (working with a given dt smaller than the duration).  After 
having done that you are not measuring the amount of energy directly or indirectly required in 
the real world, but simply what is mapped in your representation of the dissipative process in 
your model.  This is why you can build an indicator of usefulness in relation to a typology of 
self-organization. 
  
Second, in this sentence, it is extremely evident the role that the choice of: (1) duration of the 
model, (2) relevant dt (time differential used in the system of differential equations) play in 
defining the results.  In fact, they will determine, what should be considered as a storage and as 
a flow and therefore the value taken by the indices. Again Georgescu-Roegen worked on these 
concepts in his critical overview of the epistemological problems found when working with 
input/output analysis (an equivalent analytical tool – a different version - of the graphs 
proposed by HT).  As soon as you are in this situation you cannot map in parallel two systems 
(networks), that can be characterized only by using two non-equivalent descriptive domains 
(different durations and dts).  This points clearly at the fact that the mixing in the same diagram 
of ecosystems and societies should at least be discussed. 
 
So it is simply not true that: 
“Solar Emergy is the sum of all inputs directly or indirectly required in a process”.   
 
Such a sentence should be replaced by this 3 step statement: 
1. “we are basing our analysis on a system of representation of typologies of energy networks, 

which is used to attribute different quality factors at a given mapping of energy forms 
obtained from a specific self-organizing dissipative system under study. The 
characterization of the system under analysis has been performed according to standard 
procedures.”   

2. “There are cases in which the self-organizing dissipative system under analysis, can be 
assumed to belong at one of the known typologies of energy networks (about which we 
know general system properties).  However, deciding whether or not the special system 
belong to a known typology requires a value call. 

3. When there is an agreement on the fact that the system under analysis is a legitimate 
member of a known typology, we can use the accumulated knowledge of system properties 
of the typology to make inferences about our specific system.  This process can be used to: 
(a) assess the usefulness of a particular energy form in relation to another, and (b) assess 
how the particular system under investigation compare to the standard typology to which it 
belongs.  That is we can compare a profile of characteristics (indices based on ratios among 
flows) of the investigated system against the known profile of characteristics of the 
typology. 

 
Again this list of points, at least to me, sounds quite different from 
“Solar Emergy is the sum of all inputs directly or indirectly required in a process”. 
 
In general I find that the description of the methodology in this page quite confusing. Never one 
can find the obvious point that models are distinct from the reality and what are the implications 
of this difference.  For example, after stating the discussion that one input comes from another 
process that comes from another process on different levels, it becomes evident that it is no 
longer sure that it is possible to sum or use all the relative transformities across non-equivalent 
descriptive domains. If you use a program STELLA to describe how changes in economic 
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growth affect the changes in fertility of a population, and you use boxes and lines indicating 
flows (as in the graph of HT).  Then, you can describe changes in fertility and mortality by 
adding a control on the input and output flows from the box population.  To simulate real world 
patterns, you can put a feed-back loop starting from the GNP box and going to the controls of 
the box population.  When the GNP goes up the fertility goes down and the mortality goes 
down.  However, in reality, changes in the level of GNP do not affect the behavior of 
“population”, but rather the behavior of individual household (those deciding whether or not 
controlling the number of their children).  So if you use your graph for studying the behavior of 
the system you are not seeing the elements where the decisions are made and the effect of 
changes are felt.  Put in another way, you cannot explain the specific causes of changes in 
fertility and you cannot propose policies, since in your model those that are deciding whether or 
not having babies are not present.  In fact, they are in a hierarchical level lower than the one 
used to describe the dynamic of population changes. 

That is, in adaptive holarchies feed-backs operate very often at a hierarchical level which is 
different from the one at which we are studying the main dynamics.  Using a more technical 
jargon in adaptive holarchies controls and dynamics are operating on non equivalent descriptive 
domain.  Especially when we have several inputs coming from several hierarchical levels, it is 
not always possible to define an identity for all elements (belonging to different levels) with the 
same level of accuracy, on the space-time scale of the focal dynamics.  Again we can recall the 
100 kg of biomass of olive trees about which we cannot give a clear transformity, if we describe 
them at different scales.  That is when defining population, we cannot see if the household-type 
of 5 member is more affected by the feedback than the household-type of 8 members. 

I am not saying here that the use of the transformity cannot be done, but simply that this has 
to be discussed and justified (why it can be done, when it can be done, how do we know if it 
can be done).  This is never discussed in Emergy papers. So that I was expecting that in this 
paper focusing on a theoretical discussion at least some of these problems would have been 
mentioned. 

 
Pag. 8  we arrive to a quite obvious logical inconsistency discussed at length in Part 1. 
The text literally says: 
(a) transformities are not constant in space and time even for the same activity. 
(b) Since emergy reflects knowledge which is expanding. “it becomes a “memory” of resources 

invested over the whole process”. 
(c) An optimum performance “can be shown” by systems in equipollence 
(d) The numerical values of transformities to be used in different applications and cases can be 
found in the book. 
 
Very quickly: 
(a) is logically inconsistent with (d).  
(b) this statement is inconsistent in itself.  If Emergy is a property of the identity of the network 

in relation to its boundary conditions, it cannot reflect or being a memory of what happened 
in the past (in terms of mapping).  

In alternative one can interpret this sentence as saying that self-organizing dissipative systems 
are path-dependent (their identity now is affected by what happened in the past).  But this 
would be a quite trivial statement and not peculiar for HT approach. 
We are saying the dissipative, living and human systems have a “history” that affect their 
behavior.  I never met a person that was challenging this idea. 
  The problem here is that knowledge does not include only the characteristics of the 
system, but also how good the system is doing in interacting with its context now.  Because of 
this, keeping memory of the past is certainly useful (this is what adaptability is about), but it is 
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not everything.  A memory of the past can be totally useless if the context changed.  See the 
concept of developing a memory for forgetting discussed in part 1. 
 
The most interesting sentence of this page is sentence (c).  
 
This is something that I cannot understand about the emergy school.  The text of Emergy papers 
tend always to oscillate in their tone between: (1) very bold declarations (well above what 
should be done on a scientific paper) = that Emergy is based on the accounting of all forms of 
energy direct and indirect (without bothering in putting some boundary neither in space or time 
or to deal with evident epistemological problems), that Emergy can measure the real value of 
things, can provide the scientific mapping of wealth , and (2) very shy declaration (well below 
what should be done on a scientific paper) = that typologies of networks “can be shown” by 
networks in equipollence.  This is similar to the expression used by Pillet “was proposed” or 
“might be considered”.   If you are proposing some general principle or assumption, which is 
then used to measure the real value of thing, or even more important to make decisions that will 
affect the lives of millions of people, you should be sure that “typologies of networks that 
exhibit standard system properties exist” and that can be used for defining quality factors. That 
is, you can not base your analysis on something that “sometimes happens”.  On the other hand, 
if this happens only sometimes, it is not always sure that, when applying your method you are 
measuring the real value of things or using the ultimate tool for the scientific determination of 
wealth.  IF this could happen and IF only when this happens, Emergy can be useful for decision 
making, THEN you must discuss how can we recognize “when” we can apply the method and 
“when” we cannot.  I hope that you agree with me that this point is a quite relevant one. 
 
Last 8 lines of pag. 8 
 
The discussion about which one is the right transformity to be used. 
“Small changes in the application of a method for calculating some transformities cannot be a 
sufficient reason to invalidate the global rationale of the approach”. 
 
At this point you have to forgive my quite direct question: 
What is the global rationale of the approach?   
* Are you discussing on how to select each time according to each situation which one of the 10 
methods for calculating transformities should be used?   (how to calculate usefulness of 
typologies of networks). 
*Are you discussing under which circumstances transformities of Sweden 1990 or of my 
mobile generator of electricity should be used rather than 3/1?   
* Are you discussing what is the right duration to be selected when drawing the graph, and what 
is gained and what is lost with this choice?  
*Are you discussing how your new value for crude oil is related to the fractal possibility of 
defining for the same energy form different transformities according on how I decide to 
represent it?  e.g. your new value applies to the barrel of crude oil even when I use it for lifting 
the donkey, that is when I am using it as just 800 kilograms of weight? 
 
 I am not sure about the existence of a clear exposition of the rationale of the approach 
(or at least I was not able to get it, after all these years).   
In your view  “the rationale of the general approach” = “standard application of Emergy 
accounting using graphs in which ecosystems and societies are mixed together, and in which 
the donor system of value is supposed always to apply, and in which the transformities are 
“randomly” taken from the set found in “the book” without any discussion about their 
applicability and validity”?   
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If this is your definition of the rationale of the general approach, this could explain why 
many do not like Emergy analysis. 

If this is not the rationale of the general approach, where this rationale has been 
discussed?   For sure not in this paper (up to now). 
 
Let’s see now what would be my presentation of the global rationale of the approach if I had to 
give one: 
*************************************************** ************** 
Rationale (Oxford dictionary) = fundamental reason, logical basis. 
 
If I had to provide a rationale for the approach of analysis proposed by HT I would go for 
something like that. 
 
1. Self-organizing dissipative systems have systemic properties which applies to the whole 

class.   The existence of a “class” for dissipative systems (the fact that a process of energy 
dissipation at molecular level result into a pattern generation at a large space-time scale) 
was investigated by Prigogine et al.  Within the general class of dissipative systems the 
work of other scientists (HT Odum, Rosen, Gell-Mann) pointed at the existence of other 
classes of dissipative systems which have particular relevance for the sustainability issue.  
They include ecosystems and human societies which manage to stabilize their identity due 
to autocatalytic loops of useful energy and useful information.  The peculiarity of these 
subclasses is the they developed mechanisms to encode (e.g. DNA and language) and 
process information (e.g. natural selection, knowledge formation in humans) that make 
possible for them to self-organize using autocatalytic loops of useful energy. In this way, 
they can operate much more far away from thermodynamic equilibrium (maximizing 
power) and on a much larger space-time scale, than the simpler class of dissipative system 
investigated by the school of Prigogine.  Note that this implies that the more complex is the 
adaptive dissipative system to be described, the less relevant become the use of 
thermodynamic functions to explain its behavior.  This clearly does not imply that they can 
disobey those laws. 

 
2. when dealing with a specific situation in which we want to apply this methodological 

approach, we start by assuming that there is an adaptive self-organizing dissipative system.  
In this case, one can look for (go for a “pattern recognition” of) some known TYPOLOGY 
of self-organizing dissipative network, about which we already know “system’ property”.   
In this way, our previous knowledge about the TYPE can be used to infer information about 
the specific situation. 

 
3. After having individuated a “useful metaphor” we can draw a graph describing the specific 

situation under analysis, in a way that assumes (or implies) that such a network is a member 
of the category (equivalence class) of dissipative network (the type) selected in step 2. 

 
4. There are several uses that can be made of the selected metaphor, which implies different 

procedures (not protocols) to be followed for using it.  A procedure implies “value calls” in 
its application (it is an open, flexible tool), whereas a protocol is basically the application of 
an algorithm. 

 
Let’s now have a look at these possible uses: 
 
a. measuring transformities and a set of indices for characterizing the system under 

investigation and compare them with transformities and a set of indices known for the 
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typology.  In this case, we have to specify in STEP 2 which one of the 10 methods will be 
used in the calculation of each transformity.  This implies that the method selected per each 
transformity in the system under investigation must be the same adopted for calculating the 
standard set of values given in the typology.  It should be noted that several distinct 
typologies can apply to the same system under investigation depending on the goal of the 
analysis (e.g. different transformities for the same 100 kg of olive trees). 

This use can provide: (1) families of indicators of stress for ecological systems.  In fact in this 
way it is possible to check how distant are the values calculated for the specific system from 
those expected for the type.  This can be do to an external interference applied to the system or 
simply to the existence of cyclic attractors (the network can pulse and is in a state different 
from the one assumed for the type).  In this case, if we know the full pattern (the various states 
of the pulse) one can track the position of the system on its trajectory.  It should be noted that 
this use not necessarily has to generate Emergy indices.  For example, the indicators of stress in 
terms of W/kg and kg/square meter, that I developed for terrestrial ecosystems, was based on 
the table of characteristics of ecosystems given by HT and his brother in terms of relations 
between, NPP, GPP and standing biomass. That is they have nothing to do with emergy 
assessments. (2) a method to characterize the position on a give trajectory of development of a 
specific human society.  This can be useful when making international comparisons or 
discussing of trends and scenarios. 
 
b. attributing measures of “usefulness” to energy forms belonging to the graph of the system 

investigated, using transformities calculated (or better known) from the typology.  This can 
be useful in discussion of possible policy options.  This use implies that the rationale of the 
methodology (selection of 1 methods from the 10 or more methods available) used to 
calculate the transformities in the typology (in relation to the goal of the analysis and the 
class of system considered) MUST BE discussed in each application. 

 
c. reconstruct “ghost” images of missing parts of the typology of the class from the specific 

system under investigation.  That is, when dealing with a tiger with 3 legs or with a tiger in 
a zoo, one can state that it should have 4 legs and that 1 kg of biomass of tiger ENTAILS 
the existence of X kilograms of biomass of other elements of the terrestrial ecosystems 
(about which we know both identity and characteristics).  The validity of this inference is 
based on the fact that the individual under investigation is a legitimate member of the 
biological category “tigers”. 

This use makes possible to track environmental services used by humans in a biophysical way.  
That is, such an assessment is completely independent by the fact that these services are 
considered or not by market prices.  This application of useful metaphors can be used to 
generate families of indicators of unsustainability (environmental services footprint).  They can 
be calculated applying the transformities and the characteristics of elements (known from the 
type) to primary data (biophysical data) collected in the specific system under analysis.  In this 
way it is possible to calculate: (i) the actual availability of environmental services and resources 
within the investigated system (using real data referring to flows recorded within the boundary 
defined in the graph); and (ii) the total requirement of environmental services and resources 
assessed on the type.  The difference between virtual requirement and actual availability 
accounts either for the effect of net trade (difference between embodied traded flows) or the 
filling of sinks or depletion of stocks.  In this case, the boundary and the transformities defined  
for the type must be based on the same logic used to draw the graph of the analysis. 
 
d. Link all these scientific outputs (generated in the steps a, b, and c) to other scientific outputs 

obtained by other biophysical analyses or economic analyses.  
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e. deal with the evolutionary nature of these systems (trends analysis, study of attractors (fixed 
trajectories of development), cyclic attractors (pulsing). 

 
f. Deal with the hierarchical structure of this class of systems.  The set of typologies used 

should refer to biological networks (time duration larger than 100 years), socio-economic 
network (time duration around 10/20 years), market transactions (time duration 1/5 years).  
The discussion about the validity of the assumptions and the applicability of the various 
typologies should be used to provide a parallel reading of changes on non-equivalent 
descriptive domains.  The coherence of these non-equivalent representations has to be 
obtained through: (i) congruence checks among flows of energy, matter, money and human 
activity across hierarchical levels (non-equivalent descriptions) and (ii) quality checks, 
provided by the stakeholders, about the validity of the assumptions used in building the 
models. 

 
HOWEVER, each one of these possible applications requires a discussion of specific 
procedures.  For example in: 
(a) we do not have only the transformities taken from the book, but rather a comparison of the 

transformities of the investigated system against those of the typology.  Which one of the 10 
methods should be used will depend on the goal of the analysis (the scale) and the identity 
of the typology (how to characterize the process of self-organization), = on a wise selection 
of useful metaphors. 

(b) We have the problem that methods assessing the “usefulness” for humans in the short terms 
are different from methods assessing the “usefulness” for humans in the medium term, let 
alone how to assess usefulness for Gaia.  When proposing different metaphor for indices of 
usefulness we have therefore to discuss which rationale has to be used to calculate the 
transformity used to assess usefulness (and not that the donor system of value fits all). 

(c) When going for environmental services footprinting we do not get any problem when 
basing our assessment only on the use of biological (or ecological) categories (see the 
example of a tiger in the zoo).  As soon as we start using human-made categories (e.g. 
refrigerators) the validity of such footprinting is affected by a dramatic reduction in 
duration (operational time horizon) of the assessment.  Recall here the example of the 
footprint of a 20,000 $ houses, which can change depending on quick switches from wood 
to brick houses (generated by changes in market prices or changes in local regulations). 

(d) The link with non-equivalent analyses can be done without problems (actually this MUST 
BE DONE, if we want to work with multicriteria and multiplescale analysis).  But 
establishing these bridges requires a very careful check on the validity and compatibility of 
the results of the various non-equivalent modeling relations used to cover different aspects 
of the problem in different descriptive domains.  

(e) trends analysis and study of the characteristics of types, obviously, we cannot use location 
specific information (e.g. cannot be based on exergy assessments).  In these cases, we can 
assume for different energy forms, that conversions occur in a standard associative context.  
That is this case when we define exergy for these systems, this reflect the identity of the 
graph (if the 1000 kg of gasoline are used as fuel using the exergy definition of free energy 
in chemical terms, or used as lifting weight in a primitive elevator).  Nothing to do with 
thermodynamics. 

(f) This requires always a semantic check (a discussion with other non-equivalent observers), 
to have a quality check on how non-reducible descriptions have been reduced.  That is, 
since we are forced to introduce arbitrariness in our analysis of complex systems when we 
want to characterize them using a finite information space, then let’s acknowledge 
explicitly this fact from the beginning. 

******************* end of the presentation of the rationale ****** 
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Clearly, I don’t expect that you accept my description of the rationale of HT approach.  But this 
is what I would expect when talking of a presentation of the rationale.   Moreover, a discussion 
of what makes valid (what makes sense) in applying the approach help the discussion and the 
generation of explanations. If you start with such a definition of the rationale then it becomes 
easier to discuss.  For example, if we accept the idea that a wise use of metaphor implies using 
a previous knowledge to infer information about a specific case, we are left with the following 
problem.  We know system properties of ecological systems when described in biophysical 
terms (we can work with typologies). We know systems properties of economic systems when 
described using economic variables (we can work with typologies = what studied in 
economics).  We can guess system properties of human societies when described using 
biophysical variables (we can work with typologies). For sure we don’t know yet system 
properties of disturbed not-sustainable domains of reality (when we describe the result of the 
interaction of the two distinct processes of self-organization of human societies and 
ecosystems). In this case, there is not a unique self-organizing adaptive systems operating, but 
simply a certain amount of flows of energy, matter, money, represented in a common network.  
The identity of this hybrid and transitional network depends on the peculiar characteristics of 
the specific interaction and not on the characteristics of either the ecosystem typology or the 
societal typology considered.   However, a graph of this hybrid is exactly, what is generally 
represented in many Emergy analyses in which ecosystems, human economies and flows of 
money and services going through the selected boundary are considered in parallel.  Then 
quality factors, and indices characterizing their performance are calculated.  It is not clear to me 
how can we infer things about such a system, since what I don’t see is the previous knowledge 
of system properties of a standard typology to which such a special case is supposed to belong.  
In Ecuador, Brazil, China and in Developed countries, we are experiencing transitional situation 
that will not repeat themselves in the future.   Rather than looking for characterization of the 
hybrid network in transitional stets, it would be better to characterize the two interacting 
systems (ecosystems and human societies) in relation to their attractors (typologies and 
evolutionary trajectories), and then try to infer something about what we can expect from such 
an interaction. 
 
Pag. 9  I don’t want to bother you with redundant comments 
 
(1) Talking of embodied exergy means being able to do scaling. 
Extrapolate events described at a certain scale into events (emergent properties) at a higher 
level.  This can be easy for systems not evolving in time and with a common reference state on 
all levels.  But I see it very difficult for ecosystems and human societies. 
 
(2) Embodied energy as hybrid concept does not have any relation to classic thermodynamics 
(so why the 5 pages versus the 8 lines?) 
 
(3) Solar emergy is the total energy used up (When? This include or not events occurring before 
the Big Bang? In this case, a curiosity, what type of energy forms were present before the Big 
Bang? How the assessment of this quantity of energy was made? By whom? According to 
which representation? On which scale?) 
 
(4) Emergy is therefore a memory of total energy (free energy, exergy) previously used up 
(When? This include or not events occurring before the Big Bang? What type of exergy forms 
were present then? How the assessment of this quantity of free energy and exergy was made? 
By whom? According to which representation? On which scale?) 
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(5) If it dissipates more, it is more useful (this is valid only if the duration of the model can 
catch the positive feed-back, and if the elements are belonging to the set of categories making 
up the network typology).  If you burn a house the relict is not useful, exosomatic devices are 
using a lot of emergy, but do not amplify back to the ecosystems. 
 
Pag. 9-10-11  Section 3  multicriteria and multiscale evalutation 
Here we get into a discussion of the fact that a lot of scientific information could be used for 
complementing economic analysis and unfortunately is not used, by those that prefer adopting 
only economic analyses. 
 
Factors of scale 
After addressing explicitly this issue, you must be ready to face the consequences. 
 
1. Using non-equivalent descriptive domains 
You cannot even thing of using only one diagram for analyses of sustainability. For sure you 
will need several diagrams in parallel covering different holons.  They will represent processes 
and pattern that can be described only using different descriptive domain (scale specific).  For 
example, if you want to deal with the health of human beings you have to make several 
descriptions of them. (1) at the molecular level, (2) at the level of organs, (3) at the 
physiological level, (4) at the household level and (4) at a larger scale for studying their social 
relations.  If you want to get into an analysis of all these aspects of human health, you have to 
do several graphs referring to these different processes. 
 
2. Energy and exergy mapping when using non-equivalent descriptive domains 
Mandelbrot in his seminal paper on Science, shocked many saying that you cannot measure the 
length of the coast line of Britain if you do not specify first the scale of the map that you will 
use, for representing the coast line.  What map you will use for the assessment (= what is the 
numerical assessment of the length) will depend on why you are doing the analysis and not only 
on the characteristics of the coastline.  That is when dealing with fractal objects (and nested 
hierarchical systems) you are dealing with objects that do not have a clear identity. Numbers, 
therefore, are function of your goals (interests and beliefs) 

We got in this very same problem before when looking at exergy mapping, the exergy 
of 1000 kg of gasoline can be mapped in two non-equivalent way (either as a fuel for an engine 
or a weight to be used to lift a donkey).  The transformity of 100 kg of olive tree can be 
different if I map them as primary producers, biomass of an ecosystems or as olive tree.  It 
should be obvious at this point that also Emergy assessments are not a property of the system, 
but rather a combination of the characteristics of the system and the characteristics of our 
representation (what modeling relation we are using to map system behavior).  
 This is why you need category theory for dealing with complex adaptive systems 
organized hierarchically.  In fact, when you have a valid method to define categories you can 
identify: 
(a) type <-> individual 
(b) role <-> incumbent 
(c) function in relation to the emergent properties of the whole <-> organized structure within 

its associative context 
(d) holons (which Space-Time scale of the holarchy you are operating in). 
 
At this point: 
• mappings of energy refer to types (upper identity of the holon) 
• mappings of exergy refer to individuals (lower identity of the holon) 
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In this case for analysis referring to typologies of network the appropriate mapping is energy 
(that plus or minus 10/15%, neglect specific differences which could be obtained by more 
accurate, location specific, exergy mappings). 
 
However we can note that depending on the scale we get different meaning and different 
explanations for the same event.   For example why a cat has a fur? 
Can be answered (using category theory = holarchies) in two different ways: 
(1) because individual cats have the relative information on their DNA and therefore they make 

their own fur during their ontogenesis (= HOW). 
(2) Because the species “felix I don´t know what” belonging to the mammals in this way was 

able to colonize new niches, and therefore expand the activity of biological systems - 
maximum power (=WHY). 

 
Same event, two scientific explanations, two non-equivalent meanings. 
The different explanations and meanings and scales reflect (or imply) a different selection of 
criteria required and used to characterize the system to be modeled.  The characterization of the 
behaviour of individuals (organized structures operating in their associative context, 
incumbents, lower level identity of the holon) has to be based on system’s qualities and 
mappings and indicators which are different from those required for the characterization of the 
behaviour of types (functions related to an emergent behaviour of the whole, roles, higher level 
identity of the holon). 

Since in any case if we want to do science based on numbers, we must measure 
something, the only option available is to measure several non-equivalent identities of the 
system that are relevant, and when doing that we will have to use different systems of mapping.  
IF this is the only option available, THEN it is better that we discuss with the users of our 
models, which aspects of the system they are interested in. 
 Having said all that, you cannot collapse exergy, emergy, “embodied whatever else” 
you want to add to the list into a unique representative tool.  By writing a single integral in 
which you put a function of exergy, plus a function of energy, plus a function of something 
else.  They refer to different descriptive domains, different identities of the system, different 
durations, different scales, different graphs, different interests, different beliefs, different 
dreams. 
 
Pag. 12 section 4 
Thermodynamics cannot be the only basis for policy, nor it may become a new theory of 
economic value. 
 

This statement is a surprise to me, and it is not consistent with what presented before.  
The basic assumptions used in Emergy analysis (and confirmed step by step here in this paper), 
included by default in any introduction section of any Emergy paper are: “ecosystems and 
human societies can be dealt with using the same diagram and applying the donor system of 
value”.  These assumptions ARE an attempt to introduce a theory of value.  This is what turn-
off 95% of the people against Emergy analysis. 

Please note that, to make things worse, this is a theory of value, which, according to HT 
himself, is based on the personal interests and beliefs of the scientist deciding on the identity of 
the graph. 
 
Pag. 13  again logical inconsistency 
On the top of the page there is a long reference to fractal geometry, complex systems and 
hierarchy theory.  Then one get a quote of Kiker saying: “If clear analytical boundaries are 
specified for human controlled systems, for natural system and for systems derived from the 
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interaction of these two types, available energy analysis and emergy analysis can be used . . .”.   
In Italy we have an expression about the possibility of transforming grand-fathers into flippers 
if certain conditions were fulfilled.  The point here is that exactly fractal geometry, hierarchy 
theory, etc. etc. have been developed exactly because “clear analytical boundaries” cannot be 
specified for these systems. Nested hierarchical systems do not have a unique (let alone clear) 
identity. They cannot be specified when they are studied one at the time, let alone if we want to 
study their interaction. 
 
Pag. 13/14 another clear logical inconsistency 
 
Claims on LCA made by Frankl and Gamberale –  
“this is a tool that can identify (future) optimal solutions which maximize . . .and identify best 
fiscal and market incentives measures . . .” 
“LCA should not be reduced to a simple overall conclusion, since trade-offs . . . there is no 
single methods to conduct LCAs, this is a valuable tool  . . .in conjunction with other . . .” 
 
An interesting observation here is the danger of lock-in in the mind of scientists.  Many 
scientists have been so used for many years in thinking in terms of optimal solutions, 
maximizing functions, individuation of best course of action, that they keep using these 
expression even when they make study about future events, when they are using analytical tools 
which reflect their personal interests and beliefs or even when they say later on that this is not 
possible.   

Herbert Simon, one of the father of complex systems theory, has proposed to replace, as 
epistemological therapy, whenever we find the expression “optimizing solutions” the 
expression “satisfying solutions”.  This immediately changes the whole perspective of what an 
analyst should do.  Unfortunately (or rather fortunately), we have face the obvious fact that any 
analytical tool used to represent a complex system will imply a bias.  It is much better that we 
learn how to live with it rather than getting into a denial of it. 
 
Pag. 14 
Market energy are those forms of energy which are relatively scarce 

I am not sure about this statement.  At the moment oil it is not scarce in biophysical terms.  It 
has an EROI higher than 1 and there are large stocks available. If we would like to pay more 
for, and if poor countries had more technical capital per capita, we could use more.  In fact, this 
is why we are keeping having an economic growth.  It seems to me that market energy refer 
rather to those forms of energy that are able to maximize the power which is directly under 
human control.  This is a different way of looking at the crucial distinction discussed in Part 1 
between fej and sej.  The market value of energy forms (their usefulness for humans) is related 
to their ability to maximizing power expressed in fej (and not sej).  This refers to the discussion 
about mapping wealth (depends on which one of the two capital, technical or natural are 
limiting).  Their distinct usefulness is crucial but refers to a different nature (natural capital and 
technical capital).  This is why they should not be mixed.  This does not imply that sej are not 
relevant, but simply that they are necessary but not sufficient to make humans rich. 

Pag. 15 “ecological cost” of Szargut et al. 

The use of exergy to assess, at the molecular level, the state of bulk material (described as 
having an identity at the molecular level) in relation to a reference state is OK.  It can be used 
for developing indicators of environmental impact.  But only in relation to the emission of the 
material flows that has to be described at the molecular level. 
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That’s it.  I don’t see any possible use in dealing in this way, with the process of self-
organization of biological systems.  That is, this ecological costs could never deal with loss of 
biodiversity, the health of biological communities (unless we are able to link indices based on 
this approach to typologies of ecological networks).  In that case they could become indicators 
of the emergence of pathologies in the biological systems (as a fever can indicate that a human 
being is sick). 

Again this is always the same logic: to have a typology to be used as reference of the situation 
without disturbance, and then compare to this typology the actual situation.  The distance of the 
actual state from the reference state is an indicator of stress.  You can apply the same trick 
using different systems of mapping.  My point is that when using exergy you can map only 
systems which are very, very simple (their relevant characteristics can be mapped at the 
molecular level). 

Regarding the “exergoecological cost” of Valero, personally I am a little bit more skeptical.  If 
you want to map living systems against a Legal Reference State you will soon discover that 
humans share a peculiar characteristics with other living systems, they both like ILLEGALITY.  
Living systems like breaking the rules, getting in trouble, breaking away form steady-state, they 
tend to become something else changing continuously their legal reference state.  The final 
result is that you get a lot of different legal reference states (one for each valid category) which 
are changing at different speed in different places and scales (especially if you want to deal with 
humans and ecosystems at the same time).  
 
Finally, the extended exergy approach leaves me much more perplexed, since when getting into 
Gross National Product, you are proposing to be able to do a scaling between exergy mapping 
made across probably 10 hierarchical levels. When handling several hierarchical levels 
probably energy mappings should be preferred (used over parallel graphs). 
 
Pag. 16 a brief note on the idea that Ecological Footprint can escape epistemological problems 
on how to calculate indices.  This is not true at all.  At the moment there is a very intense 
discussion on how to calculate indices of Ecological Footprint in the Wackernagel group (I 
have tons of printed pages of these discussions).   As soon as you want to track flows across 
interacting networks (dealing with the effect of imports and exports, substitution, joint-
production dilemma, stock depletion and sink filling, uncertainty about future changes, identity 
of your system elements, which changes according to the hierarchical level considered) you are 
always in trouble.   

The problem is always the same. You want to come out with a 1 to 1 mapping of 
qualities of a complex system (which can be described only looking at it on different levels), 
using a formal system of inference which is generating a single indicator.  That is, if you  really 
want to do that, you have to do a lot of assumptions and you have to make a lot of decisions (= 
how to do the heroic simplifications).  The final result, will always be that if 200 other groups 
will do the same assessment they will generate > 200 different final assessments.  At this 
regard, if I can add something, it seems to me that the Ecological Footprint people are, at least, 
addressing pros and cons of using certain simplifications rather than others (using as reference 
value the average of the world versus the country which is exporting, etc. etc.).  That is, lately, 
when presenting their methodology they are trying to discuss the obvious fact that assuming 
something means losing something in order to be able to see something else.  A “typology” of 
discussion that I never saw in the Emergy literature (where starting with a set of 10 different 
methods per each transformity, and ending using only one, on the contrary, there are a lot 
assumptions that are made without discussion). 
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Pag. 16 – we arrived to the weakest spot of the paper, the reference to the equation of 
Giannantoni. 
Very briefly: 
• Metaphors address the meaning of a typology of models in relation to its usefulness in 

dealing with a specific situation. 
• Models address the usefulness of a formal system of inference to generate patterns in the 

numerical value of the set of variables used.  When this pattern can be used to simulate the 
behaviour of a real system the model is useful. 

• Equations are formal entailments applied to symbols (no meaning whatsoever is implied by 
the writing of an equation on paper). 

 
Therefore I can write whatever equation I want and then call it the way I want.  For example: 
 
W = integral over minus and plus infinite of [(Z x Y) / B] dt   (1) 
 
Where: Z (= grams of mozzarella of a medium Pizza Hut); Y (= the blue eyes of my daughter 
Olga); B (= the ultimate record of Madonna); W (= total GNP of Mars in 1526 B.C.).  For sure, 
even remaining in the total nonsense, how to define a dt for an integration which has either 
minus or plus or both “infinite time” in the integral is something that escapes my fantasy.  
 
The problem I have with this quote is due to the fact that weird mathematical relations made up 
of functions that cannot be defined in the same descriptive domain and integrated in time 
starting from minus infinite (equation 1.4 Pag. 546 of the paper in reference) are referred to as: 
“theoretical approach, aiming at developing common principles and equations” (as done by 
Sergio on Pag. 16 of this paper).   

It is true that, finally someone took seriously the claim of the emergetists, that emergy is 
all the solar energy that went directly and indirectly into the making of an energy form (without 
bothering to give a epistemological closure in time and space).  This is why Giannantoni is 
integrating all the solar energy that went in our Universe even before the Big Bang (please not 
that this equation implies also that we know about other forms of energy that could have 
operated before the Big Bang).  Clearly what is not clear is how it is possible that the graph 
used to calculate such an emergy function (which requires the use of world GNP expressed in 
US$ of 1990) remained the same for all this period.  Even before 1492 when Colombo 
discovered America and therefore when different types of currency were used in the world. 
 
I don’t want to sound too nasty (even though I realize that I am being quite nasty now).  But 
this is really something that bothers me.  If we want to be serious about our work, one has to be 
careful, especially when trying to defend an approach which has real potentiality in what one 
says (especially when on writes it down).  Personally, I don’t believe that one will be able to 
convince the people of the World Bank, or national governments, against the academic 
establishment, going around with functions (graph identity dependent = dependent on the belief 
and interest of the analyst) integrated over minus infinite in time.   
 
To end this personal note, just a short question for Sergio.   
Since, you are quoting this paper, as a relevant input to the discussion on how to improve HT 
approach, what is the numerical value of dt in the integral? 
 
Pag. 17 
Quote: “ a part of few algebra differences, most of the approaches have the same formal 
structure”. 
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This is a crucial point.  I don’t believe so.  HT approach addresses from the beginning that the 
system is hierarchical and that therefore you have to use meaning and personal experience and 
judgment if you want to attribute quality factors to energy forms.  That this, emergy assessment 
depends on network identity in relation to a goal.  This is why (at least this is my explanation of 
the fact) HT uses different transformities, depending on the circumstances and the analysis.  
The applications of HT approach explicitly indicate that a semantic check is required to have 
numbers. 

The others are simply applying to the input/output system of accounting (Leontieff 
type), and the idea that you can express an output in terms of any other input as embodied.  This 
method was proposed by Sraffa in the 60s.  The final result is obtained by an application of an 
algorithm (syntactic entailment is enough). 
That is an output is mapped in the form of embodied equivalent of something else, if this is an 
input of the network.  It is curious that nobody makes reference to Sraffa, that proposed this 
methods exactly to build a labor theory of value (he was expressing the outputs of the network 
in labor embodied equivalent).  Exactly the same thing that Valero is proposing now.  This is 
what pushed Georgescu-Roegen (another expert of input/output analysis – another way of 
formalizing HT graphs) to get into the epistemological problems linked to this methodology 
discussed in Part 1. 
 These methods are simple models (with a close information space), that is to be useful 
you are supposed to have the right graph which is supposed to get all the relevant information.  
They ignore that you can have a problem of inherent indeterminacy due to the fact that various 
parts of your systems are operating in parallel on different time scales.  They ignore that 
whatever result you get, will in any case depend on the “interests and beliefs of the person that 
decide how to represent the network” in the first place.  Selecting and codifying a strict protocol 
(algebra in your terms) do not change or avoid the initial bias to decide whether consider the 
1000 kg of gasoline as fuel for a car or a weight for a donkey.  This is a decision of the analyst 
that cannot be codified “a priori”. 
 The risk I see in this statement is that the attempt of formalizing the protocol of 
applications of Emergy are moving Emergy into the already long list of these attempts, which 
want to use simple modeling relations to define value in complex adaptive systems. 
 
Same page but below: 
 
Identify the system 
There is not such a thing as “the system”, you have different formal representations of a certain 
domain of reality where things happen, depending on different interests and beliefs. 
If you need information that can only be gathered by looking at “the reality” on different scales, 
then you will also have to use different system diagrams. 
 
Pag. 18 
How to select the appropriate transformity? 
How to know which network typology applies in this case? 
Can we use the same exergy definition across scales? 
How can we do the scaling of certain amounts of exergy measured at one level with exergy 
assessed at a different level (since any definition and measurement of exergy is location 
specific)? 
 
Why this procedure should provide a thermodynamic basis to Emergy? 
The final assessment will always remain dependent on the identity of the graph (interests and 
beliefs of the analyst).  But even more important: why do you believe that this should be a good 
thing?    Mappings belonging to the “kit tools” of classic thermodynamics “by default” cannot 
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be relevant to catch the characteristics of dissipative systems, since they must refer to the 
molecular level, whereas dissipative systems have an identity on levels above the molecular 
one.   Let alone when dealing with living systems or human systems. Obviously, living systems 
and human systems must obey the laws of thermodynamics, but cannot be explained, let alone 
simulated by them. 
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3. EMERGY: toward a quantitative method for determinin g carrying capacity for 
economic investments – Brown M. and Ulgiati S. 

  
I already reviewed this paper in 1988, but as a subcontractor of D. Pimentel (= he passed me the 
paper to review for Ecological Economics and I wrote a long memo on it).  Because of that, I 
am not sure about what David wrote on his final comments.  I am mentioning this detail, 
because of the peculiar fact that I could exactly recycle my memo without major changes, today 
in March 2,000.  However, since in this memo I used different terms and concept I will re-
frame my review according to them. 
 
General comments are the same.   
This paper present a very interesting idea about possible application of HT approach to deal 
with a problem that will become very popular in time (on this I was right for sure, integrated 
assessment of tourist facilities is becoming very popular in these days).  Two major problems I 
see with the paper are: (1) the presentation of the rationale of the approach, which is not 
convincing; (2) the logic proposed to develop the methodology for assessing the support area of 
tourist facilities is difficult to follow (I am trying to avoid the term bizarre).  My conclusions 
were in 1988 (and still are in the year 2000): the approach proposed is interesting and should be 
published, but I need a lot of work (total rewriting).  Actually, I remember that I called Mark to 
get a reference – on the phone - to this idea and I enclosed it in my paper on BIOSTA presented 
for the workshop held in Siena in 1990. 
 
Now to the details. 
 
Abstract 
A new definition of Emergy (a unit of resource use and work potential), very interesting, which 
however, can refer only to a self-organizing network typology.  I don’t know if this can be used 
in any specific situation such as the one dealt with in integrated assessment of tourism facilities, 
or at least this should be discussed. 
 
Key words: I would add references to “tourism” to the list. 
 
Introduction 
Use of terms without definition: “integrity”.  Actually, category theory and the rationale of 
using typologies to be compared to specific situation, provides a very powerful operational 
definition of integrity.  But such a rationale is not referred to (or used) in this paper.   
We find in the introduction the standard reference to the measurement of welfare, and to the 
scientifically based measurement of wealth (in note 1 on pag. 2). 
 
Pag. 2 Epistemological careless in statements: 
“the benefits and costs of differing intensities of development are evaluated and proposal are 
made for a quantitative method for determining sustainability of development”. 
Are you claiming that you can account for all relevant “costs and benefits” with your model of 
representation of problems (e.g. empowerment of women, cultural identity of marginal social 
groups, property rights)?  If not, I believe that it is time to clearly acknowledge that you are 
proposing a model, which is distinct from the reality and that therefore can look only at certain 
aspects of the reality.  This implies the need of addressing the consequences of such a fact using 
a different tone. 
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“Emergy analysis may offer a more complete perspective . . . on the ecological and cultural 
resources of regions”. Again a very bold statement coupled to a weak formulation “may offer”.  
Why not getting into a more pragmatic statement, such as:   
“Emergy can provide an analytical tool for integrating in the analysis of overall effects of 
development, some aspects that are usually missed by economic analyses”. 
 
When describing graphs and applications, why don’t start saying that models and reality are 
two distinct things?  This would help in dealing with the list of what is seen and what cannot be 
seen by the graph.  However, if you do that it becomes very doubtful that in the same graph you 
can represent and quantitatively measure storages and flows for cultural, ecological and 
economic systems, which require models operating on quite different durations. 
 
Describing how changes on one level affect changes on the other levels is the name of the game 
in complexity.  One widespread belief about this game is that such a reciprocal constraining is 
difficult to catch since the feed-back are operating across scale and are not easy to simulate with 
a single system of differential equations (if we want to consider several levels at the same time). 
 
Getting to Fig. 1, my problem is that the system of control and the exergy gradients used by 
humans to stabilize their own network is different from the system of controls and the exergy 
gradients used by ecological systems to stabilize their own network.  They have different goals, 
have different strategies, mechanisms of conversion of energy into information (describable 
only using different dts).  I am not sure that they can be mixed in a single graph.  At least, the 
legitimacy of such an operation should be discussed. 
 
Pag. 3  We get to the problem I have with the logic of assessment proposed in this paper.   

I try to frame how I see things using the rationale explained before (in the review of 
Sergio paper).  In this case, we have an ecological system which is disturbed by the tourist 
facility and we want to assess the degree of environmental loading.  Due to the fact that 
ecosystems are natural categories we can assess the standard typology of this system (whatever 
index called  RS = reference state, will do it) and then assess how the system under 
investigation is far away from its natural state (whatever index called AS = actual state, will do 
it).   At this point we can express an indicator of environmental loading EL = AS/RS.  Actually, 
this can become very easily a family of indicators depending on what indicator we selected for 
AS and RS.  That is we can calculate various indicators of EL, for the same system.  This can 
result useful in different ecological contexts or when dealing with particular human activities 
that can imply a type of environmental impact very specific. 
 Please note that the index EL is a very strong one, since it does not depend on human 
preferences, prices, human technology etc.  At this point we can introduce the previous 
knowledge about the typology and say: in ecosystems of this type (tropical forest, savannah, 
etc.) we know that for the safety of the system we cannot go over a Critical Environmental 
Loading = CEL = EL* .  CEL is a number that we have to give to such a ratio, based on 
previous experience.  This threshold implies that when in our system under study EL > EL*, we 
can expect serious damages (or irrecoverable damages) to the exploited ecosystem. 

The selection of a CEL is, in a way, an arbitrary call, but it can justified by previous 
experience on similar situation (in similar ecosystems) and also on a lot of existing knowledge, 
already accumulated in theoretical biology.  When guessing CEL in relation to specific 
indicators of Environmental Loading one can use a lot of rationales and “know how” existing 
on the stability of various types of ecosystems. 
 After having done that, we can say the following.  (a) we used to have before the arrival 
of the tourist facility in our study area an EL1; (b) after the tourism exploitation of the area we 
have an EL2.  (c) If EL2 >> EL1, then we have to introduce a buffer.  (d) The buffer has the 
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goal to bring EL2 to an average EL3 which has to be “reasonable” in terms of ecological costs 
(and compared with economic benefits).  Now, if we are working in a multicriteria setting, we 
have to define “reasonable” in two different way: (1) in the ecological field.  That is, we can 
discuss how ecological “costly” is to get closer and closer to CEL.  Put in another way, in this 
way, the ecological “costs” implied by the tourism facilities. (2) by considering human 
preferences. Clearly human preferences will get back into the picture when deciding what is the 
“reasonable” ecological cost to be paid (by the environment) for the economic benefit of 
humans.  That is when deciding how much to set aside for the buffer.   However, it should be 
noted that the economic costs of reducing the ecological costs (by setting aside a piece of land 
that is no longer available for economic exploitation) can be dealt with and handled in a way, 
that is independent of economic variables and human preferences.  

Exactly because at the end the final “value call” weighting between ecological costs and 
economic benefits will be done using human preferences, it is extremely important that we start 
with a definition of ecological costs which is independent from human perception, but that it is 
based on ecological analyses.  This is exactly where HT approach has a plus compared with all 
other methodologies available. 
 
Let’s see now, what is the rationale proposed in this paper. 
 
They calculate an RS (a reference state), which is not based on any ecological reasoning, but 
simply by reflecting the status quo of the interaction between humans and ecosystems in the 
country within which the tourist facility is operating (this RS depends on the GNP of the 
country).  That is if we are operating in Hong Kong (in which we are in a situation very similar 
to that of a zoo), with this approach we will assume that the zoo situation is the target EL that 
we should achieve when building buffer zones.  Actually, this logical inconsistency is 
extremely evident because of the selection of countries used in this paper: Papua New Guinea 
and Mexico.  We are in a case study in which we have two different typologies of ecosystems 
(a tropical and a non-tropical one).  These two different ecosystems can imply different level of 
fragility and resilience and therefore should require the definition of different CELs.  We have 
also two different typologies of societies (one more integrated in the market with a GNP per 
capita much higher than the other).  However, with the selection of this reference state all this 
information (that could have been easily accounted for when using HT approach) has been 
erased by the analysis.   

After using as RS, the average environmental loading of the economy of the country 
within which the tourist facility is operating (an index that depends on the GNP of the country) 
any possibility of using the power of metaphors is gone.  Since we are no longer using systems 
property of an existing typology of ecological systems.  On the contrary, we are dealing with a 
very bizarre logic.   In a situation in which we could have a family of indices of ELs and CELs 
referring to ecological types and to the local situation (the particular beach area), we decide to 
use a RS reflecting economic development as defined at a different scale (in which different 
typologies of ecosystems can be included).  Then we use this value based on the GNP of a 
country (based on trade) to assess a location specific environmental loading (which has to do 
with the distortion of local biological categories).  

In fact the authors calculate an EL 2 (= the environmental loading generated by the 
tourism facility) and the size of the buffer zone size, which has the goal to restore in the local 
area the average value of EL of the whole country.  Talking about losing valuable information 
when selecting your model you cannot do worse than that.  Why RS - the average 
environmental loading of Mexico in 1987 - should be a goal to be achieved by making buffer 
zones (in relation to the local specific ecosystem)?  What if this value is already above the 
CEL?  In this case, if the identity or integrity of the local ecosystem is already gone for good, 
why bother in keeping buffer zones for ecological reasons?  How it is possible that a 
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quantitative approach to determining carrying capacity of local environments (and I am quoting 
the title of the section) is dependent on “national averages of GNP per square meter”?  So that if 
we are operating in Egypt in which 90% of the country is occupied by desert, whatever we do 
in the delta of the Nile will be OK since it will not change much national averages! 
 
The explanation for this rationale is given on Pag. 4 
“The theoretical construct is that this ratio is, in itself, . . . a measure of the intensity of the local 
economy and that the environmental and cultural systems are adapted to the level of 
economic activity present”. 
 
I don’t want to make nasty comments on this statement (I am trying to avoid getting back to a 
Giannantoni’s equation mood).  If I understand well, this sentence says that this rationale 
assumes that right now, whatever is going on in the world is perfectly sustainable since I am 
quoting “environmental and cultural systems are adapted to the level of economic activity 
present”.  I don’t know in which world Mark and Sergio have been living in these decades (for 
sure in developed countries) or if they watch the news in the evening.  Buñuel (a famous 
Spanish movie director) became famous in the 50s/60s (I am not sure) with his movies on 
marginal youngsters living in Mexico Cities.  He predicted then that violence and a widespread 
collapse of social fabric in Mexico could only get worse in the future.  Unfortunately, he was 
right in his prediction.  Coming to environmental impact I am not sure that all environmental 
systems can be assumed to be adapted to the level of economic activity at the present.   
 
But there is much more, and here it is important the fact that I reviewed this paper 12 years ago.  
The approach implies that existing conditions are always the right ones.  That is, that the 
environmental loading existing in 1987 in Mexico was the right one for ecological and cultural 
systems.  If we decide to apply this method tomorrow, we will assume that the environmental 
loading existing in 2000 in Mexico is the right one for ecological and cultural system.  In this 
way, we will calculate different (smaller) areas of ecological buffer for the same resort and the 
same ecosystem, (imagining that there is still some natural habitat left at this moment).  My 
question at this point is the following one. In which sense this approach can be used to discuss 
of sustainable development?  Its basic rationale is that: “one has to slow down the speed at 
which human economies develop by having a “default” goal to preserve the status-quo”.  But 
what happens in a situation in which the status quo cannot be preserved and ecological and 
cultural systems are not happy with what they are getting?  What happen if we have to make 
tough calls sharing stress among non-equivalent and incommensurable indicators of stress?  In 
this case, this analytical tool is absolutely useless for discussing of possible alternative, 
negotiating trade-offs and so on.  Since it assume by default that what is going on, right now, is 
the best combination of stress between human stakeholders and Gaia, to be preserved.   

Clearly, this loss of “meaning” is the toll to pay to the hidden assumption that 
ecosystems and human societies are legitimate members of the same graph, in which the 
transformities indicate “values” (the donor system applies), which requires that the two systems 
are in equipollence.  Actually, this is exactly what the sentence I highlighted says: 
“environmental and cultural systems are adapted to the level of economic activity 
present”.  They co-evolved for a period long enough that present conditions are the best 
solution for sharing the stress among interacting self-organzing adaptive networks.  

 
However, if this assumption is not true (and I happen to believe that) the whole system 

of accounting does not apply.  In my view, it should be very easy to establish a different system 
of accounting that can calculate the various ratios proposed in this paper in terms of EL, CEL 
and other indices (% renewable over non renewable).  But, obviously, the analysis should be 
framed in different terms. 
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Pag. 8  The logical inconsistency of the methodology becomes evident – at least for me – in the 
following discussion.  That is, the same tourist resort operating in the same type of ecosystem 
will requires different buffer zones if operated in Taiwan rather than in Mexico or in North 
Australia rather than in Papua New Guinea.  With this approach, it is the GNP of the economy 
that determines the carrying capacity of local environments.  For an approach based on 
biophysical analyses which has the goal of complementing economic analysis looking for 
missed perspectives, you have to admit that you are not doing very well.  Probably, those using 
the willingness to pay of tourists showing the pictures of possible resort location with a nice 
ecosystem or a deteriorated one, could do better than that, when assessing the impact on local 
ecosystems. 
 
Pag. 9 compares the support area required for the two resorts. 
Are the areas changing every year, depending on fluctuations and changes in GNP?  That is, if 
you had to do the same calculation today – year 2000 – would you find a different number of 
square meters, due to the differences in socio-economic characteristics in Mexico and PNG, 
using the same technical coefficients for the resorts?   
 
Final sentence of Pag. 9.  “The fact that a smaller support area per room or tourist is required by 
the Mexican resort . . .” reflects simply the fact that the value of RS for Mexico is much higher.  
In my view this indicates simply that the analytical tool used for the assessment is very weak. 
 
Pag. 10 we get again into the claims about measurement of “value” and “wealth.  Here the 
reference to Odum clearly indicates that HT is proposing an use of the term wealth which does 
not coincide with the use made of it by economists. 
 
Again another basic observation on the proposed use of analysis of the effect of trade. 

The economists have a useful concept which is called “comparative advantages”.  The 
economic process is supposed to take advantage of comparative advantages (those having a lot 
of fishes and few fishing boats, happily trade - exporting a lot of fishes for importing a few 
fishing boats).  I agree that having a biophysical analysis of the effect of trade is a crucial 
complementing piece of information.  Advantages in the short term (assessed by those that 
define wealth as economists) can be paid for disadvantages in the long term (assessed by those 
that define wealth as HT does). But on the other hand, one has not to exaggerate the importance 
that has to be given to this analysis.  This is not the ultimate view on real wealth, but simply one 
perspective of wealth obtained when looking at things on a different scale (long term versus 
short term).  How to weight the indications given by these two views of wealth, again requires a 
value call.  Those desperate are more interested in hearing about the short term story (that told 
by the people of the World Bank), those well-off are interested in maintaining their wealth on a 
longer time horizon (that told by the environmentalists).  

Off course tourists going to PNG are taking advantage of the abundance of natural 
capital there and the cheapness of the services they receive.  This gradient is exactly what 
drives them in.  If they had to pay the same as in their country and obtin the same 
environmental services they would not go in the first place.  This gradient is why they pay an 
airline ticket and then they spend there per day the equivalent that a local worker earns in two 
weeks.  Local communities, on 5the other hand, get a higher environmental loading, but see in 
this way the possibility of generating added value (buy technical capital). 
 

If we want to be taken seriously in this type of discussion we should frame them in a 
multicriteria basis and going for a correct problem structuring.  Given the fact that the local 
people want an economic growth, and the fact that such an expansion of economic activities 
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will imply a growing environmental impact how can we look for satisfying solutions (trade-off 
analysis)?  That is, willing to generate X millions of dollars per year and Y jobs in this area, 
how can we characterize different options (tourism, mining, making shoes for Nike) in a 
MCMS-PS?   At this point using a single indicator (the net emergy traded) can imply losing 
track of important difference of the various emergies accounted in the overall indicator.  There 
are emergies that refer to the requirement of financial investment, there are emergies referring 
to the requirement of economic services, there are emergies referring to the need of specific 
natural resources or environmental services.  Depending on their relative scarcity, they can have 
different values for non-equivalent observers: trans-national hotel companies, local 
communities, people of local community filthy rich or very poor, Gaia, the people of WWF will 
be more interested in some emergies than in other.  Mixing them all, can say something to 
someone for sure, but keeping them separated can say much more (different things) for these 
different people. 

Finally, I can end this long story about Emergies.  The problem is that there is not just 
one Emergy.  Emergy means “usefulness” for an adaptive dissipative network, and it is defined 
by the identity of the graph (available mapping of exergy used, mechanism used for coding and 
processing information) and the goals of the system in relation to its boundary conditions.  I am 
not convinced that when dealing with the sustainability predicament we can imagine that we 
can assess a unique emergy that map the usefulness for various stakeholders, present 
generation, future generations, trading countries, local ecosystems and Gaia.  Actually, mixing 
emergy referring to different non-equivalent typologies, means only losing valuable 
information.  I expect that you don’t agree with this statement.  However, I believe that we 
should discuss about this, and this memo was an attempt to make this point. 


